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ABSTRACT
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FORWARD

Curriculum development is a continuolis and unending activity. Responsible
and concerned classroom teachers and other educators through their own initiative
undertake activities dir-ected toward the improvement of CUrriculum. In addition,

from time to.time changes occur in the societal context which'provide special .

impetus for serious and considered attention to the questions of what ought'
young people to become and hast\can curriculum contribute to the development of
'valued capabilities.

In 1972, the Minnesota.State Board of Education.issued a policy statement
indicating their commitment tO ,the provision of equa; educatiollhl opportunity

for all. The Board recommended that sex role-stereotyping and all practices
/ which perpetuate sexual stereotyping in sChool programs be eliminated. The re-

commendation further indicated that appropriate action be undertaken to eliminate
sex bias froM curricular and instructional nlaterials used in elementary and

41.
secondary schools.° In 1974, a contractual agreement was initiated by the Division
of Vocational-Technical Education of the Minnesota State Department of Education
with the Depdrtment of Vocational-Technical Education and the Division of Home
EConomics Education of the University of Minnesota for the purpose of developing
curricular materialsvin home economics which would provide equal educational
opportunities for boys and girls at middle achoolhunior high school level.

Audrey Grote, Vocational Program Simervisor for Consumer Homemaking, served
as the representative of the State Depa. Irrmt of Education to the project.

Dr. Roxana.Ford, chairperson of the Divi:.7-1(- of Home Economics Education, Univer.,

sity of Minnesota, was director of the pr(Jt. Helen Henrie, instructor in
home 'econotics.education, University of Minnesota, serVed as leader for the sev-

eral developmental phases of the project. Twenty-four junior high school home
economics teachers varticiPated in the development, field trial and revision of

the units. Additional junior high/middle school teachers participated in the

N field t 1.of the unipts.
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DEVELOPMENT OF CURRICULAR MATERIALS

Selection of Teacher Writers: .

Middle school/junior high schOol home economics teachers throughout the ,

state were surveyed in 1974 to'deterMine their interedt in and need for cur-
ricular materials,in home economfcs which would be free of seX role stereo-
typing. A number of the respondents indicated that the home economics pro-
gram in their school would be integrated during the 1975-76 school year. Further-
More, their expresseda need for curricular materials Which would.present.tisks
a6sociated with home and family living as.,appropriate for females and melee.
Approximately 30 respondents indicated their interest in participating in.the
Home Economic curriculuM development'project at the middle. schaol/junior;high Of

school level. Frorli,this'group, twenty-four teachers were identified participate
in the development.of materials and in the field trial of materials in
educational classes.

Decision to Develop Mini Units:

Data gathered regarding the scheduling of classes in hOme bconomics at,the
middle school/junior high school level indicated that the sametter length offering
was most,often.used Por required and electiVe courses in home economics. The
eecond most fitquently used scheduling was the.year long course,followed by tri-
mester and quarter length offerAgs.. This data appeared:to:reflept the practice,
of scheduling girls into home ebonomics and boys intojndustrigl education.
With'the introdUct1N-of co-educational classes it seemed reasoIcrable to assume
that new courses' would besof Shorter duration in orddrto accomodate larger

. numbers of students in.theisathe faCilities.and time frame. Furthermorei-shorter
units of study se6med_to be apPropriately matched to the developmental ivterests
of early adolescents. Therefore, it Was,decided to develop curricular materials
which could be taught' in relatively.short peridds Of tiMe; thuS'iproyiding students
with oppoi-tunities to explore'several areas of study withirk.a 6r 9, or 12 week
-period of instruction. The term mini unit waS coined to describe the short self-
contained curricuar materials which would be designed to provide...boys. and girls
.learning opportities in-home economics. -

-

Selection of Mini Units for DevelopMent:

Curriculum development involves the consideration of .alternatives and.the
making of choices among those alternativeS. As curriculum 'is planned the following

'questions arise:
What changes in pupil behavior 6r capabilities ought to result from the ex- ,

periences which comprise the curriculum? .

What knowle4e, skills and attitudes are.necessary for pupils to develop it\
the objectivAs of curriculum are:to be accomplished?..

What approaches to learning wil/ aSsist students in accompiishing the ob.--
jectives.of the curriculum?

What means can be used to determind whether Atudents have accomplished the
objectives of curriculum?

Answers to these questions may 'be fOrmulated in a vdrietyNe ways. For this
project the teacher-writers,frocvarious locationd in the state participated in
,a series bf meetings at which e the folldwing basis for Carriculum development.
were examined: conceptions of.the learner and the learning process; developmental
-characteristli.cs of the early adolescent, current societal cOnditions and purposes
of the field of home economics. As a reSult of.sthis study the following point of

4 '
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-view regarding the purpose of instruction in home.econoMIcs at.the middle school/
junior high school level was developed.

It is 'assumed that individuals, both female and male, have the right to

full pelfdevelopment. Furthermore, the individual is viewed as ossessing theIpotential,for the development of a variety of.capabilitiey. Th ndividual is

considered an active agent in.directing hfr.or. hissown developmen Growth and .

developMent ef capabilities, is believed to result when the individual interacts

.
'with the environmen.tv As the individual interacts with"the environment, he dr
She is capable of;de46eloping meaningful.knowlfdgeind ofinter4lating and or

." ganizing knOwledge4 The developing persOlia_COnaldered capable of complex be.
havior involving (cobsiciering ideas simultaheously, Ordering them and adapting them
to 'meet new situations. This conception of the learner as Selfdirecting,
possessing the-potential for continuous growth and development, and capable of
exercising intelligence in coping with life _circumstances appears to be consistent
with a society which.is dedicated.to.and dependent upon the development of free,

1
raiional,,and responsible individual's.

. Young people Of'MAddle scheol/junior high school age-have reached or are
approaching a stage Of development,which is characterized by search for;individual
identity,. new levels'of.physical: maturation, desire for group acceptance, and

4the development of intdllectual abilities related to probleth solving.and.value

I development. -The emergence of these.Characteristi'cs.has implications for the
deVelopment.of curricular materials whict; will foster in students comprehension

Of physical and social environment'in which they live. FUrthermore, curricular

materials which'would be consistent with these capabilities would.develop stu
dents'abilty.tO make informed and ieason d decisions ahd to execute them effee
tively. f

N.

The desirability
bec6mes more apparent
currently Complex and

are few, if any, satis

1

of assisting young/lipplt evelop these capabilities
in the'context of Allietal conditions. Individuals in the

aneverchging soci face liife situations for which there4t'
1 ,

factory ready Made p utioas.1

Among the areas of living in which indiViduals are required.to seek solutions
and assume piersonal decision making power are.those which have as their focal

pointy personal, hOMe and family life. Asindividuals make personal decisions
and interadt,with family members, other individuals, and' groups, conditions are

produced which affect the.wellbeing of those'involved. FUrthermore, when indivi
duals .interact with' objects and materials which are related to the home and per

, form,tasks associated with home and family living, conditions are preduced Which

affect the development of people. Simply-stated, the decisions of individuals
regarding what te do and what not to do in the realms of pel-sonal, home and.family
life resalt in conditeions which.may be beneficial to the development of human
.potential or may be detrimental'to that development. With4hese ideas,in mind
it wab judged that,curricular Interials.in home economics at-the middle school/

.junior high sChool levfl would foster selfdevelopment 'and provide for,equal
educAional oppoituniq, if they provided opportunities for boys and girls to
consider the. roles they mayassuMe as family members, consumers and wageearners
in home economics related occupations, and if they encourageekbeys and girls to

explore 4ecision, making tasks related to personals home and'family living.

The developmental characteristics of young people, current societal Contqt
and.knOwledge of the field7of home economics, were used as guides in the identifi
cation of deciiion.makipg tasks'likely to be experienced by middle school/

junior high 6chool students. Through a procees ofconsultation which involved Audrey

Grote, Helen Henrie and the teacherwriters, 25 mini unite *ere selected for

.developmeht. t.

7 4



'4 The development and writing stage of the project was carried On from August
1974, through,MarCh 1975. airing this time, materials underwent several revisions
and copies were prepared for'field trial. Twenty-two units were-completely developed.

Arrangement for field trial of the mini units were begun in November 1974.
A letter inviting' participation in the field triAl was sent to milpdle school/

junior high school home ecónomics teachers. To the group of 131 !teachers who
'responded indicating an interest in the field trial, 205 mini units were distri-
buted. At the close of the field trial in June 1975, ninety-five units had been
returned with completed field trial datS. Each of the mini units had been used
with at 1%ast one.group of students. Sever its were used in six to.eight
classes. The average number of field t s p unit was 3.80. A total of
3,566 students participated in the fi d trial Seventy-eight percent were female
and twenty-two percent were males. Evaluation of the-mini unit were completed ,

.by.the teachers and the students responded.to n opionnaire. Responses from,the
teachers and students were considered in the evision of the mini units.

Revision of the mini units included t e following activities. Evaluative
statements from the field test teacher's d students were sumMarized. A con-

ference was held with each teacher-writer td exemine the evaluations and *dentify
further modifications which would enhance the units. Tjle final revision f the '

unite was carried out by the project leader and assistants.

:throughout the development of the mini units a conscious effort'was made
to eliminate sex role-stereotyping. The decision-making tasks ana the related
body of knowledge which are focal points of the mini units are those engaged
in.by females.and males. Furthermore, all tasks are presented as appropriate for
both men and women. Females and males are depicted as successful and unsuccessful.
Members of both sexes are a-dpicted in a variety of roles. The major portion of
the Conceptual content relatea to the various decisicn tasks' applies equally to /

females and males. For example, clean hands, clean clothing and hygienic
practices,reduCe the likelihoo 'of contimination of food. Also, a-child's third
year.is one of physical growt and development. Coordination of large muscles

develops and the child is capa le of running, riding a tricycle, and carrying
large, lightweight objects. SM 1 Muscle coordination also develops and the ,

child feds herself/himself with-greater skill and handles other objects with
.better coordination. When a differep'ce in empirical knowledge occurs
and is related to sex,-statements which describe or apply to males and females

.are identified.

-Format of the Miii Unit:

Each mini unit is, composed of an introductor/-Tage, the body of the,unit,
and a section of support materip. The introductory page provides an overview of
the unit, including a brief desOiption of the focus of the unit, a statement of
rationale,.the Objectives, suggested grade level, and an estimation of the time

required for completion of instruction. The body of the mini unit is composed

of three sections. The Conceptual Content contains statements which identify ,

the concepts and generalizatiohs which are relevant to the exploration and under-
standing of the areas of studyand achievement of the objectives. The Pupil-

Teacher Interaction destribes.the particular approach to learning which is being

suggested. The role pupils and teacher in carrying out the activities are
identified together with the support materials to be used. The Support Material

5II/1
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section identifies by number an page Nie suggested materials which can:be,/
used in the pupilteacher interaction. 'In sosi'e instances, a .copy of tte'rli.aterial
is provided and in other instances the material istofbe atclired from a Ourds
identified in'the reference section which. appearait .0.1e end of each mini unit. ,

Evaluation proc ures are not included .in the mini uni..* as time did not allow

'for the develoPm nt of this aspect'of the materials.
*

The mini units are identified as level I pr level IT. Level I units provide.:

basic learnings in an area and asaume no prior formal educational experience or
the part of the students. These mini units are suggested for grades 6 7.

Level II units extend learnings and introduce new learnings in various deCision.

areas. These units are suggested for students in grades 8 9.- the suggested
time required for completion pf a unit of study.varies from 3. 9 weeks.' Units
which incorporate considerable laboratory experilnce re4uire 6-9 weeks.

,
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Csreer ExplfatsPibn * t

. . , .

Mit. Title: What) jx.).1)ots,le. Do-Al
1 .

. uggest.ed TIrnt 3 wackti.,

3'4!?
Fo &is': In., WI enorG, t,o allow ung.peoit.e , .. '''.

tei explore>: ..4 festyl Os; 41)1 :.5`::.04..t, t3mpla Al,zis. an
inVestigatibn or tptiose.activit'I'vs %gar leVon ; '.'
within the homeiae,.pile'.9 chOsen 9ccuPation acid
during leisure time. The' unit ,attempts to hel-P

.

young peR.ple'ur4erstend.the relatIonshtween
choices. maae. and the resulting lifesty"., P431-
dents are slerted tg the RerSonal pow4 :they ..".4
can exerclai to Aevel.op a desirOle. and 1.sat1,0-
fying _lifestyle. An exploration of .116 .

mics Wage parning occupations and -the oCcUpStaRn
of ,consumer-homemaker arel.ncluded.

, ..
0,

,..Educat.411,)nal,'ea..clf,Oiotind:
.requi.red.r.,.. f ';, :

. i' 1

4.

Unit Title: Looking at Food Service

Unit Focus: The focus of this unit iVisthe ex-
ploration of various food service occup0,4ons.
Through study trips and simulated experiences,

students have the opportunity to become ac-
quainted with several occupations related to
the preparation and service of food in quan-
tity. Instruction is planned to familiarize
students,wi.th those areas of study which_are
basic to several food serVice occupatiohs'.
Included are sanitation, service of food, safety,-
job satisfactions and preparation for various
jobs. Basic 'food preparation techniques, use
of equipnent and cost control are included in
the unit but are not major points of emphasis.

44-,

.Suttrne r Werks.

Unit Title: DIJOlying and Understanding Young
Children

ssol$Unit Focus:- The care and guidance of young
children rg the theme of this unit. Direct
experience with preschool children is suggested
as a primary learning' experiende. The activi-
ties 'and procedures -carried out with the chil7
dren in the preschobl are considered in.sterms
of their effect on the development of the young
child. Attention is directed to career oppor-
tunities related to child care.

8

1 I

Level,: .II

c

tv,

Fuctional Backkound is
Suggestici--.that't ugbe
taught-. tQ ".b-oys arid 'who .have.",,

,asicundestning of food:-
preparatipn and hate 'som'a
fatni4.iarit.4_ with:food iveparation
from sp -experierktittl base.

Suggested Time: 6 9.weeks.'

Level: II

Educational llackground: None.
requited..

IV
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car e4.!r Ex IQ rat i on (coot .

UnSt Titlef Jobs: Sewing and Selling

Unit Focus: clothing industry is tied'as
a vehicl6 to introduce students to the economic

,

..,3yst.vm 'and the,' le of producers and consumers.
Ah,ttem made fro textiles is selected by still
Aenttt and teacher to 'be produced in the class
room jpid'sold. Students-participate in making
managerial 4,1-ec1sion3.and'perform-task4 as pro.

duCtion.Workvrs.,in a simulated factory. Job

'applicaticons, interviews, and time work records
re complrted. by'.students. Attention is giyen

to satisfactions la:vociated with various Jobe
tildent.4-haVe,vote'opportunity to develop'

-sewing skills.-

9lothini,I. and Textiles....

Unit Title: Clothing Care and Repair

Unit 'Focus: Clothing .stor.a.f, laundry aud simple

-repair. Attention :o proclTres andtlire effect
Jpf)srocedures'on the appearance and life of
weating apparel.

Suggested, Time: 6 weeks.-

Level : I I
.41

Educational Background: It is
,assumed that'students halte pome'
PAdkgiound,in'clothing
structtiop and limited experience,

, in the operation Of,the eW1ng
maching. If students havehLid
no experience, the suggestfid
time .should bb_extended
weeks..

,Unit Title: Personality, Lifestyle anl
Clothdng

*to..

Unit Focus: -Clothing selection for the indi
,

iliditljs the central theme of the unit. At
tlentionis given.to the functions of clothing

-.and the- influence of values in the process of

':selecting .clothing. An introduction to ward-
-.:robelplanning is.incorporated. Opportunities

. are prbv-ided for students to examine and observe
aCtual fabrics 'and garments. These experiences
are used ta develop understanding of the elements
of color, texture and line as they relate to
ilothing design a9c1 selection.

12'

9

Suggested Time: 2 3 weeksf

Level: I

gducational Backiround: Nond*
required.

Sugges d Timei 2 3 weeks..

Level:

t'

Educational Background:
reqaired.

ob.

None

-*
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Clothing and Textiles (cont.)

-

Consumer Clothing

-ki..Focus: Alternative.metho ds of acquiring
hing are explored in terms of resOurces re

iuired and problems or risks involved. Knowledge
CO the properties of textile fibers and informa,'.
-4:'/°n,provided by textile product labels are pre..
s nted as'resources useful in acquiring clothing

whether clothing is,purchased readymadeor self'
constructed. Indicators of quality in garment

' conStrUction are identified, and students have
the opportunity to examine and .compare-garments
for quality of construction. Attention is given

to factors which gfect prices charged and the
relationship of price and quiality. Experiences

are provided which encouragd students to relate
factual informatibn.to clothing acquisition pro
blems and decision making.

Consumer Behavior

r

'Suggested Time: Y-itters.

Level: II

'EducatiOnal Background:,NOn
'required.

Unit Title: Consumer Decision Making Suggested Time: 3-- 4 weeke.

Unit Focus: Consumer decision making is ap.7
proached aS an. activity directed toward the
satisfaction of needs add one which:is influenced
by -a variety of factors including tfie knowledge

'and values, of the'consumer. It is suggested
that student's select a consumer decision mak

. .

ang project which can serve as a point of re
ference for the learnings incorporated in the
unit. Class activit,j,es focus on understanding
the relationship .of various.factors to consumer
decision making. Merchandising practices in
cluding packaging, labeling, advertising and
pricing are studied as well as other sources
of information'available to the consumer; Stu
dente,have the opportunity to participate in
the several phases of consumer decision making.

1. 3

10

Level: II

Educational Background: None

required.
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Consumer Behavior (cont.)

Uhit Title: Dealing/With Dollars Suggested Time: 2. 3 weeks.

, Unit Focus: The unit introdUfts students to
the 'functions of money in meeting.needs and Level: II

wants of individuals. EXperiences in the unit
provide opportunities to develop understanding
of such concepts.as goals, values and resources Educational Background: None

as they relate to money management behavior. - required.

Sources of money income and practices which
increase purchasing power or extend money income
are among the concepts'presented which enable

' the student-to examine her/his.own money manage

' ment practices,.

Unit Title: .-Metric Mind

Unit Focus: The unit provides a'short and .
basic introduction to the metric system of

measurement. EMphaSis is on learning to think

metrically. The major part of the unit in
cludes understanding the basic units of measure
ment in the metric system and their inter

. relationship. Students-have some opportunity

to use the metric system in simple problems.
ActiyitieS in sections are designed to acquaint

-,the,students With the use,of the metric system

in the role of consumer an&homeMakers.

Nutrition and Fgod Preparation

Unit Title: GOOd Health Througa Nutrition:
How Do YOu.Measure,Up?

Unit Focus: The basic food nutrients and their
effect on the health and wellbeing of indivi-

Suggested Time: 2 weeks.

Level: I or II

Educational backgroUnd: None

required.

Suggested 'Time: 2 3 weeks.

Level: I

duals is the central theme of the unit. :Through Educational Background: None

experiences in the unit; students have the op required.

portunity to become familiar with the Recommended
DailSr Dietary AlloWances for the-basic nutrients
anclatOod soul-6es for those nutrients. The caloric
valib of foods and the relationship of calorie
intake to calorie output is studied. As the nu
trients are studied, students will either test
food samples for nutrient content or see demon
strations of tests for nutrients. Opportunities

are provided for-students to taSte foods which

supply nufrients in significant &mounts and to

determine from reliable sources t,be 'putrient and

caloric value of foods.

14



-Nutrition-and Food Pieparation.----,---(cOnt.)

Unit Title: Nutritidri: awing and Selling

tnitlocus: The selection of:foods which will
provfn adequate nourishmentAs the focus of
this unit. Factors which i
choices are identified.
Dietary,Allowance is int

' the selection of foods.

luence food,,
e Recommehqed Daily

duced as a guide to
Nutritional labeling,

food fads and fallacies, Tood advertisements
and food prices are examined todetermine their
usefulneSs-ih the selection,of 'foods which pro-

vide essential nutdents. Eftperiences incor-

porated in the uni--proVide oppdrtunity for
students to .obserVe, describe, differentiate,

compare, and forMuldte generalizations.
f

Unit Title:/ Foods With Taste Appeal

Unit.Focup': The unit provides an introduction
to learndfngs which are basic to the preparation
of Tot* that are nutritious and'appealing to
the apOetite. Demonstrations, films and il-

/
lustrated preseniations are used to help students
deveiop learnings related to httrition, sahita7.-

tiOh personal hygiene,,safety, Standardized
recipes, food preparation equipment arid princi-

,Ples'for the prepai'ation of selected foods.
'Laboratory experiences are suggested which will
provide direct experience with the Various learn-
ings.

'.Unit Title: Ehjoying Outdoor Cookery

Unit Focus: Three types of outdoor food pre-

paration settings provide an organizational
structure for student activities in the class-

room and outdoors. Principles of food storage,
-preparation and serving are included in the unit.
Meat, vegetable and pasta cookery principles
are presented with attention to adaptations to

outdoor facilities. The preparation of quick
breads, desserts and beverages from recipes
adapted to oedoor preparation are included.
The basic nutrients and their functions are
incorporated in the unit as various types of
food which provide those hutrients are studied.
Laboratory lessons are interspersed throughout

the unit. It is suggested that several pre-
paration and serving experiences be performed
in the outdoor settings.

12

SuggeOed Time: 3 weeks.

Level: II

Sacational Background: Learn-
fEgs in the unit assume previous
study of nutrition.

Suggested Time:

Level:

I.

- ,4 weeks.

EduCational Backgrourid:, None
required.

Suggested Time: 6 weeks._

Level: II

Educational Background: This'.

unit is appropriate for students
who have completed basic food
preparation and nutTition
courses. .

wai
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Unit Title: A Space for Living

Unit Focus: The aim of the unit is o develop.

students' awareness of the environmentS in which
they live and to develop their ability to, modi-'
fy,thoge environments in-ways which will satisfy
needs. Particular attention is directed to such
aspects of home environment ae color, line
pattern, arrangement 'of .urnishings, utilize-
ltion of space and care ot-spase and furniture.
EXperiences are incorPorated lb which.students
have the oppOrtUnity to simulate choice making

'and donsider effects whiCh result.from choices
made.

PeriOnal Development

Unit Title: Grooming and You

Unit Focus: Personal appearance, grooming ,

practices, and the choice of personal grOoming
practices are focal points' of the unit. The

care or physicalteat4r cluding skin,

.hair, and nai15,,Oetu Experiences,are,

provided which illustrate e development, of

grooming practices oVer time and the relationship
of selected_practices to cultural norms and
physical health. The selection of personal care
products is used as a means of introducing stu-
dents to consumer decision making.

, Suggested Time: 3-, 4 weeks.

Level: -II

Educational Background: None
required.

10 z

Suggested Tithe: 3 weeks.

Level: I

Educational Background: None
.required.

Untt Title: Becoming a Person -,A Lifelong Suggested Time: 2 - 3 weeks.

Process

Unit Focus: This,unit is directed to helping
students develop a realistic and favorable self-
concept. EXperiences in the unit encourage stu-
dents to accept themselves and seek opportunities
for-growth and development of personal potential.
Individuals are presented as trustworthy, capable
and able to exercise self-determination in

ard to personal development. Conforming and
ereotyping as ways of behaving are3examined
terms of the probable effects on personal

development. Students have some opportunity
to exercise independent thinking and express
personal ideas through value clarification and

communication,exercises. 1G

13

Level: I

Educational Background: None
required.



Personal Development cont)

Making the,Most 'of Your Resources

Unit Focus: This unit. intro4ces Stixdents to the
management Process. The meanings of the con- '

cepts, goals, resources and values ate deveiope#
as well as the inter-relationships of these,con4
cepts in the several phases of the management-
process.. 5evera1 activities in the unit:pro-
vide opportunities for students to work throUgh
Planning, controlling and.evaluating phases of
the process.

Unit Title: UnderStanding Yourself and Human
Sexuality

Unit Focus; The unit introduces'students to
sexuality as a'part of human development. At-

tentioh is given to the physiologicalcomponents
of sexual development and to the attitaides and
feelings about sex Which develop as indiiduals

mature. The unit provides accurate inforthation
regarding ,t,he physiological development of
sexuality in fethales and males. The various-

modes of sexual behavior and the probable pon,
sequences of these behaviors are examined.
Experiences are incorporated which encoUrage.the
student to think through possible courseS.of
actiOn in regard to sekual_behaviár and the con-
setwences of those actions. :

Unit Title: You, and Your Family
4

Unit Focus: The unit is designed to eilhance the
students' understanding and appreciation of the
family as a unit of interdepeneent individuals
whose interactions result in enviAlonments which

affect the development and well-being of indi-
viduals. The unit'attempts to develop students'
awareness pf the potential of families of
varying structures for meeting the needs of
family members. A problem solving.strategy
is introduced as a framework for thb examiution,
and consideration of problems which Tamilyitem-
bers may experience as they interact with each
oiher. Students have the opportuniiy to select
a concern of interest to theth and work through
the problem solving strategy in regard to. that

concern. Communi,wation exercises and values

clarification activities are incorporated

in the'problem solving strategy.

14
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Suggested Time: 2 rrieeks.
,

`

Leveli

Educational Backgroundt 'None
required.

Suggested 3 7 4 'weeks .

Level: II

EdUcational
required.

ground None

Suggested Time:,

'Level: I

6 ,weeksi

Educational Background: None

required.



Personal Development (cont.)

Unit Title: Learning to Care for Children '

'Unit Focus: The unit introduces the .student to
the concept of child care. Children from.

infancy to preschool age are presented as develop
ing individuals. The responsibilities of the
child care person (baby sitter) and the proce
dures used with children-are considered in terms
of their effects on the welfare and development
of the child. EMployeremploye .relationships
and responsibilities are consid ed. An over-
-view'of other careers related to the field of
child care iS included.

4

L-

18

15

Suggest ed Time: 2 -(3. weeks.

. )

. Leveli I

Educational Backgroundi: None
requiva.
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UNIT TITLE; GROOMING AND YOU

UNIT FO US: Personal appearance, grooming practices, and the choice of personal gropming practices are
fo 1 points of the unit:Me care of physicarfeatures, inchidingtkin, hair, and nails, is /udied.
Experiences are provided which illustrate the development of grooming practices over time and the

care prOducts is used as a means of intro ucing students to consumer decision making.
relationship of selected practices to norms and physical health. The selection of personal

RATIONALE: Students dining the early adoles ent period have assumed responsibility for personal
grooming practices. Many students att is stage of development experience changes in body

_ functiOning which' affect physical appearance. Thes:ft changes, in addition to the growing c4ncern
to be accepted by peers which' young people also experience at this stage of do elopment, heighten

, students' interest in their personal appearance and practices which may be rela d to achieving a
satisfying personal appearance.
Information regarding the probable effects of selected grooming practices on rsonal appeararice
can assist students in selecting grooming practices which ,are satisfying to them. study of the
probable effects Of personal care products on the personal appearance can assist em in making
deciiions regarding the use of these products.

I , ,

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:
, Comprehension of qualities of physical features which make up pers al appe

Comprehension of the role of groups and cultyggs, in deffning physi
i Positive response to different conceptiont of ball t6r human attract

Idenfification Of qualities seWItribute to aopersonal conception of healthy human attractiveness
. Com Prehension of the role of groulas and cultures in establishing standards for grooming practices

, Comprehension of the effects of selected,grooming practices on appearance of physical features
c 'Comprehension of the effects Of seleeted grooming practices on physical health

Comprehension of the relationship of die,t to maintaining physical health and attractiveneis of
features .

Willingness to- use factual inforination in.'selecting grooming practices which contribute to a .

satisfying personal appqaranbe .

. .

Comprehension of the types oT information available as a:guide to selection of personal care
products ,

Willingness to use factual inforrnaM as a guide to the selection 'of persona! care prochicts'

s Comprehension Of the-effects of cOnliimer concerns
,Knowledge of the prOcedures for expressing consumer concerns
Willingness to express:consumer concerns

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND: None. Level I.

SUGGESTED TIME: 3 weekS.
.-- .
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CONCEPTUAt. CONTENT

or

Physical features which distinguish
people from each other include
height, weight, posture, color and
appearance of skin, hair, and eyes,
appearance and condition of teeth.
These physical features maiKup
part of an individiial's personir
appearance.
A particulallibmbination of
features is ifflique to the
individual.

Comtlinations of physical features
that In individual finds pleasing or
enjoys looking at are referred to as
physical beauty or attractiveness.

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION
Pre-Teaching: Assemble pictures of members Of both
seices of various ages ancTracial groups which represent
different conceptions-of beauty or-physical'attractiven
Paintings-done by artists over a period of time may be
as well as illustrations from National Geographic, Tim
Life, Ebony, and popular teen Magazines.
Transition: Think about a close friend that.you have
seen recently. On a piece of paper write down the
phrases or sentences which describe that friend's
appearance.
The persoh you have chosen to describe need not be
identified.-
Allow 5-10 minutes for the studenjto cOmplete the
task. Ask:
What are some of the phrases you WO 9
What other words did you use to describe your
friend's appearance?
Record responsas. Students may take turns in order
to insure a variety of responses%
Which of these words or phrases belong together?
How arethe dficriptions similar? ir

SUPP9ORT
MATERIAL

Groupings may be ip terms of reference to physical
features, personality characteristics, or other
apPearance features.

*ncourage students to differentiate between physical
features, appearance produced by clothing, anil
personahty Characteristics,

Do -you know anyone who looks exactlY like your
frie d?

Ig theremrone who looks exactly like you?
Do individuals sometimes resemble each other in

physical appearance?
Are they exactly alike?

Pre-Teaching: Select 10 pictures or fewer from those
which illustrate different onceptions of beauty or
physical attractivenes .
Display 4 or,5 pictures. Look carefully at these pictures.
Select the picture of the person which you find most
attractive or appealing.
Selecethe picture of thy person which you find least
attractive or appealing.
aetermine the exttnt of agreement among students'
rankings by a show of hands. Record the number who
chose each picture.' ,

Direct attention to the pictUres which were ranked
most and least attractive. Ask: .

Why did you rank this picture highesi?
As students respond, note the similarity among
responses.
Why did you rank this picture least attractive?
What features did you find unattractive?
Note similarity among students' responses. To what
extent do you agree with each other?

8-3



CONCEPTUAL 'CONTENT
The combination of physical
features that a group of
individuals finds pleasing is a

orm or standard for that 'group.
he standard of what.is beautiful
human appearance tends to be

fferent for different groups of
ople.

T e standard'of what is beautiful
tends to

ch nge over time.

Healthy skin is smooth, free from
blemishes glowing in color, and
has a natural easticity.
Healthy hair
from dirt and
has a natural

d scalp are free
andruff. The hair
een.

Healthy teeth are free from
cavities.
Healthy teeth and mouth are free
from plaque and lodged food.
The healthy mouth has p pleaSant
odor.
IMEM*.ysical features of healihy
babies and young children are
considered heautiful by most
individuals and groups.
Healthy babies and children are
examples of natural beauty and
physical attractivesee

Each individual is able to choose'
the kind of care which will be given
to a patticular feature.
The care provided can affect the
personal appearanc'e and
attractiveness.

SUPPORT
PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION MATERIAL
What 4oes this experience seem to say about the idea
of beatty or physical attractiveness?
To what extent would other people agree with your
choices?
Does the idea of eauty or physical attractiveness
change oAr tim
PictUres may be uses to illustrate different conceptidns
'of beauty and changebver time.

Pre-Teaching: Assemble several picture or photographs
of healthy babie arj91. young children. Include both
sexes and a variefrof racial gups.
Pictures should be large enoug o show cdndition of
hair, skin., eyes, etc;
Transition: Display.piCtures ai1 direct attention to
pictures. Ask:
How Would you dgscribe the appearance of these
children?
What qualities does their skin have?
What qualities Cibes theii hair 'have?

How would you describe their teeth?

v Do you find their appearance attractive or unattractive?
..

Most of us have agreed. that young children and babies
have natural beauty.
What does beauty mean to you?

Record responses on a permanent visual.

.
Transition: Refer to tile pictures of child en and to
students' statements abouil, the meaning o beauty. Ask: -
What things help to produce the natural beauty we saw
in the children?
What things will effect whether' these children continue
to he attractive?
Adults are often responsible for the care th*a child's
hair, skin, eyes, and teeth receive.
Adults usually plan and prepare the food which a child
will eat.

Older children and adults are respohsible for the food
they choose to eat and for the lOnd of care they
give to hair, skin, teeth, and so forth.-

2
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENt

The Basic Fo Ur food plan is aA
rAcommended daily. plan for
eating. It includes:
Milk Group - 4 or more glasses or

equivalent amounts from other
foods, 8 ounce's is equal to'a
sensing

Meat and Egg Group - 2 or more
servings 2 ounces of cooked lean
meat or its equivalent is equal
to a serving

SUPPORT
PUPiL-ACI-IER INTERACTION MATERIAL
Pre-Teaching: Secure copies of Guide to Good Eating
poster and mini posters or prepare similar information.
Order and Preview one of the following filmstrips:
Why NOT Snhck or Snack Facts.
Prepare Guide to Good Eating Score Card for each
student.
Prepare copies of Food: Your Choices.
Secure food models or assemble magazines, newspapers,
.6,od cartons, and materials for students to prepare
rood models.
Assembie a paper bag for every student in the claps.
If food models are available,' display on counter or
table top as foods might appear in a cafeteria or
grocery store-delicatessen.
If food models are not available, have students use

, pictures and cartons to make food displays which
resemble the food models.
Display these as suggested.
Transition: Earlier fre said that the food which
individuals eat hasiome effect on their physipl
appearance and their feeling of(fitness:.
Young childrenbm;e other people choose tfleir foods;

'however, each of us has some opportunity to choose
Ole foods we eat.
TodaY each of you will be aljle to select foods ys:iu
would.like to eat from the it ms displayed.

, As you select the foods,
Remember, yob are selec
eat today.

ut hem in this bag.
only the food you

.
will

Direct students in the selection-of foods.
When selection is completed, continue:.
P ple with special trainingin the science of human
nutrition and food have developed a guide for eating.
Refer to Guide to Good Eating Chart. This guide
identifies the types and amounts of food which are
required to maintain health.
Identify and illustrate the following aspects of each
of the food'groups.

Name of the group -
Examples of foods included in that group -

Illustrate with actual examples the size of serving
which is recommended. Identify the num6er of
servings recommended.
As each group is fased on, have the students
examine their food choice bag and identify the foods
which belong to the various groups and the size of
the serving. Students may keep a record on the Guide
to Good Eating score card.

At the conclusion of the review of the, four food
groups, have students complete the follbwing tasks:

8-5
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT
Vegetable and Fruit Group - 4 or

more servings with one a dark
green vegetable and.another a
citrus fruit. 1/2 cup or more is
equal to a serving

-64

greeds and Cereal Group'- 4 or
more servings. 1 slice of bread
is-a serving. I/2 - 3/4 cup of cereal
is'a serving

Foods in the four food groups
supply different substaeg called

, nutrients.

Nutrients contribute to health and
attractive personal appearance in

c different ways.

An adequate supply of all the
nutrients is required for heal*.
Single foods will not make one
healthy or more attractive.
Inadequate or unbalanced supplies
of the nutriefits provided by
foods in the four food groups
can contribute to poor
complexion, weakened gums,
decayed teeth, brittle nails, and
dull, thin hair.

Bathing, washing hair, manicuring,
brushing teeth, aPplying cosmetics
are some of the prattices which
individuals carry out to be
attractive.
.These and other practices de'signed
to make the individual attractive
arid neat in appearance are calle4
grooming practices.

Just as different'people and groups
have their own standard for beauty,
so there are different practices used
to change an individual's personal
appearance to meet that standard.

PONLJEACHER INTERACTION -

Identity the foo&groups in which you had more
than dip daily recommended requirement.
laentify the food groups in which youlad less
than the daily recommended requirement.

Identify foods which are net part of any of the
four food groups. How many servings did you have

-of these foods?
Share students' findings regarding their food choices.

Explain the effect of inadequate or poorly balanced
intake of foods and nutrients.

Show 6ne of the suggested filmstrips and encoUrage
-Students through discussion to consider the role of

.6 snacks in maintaining health and attractive personal
appearance.
Following the filmstrip, have each student complete
Foods: Your ChOice rebord for one or tmire days.

The completed r.;Cords may be used by Students l'ater
in the unit to consider the possible effects of food
intake on condition of skin, hair, teeth, and so-forth.

Pre-Teaching: Prepare copies of What Is This 'Thing
.` Called SKIN?

Order the filmstrip The Acme- Acne Factory.
Prepare transparency of Skin Layers.
Survey issues Of fashion and glamor magazines from
20, 15, 10, 5 years ago to identify grooming practices

, employed at that time. Local libraries and the school
library may be a source.
Transition: Foods which are eaten provide nutrients
dr substances needed by the body to maintain itself

.
and grow.
The nutrients in foods have some effect on skin, hair,
teeth, nails, and one's personal appearance.
However, providing the body with Ow, nutrients needed
is only a part of achieving an attractiire personal
appearance. The practices individuals use to care for
the body and its special features also affect the
appearance.of those features. Ask:

What are some of the practices which are carried oui
to maintain an attractive appearance?
Skirt is the largest organ of the body. The appearance
of the skin affects the total appearance of the individual
as well as the general health of the person.
Bathing and care of the facial skin are two grooming
practices that we will study.
Display pict'ures of bathing and facial care practices.

2 ;
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENIT

Some practices promote the
healthy functioning of tlw Akin.
Some practiees appear to have
little effect on the functioning
of the skin.
Some practices may-harm or
lessen the normal functioning .
of the skin.

The skinprotects the body from
bacteria.
It protects body tissues from
chemicals and other foreign
objects. ,

Skin(secretes perspiration whia
acts to coal the body and remove
wastes from the body.
Skin is able to keep itself smooth
and soft by secretingoil.
The skin acts as a sensory organ.
The outer layer of skin is composed
of dead cells. These dead.cells are shed C
and replenished with new cells from
the underlyirig layers.

;The outer layer is called therepidermis.
The middle layer of skin contains
the oil glands, sweat glands, and
blood vessels. -

This layer is called the dermis and
functions to bring nutrients to the
upper layer,
The lower layer acts as a cilshion
to protect nerves, glands,.and
blood vessels. It is made up of ,-

fatty tis§uer
The lower layer is called the,
subcutaneous layer.
Pores are tiny holes in the surface
of the skin through which waste
materials are removed.
During the individual's lifetime,
the appearance apd conditionof
the skin may change several times.
Common skin types include:
Normal skin. This Cylie,of skiQ has
fine texture with clean, unclogged.
pores. It is clean.a.soft, smooth,
and glowing.

PUPIL-TEACRER INTERACTION
Current practices regarding bathing and facial skin ,
care have not always been used.
Share interesting and unusual practices with student.
Point out the possible reasons for practices and effects,
on health and condition of the skin.

Give each student a copy'of What Is This Thing
Called SKIN? 4

Read or have students read the Information as you
refer ta the parts on the transparency of the skin.

Eacii individual's skin condition is unique to her ,or him.

Students'may consider the characteristics of their
own

2 rje
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT
Dry skin. This typeof skin is fine
textured, sensitive, and often
transParent.- It, chaps easilcr,,
roughens in cold,winds, and may
Itven crack, with broken veins as
a result.
Oily skin. This type-of skin tends
to be thick and coarse-grained
with enlarged pores which are

. sometimes clogged:it becomes
infected easily, so reqUires
thorough cleansing several.times

.each day.
Combination skin. This type of
skin appears dry in some places
and oily in others. The skin
may be dry arountl the eyes, on
the cheeks, and around the
throat but oily on the forehead,
nose, and chin., .

Changes in climate affect the
-condition of the skin (i.e., dry
heat during the winter).
The skin changes.as the body
grows and Matures.

infant
teenager

°adult
older petion

An individual's diet may affect
the skin condition, There is no
proof that certain foods cause
skin problems, except in the case
of allergies.
Cleansing routines and practices
may affect the skin.

r-

During teen years, sebaceous (oil)
glands may become more active,
secreting more sebum on skin and'
scalp.
Bacteria are ever gresent and may
find these new coMitions
favorable for groWth and activity.
If cleansing of skin is less frequent
or less thorough than required to
remove oil,dirt, and bacteria,
bacteria may become active below
the surfacokof the skin.

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION 1

*

-a

Ask: bin you remember When your skin had different
characteristics?

Does the weather affect the condition.pf your skin?

flow does the skin condition and aptiearance change
as the person grows and matures?

Gas.

.ti
SUPPORf
MATERIAL

.

Pre-Teaching: AsSemble materials needed for students
to try basic cleansingpractices or for teacher-student
demonstration of basic practices.
Become familiar with over-the-counter products
advertised as beneficial for the functioning of the
skin.
Collect samples of products and advertisements referring
to the use-of the over-the-counter products.
Secure and review "Acne Remedies: Clearing Up
Confusion"- from Consumer RepOrts.
Secure copies of the folloyving FDA Fact Sheets and
related publications:

How the FDA Works.for You
Laws Enforced by the FoodInd Drug Mm.
Cosmetics
Medicines: Prescription and Over the Counter
The I Iexachlorophene Story
flow the Conswer Can fleport to FDA

8-8
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

Washing the skin with soap and
water several times a day will help
to remove the oils, dirt, dead skin,
and surface bacteria-whigh
accumulate.
Rubbing or gently scrubbing the
skin with a clean wash cloth or a
skin brush may be stimulating to
the skin.
Rinsing the skin to remove all
soap is necessary if the surface
and pores are to.remain unclogged
and irritating matskials removed.
In addition to keeping the facial
skin clean, other surfaces such as
hair, hands and clothes which
come into cohtact with the skin
should be kept clean to avoid
introducing dirt and bacteria to
the skin.
Pr bibles:00in gonditions, acne,
blackheads, et2t., which frequently
occur during the teens and early
twenties, are under study by
dermatologists. The causes of
these conditions are not well
understood. Several factors
appear to be associated with the
condition. However, scientific
knowledge which would establish
cause and effect relationship has
not been established.
Acne: an inflammatory reaction
in the oil glands comparable to a
severe case of pimples, due to an
excessive amount of oil.
Treatment:.Cleanse skin gently
with a mild soap and tepid watet.
Ugivcalamine lotion. Use acne
sticks, which are skin-tone in
colOik, to cover the affected areas.

'Slam Poo hair regularly and often.
Avoid perspiring profusely. Consult
your doctor.

Dermatologists believe that
over-the-counter (OTC) remedies
which contain the following
ingkedients are of some value in
cases of acne:
benzoyl peroxide: May help ctear

up shiny crater inflammation
and peeling.

sulfur (1-2%) combined.with 2%
resorcinol or salicylic acid: Mild,
bin probably effective.

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION
Secure copy of Consumer Research Magazine,-
Oct. 1974, and Handbook of Buying, 1075, pp.

-84-117.
Demonstrate skin eare procedure outlined in
conceptual content.

Incorporate student questions and-comments.
If deemed appropriate, allow students to practice
basic cleansing procedures.

Transition: Each individual sometime during
her/his life may experience special skin conditions.

These special skin conditions4equire care particularly.
designed for that condition.

Acne is a skin condition which often appears during
teen years.. Acne and the factors which appear to
produce it are not fully understood by medical
doctors trained to deal with skin problems.

The film The Acme Acne Factory will help us to
understand some ideas abOut acne..

View film.
41Ik.

Summarize major ideas in the film and discuss student
questions.

Display samples of acne remedies sold over the counter.

Explain recent findings on effectiveness of these
remedies.

Have students examine over-the-counter facial
products, remedies, and soaps.

8-9
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CONCEP7UACCONTENT
Products which list none of these
four active ingredients on the label
are of doubtful value. Products which
contain less than 2% resorcinal or
salicylic acid are probably too weak
to be effective.

Descriptive information includes
those statements ivhich describe
.the product or service objectively.
The truth or falsity of the statement
can be determined by testing
(experience).

weigkt - A scale can be used to
rnalisure weight.

ingredients - Chemical tests
be used to determine

Firedients.
Descriptive information also includes:

manufacturer's name and address
uge and care instructions

Persuasive information includes
statements, pictures, symbols
which are vague and open to
interpretation.
The truth or falsity of the
statement is difficult to determine.
Persuasive information is designed
to create a desire to use the product
and appeals to the emotions.

i.e., deep down cleansing
rare and precious ingredients
anti-bacterial action against

acne'(This statement is
misleading unless the
product reaches below
the surface of the skin
where bacteria causing
acne are present. Many
products which make
this claim are surface
cleansers.)

The right to safety means that the
consuiper has the right to expect
that a product will not he harmful
if used accoiding to the use and
care instructions.
Agencies and organizations have
developed which have as their
major purpose the development of
reliable and truthful information
kgafiLt h e safeguarding of the
amumer.
These agencies include both those
sponsored by the state and federal
governments and ilrivate agencies.

SUPPORT
PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION MATERIAk
Ask: What information do you find on the product?

Record responses.

What other information,is given on the product?
Contihued to list ideas given by students until a variety
of types of information.has been given.
Explain the meaning of descriptive information.

Ask: Which of the kinds of information you listed on
the chalkinkard would be called descriptive information?

How could someone who was purchasing the product
check to find out if the statement were true?

How might that information be used by theperson
purchasing and using the product?

Explain the meaning of persuasiveor want-creating
information.

Ask: Which statements on the chalkboard might be
wiled persuasive information?
'Row could you determine whether this
is truthful?

information

Explain the meaning of the consumer's right to safety.

Distinguish between product testing to assure safety
and product testing which would provide information
regarding the extent to which the Product does what
is claimed in the statements:which may he Made.

2 3
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CONCEOTUAL CONTENT
Tkie federal government through
the Food and Drug Administration
is responsible for the safety of
cosmetics.
Effective January 1, 1976, cosmetics

-.mill be kequired to carry a statement
of ingedients on their labels.
The chief benefit which will be
provided to consumers is
information which will alert the
buyers to substances to which
they have a known allergy.
Large Pores: porqi which have been
stretched by oil, flibrspiration,
make-up can no longer contract
properly.
To remove plugs of oil and soil
from the pores, wash with soap
and warm water. Rinse with warm
water.
To close the pores, rinse with cold
water and apply an astringent.
Blackheads: pores clogged with
excess oil and dirt.
Improper-cleansing, sluggish
circulation, improper diet, and
poor elimination may contribute
to the development'of blackheads.
To remove blackheads, wash With.
hot water; rinse with very witta
water; dry and gentlipress out the

,contents of the blocked pore. Dab
;each spot with an antiseptic. Do
not squeeze. The skin is a delicate
organ and can be damaged easily.
Whiteheads: Lumps of solidified
oil which collect under the surface
of the skin because of sluggish
circulation.
Rub out whiteheads that are
close to the surface with
cleansing grains, a washcloth,
or a complexion brush or open
them with a.sharp, sterilized
needle; press out contents; dab
the spot with an antiseptic.
Pimples: oil, piled up under a
blackhead, causing irritation and
forming a pus pocket.
Pimples May be due to irritation
brought on by squeezing and
pickin5.
To remove pimples, cleanse face
thoroughly several times a day
with soap and water.
Do not open them as this allows
bacteria to enter and the infection
may become greater.

SUPPORT.
PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION MATERIAL
Illiistrate and explain the role which the FDA takes
ip assuring safety. The Hexachlorophene Story
might be simply described.

Have students examine oaps and other products to
determine what statements have been made to alert
the consumer to safety standards.

Examine use and care precautions.

Illustrate the consumer responsibility to take proper care
of products to maintain safety.
Transition: Following examination of product labels
from skin care products, explain other conditions
which may be of concern to students. °

2 9
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CONCOPTUAL CONTENT
Allow pimples to dry up. If the
condition is serious, consult a
doctor.

The skin on the remainder of the
body functions similarly to facial
skin and therefore soil, sweat,
oily secretions, and bacteria are
present.
Bathing or showering with want
water and soari will removethe
accumulated soil.
If a complete bath cannot be
taken daily, those areas of the
body exposed to external dirt
or to the accumulation of
ecretions, sweat, and soil can

be Cleansed daily.
Going without a bath or without
bathing of areas.of he body where
,wcretions accumul e may not
be impediately ha mful to health.
HoweVer, because I yacteria will
multiply in this kind of environment
and produce body odor readily,
social reasonS indicate the
'desirability of bathing.

PUP1L-TEACHER INTERACTION

Pre-Teaching: Review history of bathing. The material,
along with appropriate pictures, may be used as an
introduction to bathing. It again points out the change
due to cultural norms.
Secure Copies of Understanding Perspiration and
duplicate study sheet.
_Collect labels and advertisements of deodorants and
anti-perspirants to ilhistrate label information.
Transition: Skin care does not stop at the face or
neckline if one wants to make the skin an attractive
personal feature.
Cleansing the body has become commonplace. Water
is readily available to most Americans. However, the
following facts were true in America 200 years ago.
Colonial America scorned soap and Water as being

impure.
Laws passed in Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Virginia

either banned bathing entirely or limited the number
of baths.

Even the purchase of bathtubs was regulated by law. .

In 1851, during Millard Fillmore's presidency, the
first fixed bathtub was installed in the White
House.

Hotels were the first American bathroom innovators.
In 1853, hotels had hot and cold running water.

In 1895, the state of New York passed legislation
providing for free public baths in all cities of
50,000 or more.

Despite its elegance, the bathtub was used only about
once a week (Saturday night) even in the 1900's.

Ask: Why do we bathe more frequently today?

Is lack of bathing harmful to health? Under what
conditions?

In additionqo reasOns of health, what other reasons
are there for frequent bathing?

3 0
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CONpiPTU41 CONTENT
peodprants ire preparations which
'temOye the Odor produced when

_thacteria coMbirie with perspiration.
An Jpers ants limit or stop the
To of prspirátion in areas where
aded and remove any odor.
-Arai-ptair'spirarits which are most
effective contain an aluminum
Compound, such as aluminum
rhl 'don e aluminum
'chlorhydro ide.
PersOn sensitive skin may
find the ompounds irritatinvi
Deodort and anti-perspirants
are nof uttially harmful to the -
general poPulation when uk.ed
as directed.
If a preparation causes irritation,
its use should be discontinued.
Deodorants and anti-perspirants
are available in several forms,
including creams, liquid, spray,
and aerosol spray.

J

o' SUPPORT
PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION MATERIAL
Transition: Give each student a Copy of the booklet
"Understanding Perspiration" and the study questions.

When students have completed the reading and the
questions, discuss solutions to No. 10 and No. 11 and
other student questions.

Direct students in the examination of information On
deodorant arid anti-perspirant product labels. Give
particular attention to identification of and effectiveness
of ingredients and use and care instructions.

_

Pre-Teaching: Make arrangements for a barber or
beautician to attend class and demonstrate shampooing
and other hair care procedures or arrange for a study
trip to a training program in cosmetology or barbering.
Prepare transparency of hair.
Collect pictures of hair styles to illustrate variation in
grooming practices over time. Family pictures supplied
by students may be used.
If teacher demonstration is to be used to illustrate
basic care procedures, assemble samples of hair
grooming tools.
Transition: Hair has been called an individual's
crowning glory. This statement appears to indicate
that hair is a physical feature which attracts attention
and can enhance a person'sappearance.
Display pictures of various styles worn by men and
women of the last 50 years. Continue: These pictures
seem to indicate that hai'r dllire has been a part of the
grooming of men and women for many years. Here
are some facts about hair care as it was carried out
some years ago,
Ancient Near East
Mesopotamians wore fussy tight ringlets made with

the aid of curling tongs. The hair was scented with
pulverized gold dust.

Assyrians applied ointment and black dyes to beards
and eyebrows.

Egypt
- .

Elaborate hair styles called for wigs. Most, per:sons
-shaved their heads first for cleanliness and as a
religious custom. .

Wigs were usually.a brilliant colosuch as blue, red, '
'green. .

31
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

/

Microscortcally, hair is a chain of
molecules made of protein which
is not alive and which covers the
surface of the body in greatest
abundance on the head.
Papal(' - the manufacturing center
for the hair follicle. It contains
blood vessels that supply
notirishment.

- Eaéh hair shaft widens b;
f rm the bulb ttat fits on the

apilla.
Cuticle - a porous outer layer of
/shiny scales that protect the
inside.
Cortex - an elastic middle layer
that contains pigments for color.
Medidla - a springy main core.
Sebaceous Gland - It is near each
hair follicle opening. It produces
oil to lubricate the scalp and hair.
Scalp - surface of the head.
The different types oChair are:

-Normal haie-lis sheen, no obvious
tracips of Oil or dryness; generally
requires shampooing once a week.
Dry hair has little or no noticeable
oil. It may be brittle and inclined
to break off, lacks sheen, often. has
static electricity, feels slightly
stiff to the touch, and may appear
to stay clean well over a week.
Oily hair is greasy or sticky, separates
into clumps soon after shampooing,
looks darker close to the scalp,
may have dandruff problems, .

vi and often accompanies acne
proi,lems. The oil in the hair may '-

stimulate acne and so hair should
not he worn oVer the face.

SUPPOAt
PLIPIL.TEACHER-IN4RACTION __MATERIAL
Middle Ages
Long hair was rolled close to the head in a turban.
Braids were commonin the 10th to 12th centuries.

Women usually wore braidS as long as the hems of
their dresses.

14tilreentury
Harvard students were not allowed to wear long.hair.

They were called "roundheads" because 'of their
short hair cuts.

Wigs and frames to build the hair over were popular.
18th Century
Powder-dusted wigs held their own and women's hair

went to towering heights.
19th CenturY
Women wore neater, soft ringlets and clipped. locks.
What changes in style do you recall? What do the
picture's seem to indicate?
Ask: What is hair? Itave pupils touch and feel their
own'. What is it like? Describe physical Characteristics

(of1ai r:
Di play transparency of hair.
Explain meaning of various parts bf a hair. Refer to
transparency.

.Although all hatr has the same basicparts, each
individual's hair has some characteristics unqiue to
that person. The texture, c lor, thickness, curl, or
lack of curl, are individual air-qualities.
When hair care procedure are considered, hair is
identified as normal, dry, or oily.

Describe each type and general recommended care
procedures.
Encouraga students to consider the characteristics of
their hair. .

8-14



CONCEPTUAL CONTENT
pasio hair grooming supplies for
hair care include:
comb :13referahly a flexible one
with rounded teeth that will not

' scrape the scalp and leave it
subject to infection. ,
brush - made of natural bristlesso
that it will not damage the hair.

:Additional hair grooming tools
may inClude:
styling comb or-brush - may be
the hand type dr one of the new
electric ones for at-home shaping.
shampoo or soap -

The basic ingredient in a shampoo
is detergent of soap which loosens
the dirt and oil on the han'and
scalp.
The other ingreqtts prevent the
soil from re-depositing.
All ingredients, egg, balsam, protein,

' herbs, are washed down the drain
with the rinse water. They do not
remain on the hair and therefore
can produce no lasting effects.
Additional hair grooming supplies
include:
rinses and conditioners - applied
after rinsing out the shampoo to
make hair more manageable.
They may be somewhat effective
since they remain on the hair.
Special hair conditions and care .

problems include:
Split ends can usually be controlled
by the use of rinses to prevent
hair from snarling and pulling
when combed. The hair can be
cut or trimmed to remove the
split ends.
Brittle hair usually can be controlled
by the use of conditioners, less
frequent shampobs, and protecting -
it from sun and wind.
Baldness cannot be controlled in most
cases, but if the hair falls out
following an illness, medical advice
can be sought.
Dandruff ca us ally be contr011ed
by commeri 1 shampoos or
prescription eparations. If it
becomes oozi , red, and swollen,
seek the help of a dermatologist.
The choice of hair care procedures
and preparations and the results

- you want depend on the type of
'hair you-have-

SUPPORT oi...
PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION / MATERIAL
Pre-Teaching: If a resource person or study trip is
used as a means of instruction in the follow ng
sections, modify the pupil-teacher interacti n
accordingly.

I

1,

Transition: Display hair grooming suppli4 in view
! ,; of students.

Identify basic types and characteristics a, il those
designed to treat hair and scalp gently. ,1

,
1
r

3

i
Have students examine samples of shairpoo and
label information.
Report findings from the Consumer *ling Guide
study of shampoos or have students *tad sections
which apply to a shampoo they use or in which they
are interested.

Explain the purpose of shampoo.

Utilize 6onsumer Research Magazine and Consumer
Buying Guide to answer students' questions regarding
the use and effectiveness of other hair care preparations.

Arrange for a resource person to déMonstrate hak
care procedures or the teacher may demonstrate and
explain procedures as identified in the Conceptual
Content.

J
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT
To shampo your hair:
Loosen any calp scale with a
comb and b sh the hair well.
Wet the hair horoughlv with warm
water. Place a little shampoo of
the type which is best for your
hair in palm of hand. Rub palms
together, apply to the scalp, and
rub, especially behind the ears
and at the hairline. Use the tips
of the fingers, npt the nails..INork
up as much lather as possible.
Rinse the hair and scalp
thoroughly with warm water,
lifting the hair as you rinse so that
water reaches every hair and every
part of the scalp.
Apply shampoo again and rub
as before. Rinse thoroughly with'
warm water several times until
the water is clear and the hair

-Sitfueaks. Finish with cool water.
Towel-dry the hair until most of
the moisture is gone.
Comb the hair; dry it.

The care given to hands and nails
will affect their appearance.
Frequent washing with soap and
water will remove dirt and grime:
Abrasive powder and abrasive
soaps can be helpful in removing
grease and grime around nails
and knuckles.
Thorough drying help to
prevent chapping.
Hand cream or lotion can be used-
to soften, lubricate, and protect
hands.
Nail care Ot a manicure can
improve the appearance of the
hands and nails.
File nails into a neat shape that
contours with the fingertip.
Soak hands in warm soapy water
for a few minutes.
Scrub with a nail brush.,
Dry hands thoroughly.
Push cuticle back with orangewood
stick or towel.
Clean under nails with orangewood
stick, being careful not to break
the skin.
Wash hands and dry again.
Pedicures can usually be done in the.
tub. It is easier to trim toenails
while they are soft.

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION
SUPPORT
MATERIAL

e-Teaching: Collect supplies for students to practice !
\c,..

chniques associated with nail care: emery board, of;
o ngewood stick, nail brush.

. .4.
Pr : e transparency of nail shapes.,

aniitiOn: Ask students to look carefully at their
h. I ds and nails and then to write on a slip of paper
3-5 ords that describe the appearance of *Cr hands
and Is. Collect slips and record words on chalkboarcf.
Stu ents may be recorders as the teacher reads the ft
phr es and words.

sk students to consider the terms and Olect those
which they wish could be used to descpbe their hands
and nails. * ,

Demonstrate basic care'procedures and exp .1
relationship to terms students used to deseribe the desired
appearance of hands and nails.

Set up a laboratory for students to practice techniques.

:Discuss similarities between manictire and pedicure.

8-16
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CONkEl5yAt CONTENT
Tips for pedicures:
Cut nail straight across to prevent
ingrowh nails:
File to..prvent snags or wearing .
of hole's in stockings
Push cuticle back.
Dry feet thoroughly.
Apply lotion.

Advertisements and commercials
for tooth and mo4th care products
calrthe consume$' attention to
the particular product.
Often the information presented
about the product is vague and
general.

If is difficult to determine the
effectiveness of a particular
pioduct from advertisements
and commercials.

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

Pre-Teaching: Review Consumer Research. Magazine
for October 1974 and Handbook of Buying for 1975.
Secure one of the films related to tooth care suggested
in the references,

or
make arrangements for dental hygienist' to visit class
and demonstrate brushing and flossing techniques.
Secure student copies of the following pamphlets:

-"Diet and Dental Health"
"Between 13 and 18? Then this Is far You"
"Dental Health Crossword Puzzle"
Assemble advertisements from newspapers and
magazines which direct people's attention to tooth
and mough care products. If possible, tiipe record
and prepare written cbpies of TV advertisements.
Transition: Display advertisements and play tape
recording of TV commercials. .

Direct studepts io look at.advertisements and listen
to commercials with the filllowing questions in mind:
How are these advertisements and commercials similar?

What messages or ideas are they attemPting to present?

Is the information descriptive?

Ho4could you determine if the statements made were
true?,

Continue: The condition of teeth and mouth does
affect one's general health.
The condition of the teeth and mouth also affects
personal appearance.
Each of you is probably well acquainted with basic
tooth care. Let's share some information by completing
this crossword puzzle.
Class may work cooperatively as a goup or divide into
teams for a competitive situation.
Share responses to crossword puzzle.
Correct misinformation.
Transition: The responsibility for tooth and mouth
care belongs to each person.

8-17
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SUPPORT
CONCEPTUAL CONTENT PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION MATERIAL

Dental caries or tooth decay are
caused by the action of mouth
bacteria on sugar and other
fementable carbohydrates found
Iff the mouth. The aaion of the
bacteria produces acids. The acids
attack the tooth enamel and dissolve
it.
The chances that cavities will
develop are increased When
sugar and other carboyhdrate foods
are in contact with the bacteria
in the month.
The presence of dental plaque,
a gummy, gelatin-like substance
on the teeth, is an environment
friendly to bacterial action.
The presence of plaque increases
the chances for cavities oto develop.
The opportunities for cavities to
develop may be decreased by
cutting down on sugar and foods
high in sugar content.
Clean the teeth frequently and
carefully. Brushing and flossing
will remove food and plaque
which contribute to bacterial
action.
Frequent examinations by your
dentist will also help to cut down
writhe number of cavities.
Effective tools for cleaning teeth
are:
dental floss .

multi-tufted, soft nylon-bristle
brush
Brush with an up and down
motion to clean and shine teeth.
To remove plaque, place the
toothbrush horizontally, at a 45
degree angle to the gumline. With
a gentle jabbing motion, push the
briitles against the gumline.
6ther dental aids include:
,A dentifrice is an agent or
ingredient which helps in the
cleaning of teeth. It can come in
two types: pastes and powders.
An effective, inexpensive
dentifrice can be made by mixing
one part of powdered salt with
two parts baking soda or by using
baking soda alone.
Ora/ water sprays rinse.the food
particles from between the teeth
and are particularly good,for
people with braces or.bridgework
but do not take the place of
brushing.

The following film will help us to understand the
kinds of care which will prevent tooth decay.

Show film.

If a film is not used, the dental hygienist may present
the same information.

Refer to students score card of foods selected and
identify foods high in sugar.

411P ,

Following the film, divide the class into groups.

Direct them in the completion of the following tasks.

Develop one or more advertisements which wOuld inform
the public as to effective methods of caring for teeth
and help people understand why the methods are
effective.
Students may use the pamphlets "Diet and Dental
Health" and 'Between 13 and 18? Then This Is for
You" as a source of ideas.
Posters or collages might be used to display the
advertisements.

Groups can report to the class and ideas may be
displayed and shared.
Compare student advertisements related to tooth
care to commercial advertisements examined
earlier.

r*0
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT
Electric toothbrushes aufnot
duplicate the motion needed for
plaque control but are particularly
good for handicapped people or
children who need added
motivation for brashing their
Wath.
Mothpicks can be good dental
aids if used properly on their
sides fo scrape and remove plaque
between teeth.
Mouthwash is a good rinsing agent
to help freshen the mouth, but it
is not a substitute for proper
brushing.

1 \

A consumer is anyone who
purchases goods and services for

.her or his use. '
Goods are the material things
Which a person buYs.
Personal care goods would inclUde
sfianipoo,,toap, toothpaste,-
deodorants., and so forth. -
Services are'the tasks or actions
which-are performed for you by
persons or prganization.st-

PUPIL-TEAC(HER INTERACTION

Pre-Teaching: Prepare bulletin board or other display.
of personal care products, labels, packages, names,
and pictures.
Title the display "Beauty Is as Near as Your Bottle,
Can, or Package" or "Beauty Is as Near as 'Your Store."
Order filmstrip Let the Buyer Prepare.
Prepare copies of the Product Comparison and
Testing forms çor students.
Transition: Di ect students' attention to the bulletin
board or display.
The title of the display expresses one point of view
about the meaning of beauty and how an individual
can become attractive. Let us find out how you view
becoming attractive.
Will everyone sland up. If you agree with the title;
raise your hands over your head.
If you agree in part With the title, sit down halfway.
If you disagree with the title, sit down:
Have the class members assemble in groups according
to their votes.
Each small group of studAts in turn will give reasons
to support its point of view.
Allow students a few minutes to confer andthink or,
reasons.
Have groups exchange ideas. At the conclusion of the
exchange, re-yote tb determine any change in point
of view.
Transition: Whether we agree with the title, ill whole
or in part, most people do purchase some productS
and services which they hope will help them to be,
healthy and attractive. .

Explain the meaning of the term consumer..

Have Students identify personal care or groomkpg
goods which they or their faniilies purchase

'

,

«
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&NCEPTUAL CONTENT
Personal care services would
include-hair cuts, dental work,
manicures, and so forth.
Teenagers as a group of consumers
spend 10 billion dollars a year on
goods and services. Some of the
goods and services purchased are
related to perional care and
grooming.

The right to be informed means
that the consumer has a right to
information about the product
and its performance.
Consumers also have a duty to
seek out information that will
assist them in making a choice

. among products.
The right to choose means that the
consumer has the opportunity to
choose among products in a .

competitive market.
Closely related to this right is the
right to be informe4 and.protecteci
against unfair practices.
Consumers have the responsibility
to do comparison shopping.
Comparisog shopping involves
usipg information provided in
selecting products and services
which satisfy the consumer
needs.
Consumers have, a responsibility
to recognize unfair practices
and to be inquiring consumers.

Through the careful testing of a
product by the user, some
information can be gathered to
determine whether the product
performance is satisfacto

PUP1L-TEACHER INTERACTION
Have students identify personal care services whichthey or their families purchase.

Pre-TeachMg: Prepare transparency of the Bales
Pitch4

Pre-Teaching: Prepare a new title for the display: "Letthe Buyer Prepare".
Transition: Refeeto the new title.
As I read the, Sales Pitch, think about the relationshipbetween the title and the story.
Read the Sales Pitch or have a student read it aloud

_ to the class.
Ask: What might the title or motto "Let the BuyerPrepare" mean?
In regards to the Sales Pitch, what might a consumeror buyer do to be prepared?
Do you read the information on the.back of a'groomingaid before you buy it?.
DO you think there are facts stated on the containerswhi upport the impressions you gain about products
froinYtelevision, radio, newspapers, and display paneldesigns?

Can you expect any product to increase your
femininity or your masculinity? To make vou feelhapPy or free? Odor free? Eternally dry? fears youngeror better?

Transition:"The film Let the .Buy er Prepare may giveus some other ideas to keep m mind as we considerpurchasing personal care products.

View film. Direct Students in summarizing majorpoints.
Have each student identify a personal roductwhich he/she or her/his family use or

rrested
.,in purchasing.

uyeGive each student a copy of the Let the rt
Prepare form to complete in regard to the Producthe/she has selected:
Have students collect similar information regardingcomparable products.
Explain the Product Testing form.
Encourage studentS tp complete product testrng inregard to a personal care product.

8-20
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT
Most products need to be tested or
used several times in order to judge.
their effectiveness.

The right to be heard involves the
opportunity to register complaints
and statements of satisfaction
with the Manufacturer, seller,
and Agency which may have legal .

responsibility for safety and
quality of the product.
The consumer's resp4tisibility
under this broad right includes
the following.actiont: -'
Make honest complaints-when
merchandise has been found
defective or does not perform
as advertiied.
Report satisfactions to the
manufacturer and sellers of
products which have performed
as expected and as promoted.
Start at the local level. Telephone,
Write, or go to the business firm
agaInst whom you have a complaint.
If you can't solve the problem.
locally, then contact the
manufacturer.
How To f2omplain: (--
Before complaining, read your
instruction manual. hannap;
and any other operating or cure
instructions to see that you have
followed directions:
Locate saleS receipt and study
any warranty, service contract,
or other papers related to your
problem.
If calling a local company, ask for
the department in which you made
yoUr purchase and for the sales
person who 1-kelped you or the
department manager.
Make noteof the name and position
of the person to whom you are
speaking..

Explain your voblem clearly.
Listen to the other side of the story;

_there might have been a
miiunderstanding.
If you feel you are fri the right,
stick to your position. If one
person can't help, you, ask to
speak to another.

SUPPORT
PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION MATERIAL
When product comparisons are completed, provide
written and oral feedback to each student regarding
hee/his work.
If appropriate, students may report their findings
to the,total class.

Pre-Teaching: Develop a case situation which describes
an incident in which a consumer has purchased a
product which is unsatisfactory.

Invite a merchandisdPof personal care products or
equipment to speak to the class regarding her or his
.positiOn on consumer complaints.

or
Have studenLs interview several merchandisers regarding
their policies on returning goods and registering
cOmplaints and satisfactions.

Transition: Present case situation to studenLs. Have
students identify alternative actions which might he

'taken and theprobable effects on the consumer, seller,
and manufacturer.
Have merchandiser speak to class regarding ways to
express satisfaction or dissatisfaction regarding a
product.

or
Students may report findings from interviews of
merchandisers.

3 9
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'CONCEPTUAL CONTENT
!low to make a,Written r(implaint:
Include in your later:

your name, coMplete address
and phone number

description of product (mime
model number, serial number,
etc.)

date of purchase
place of purclmse ( name and

address of store or dealer)
clear description of your

problem and any steps you ,
have taken to solve it

copies of any contracts, receipts,
lalwls, letters or other related
papers.

dr

e

PUP-EL-TEACHER INTERACTION

4 0
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S. M. 1 GUIDE TO GOOD EATING: FOUR FOOD GROUPS

MILK_GROUP

.4 (or more) servings
per day offluid milk or
equivalent.

one serving = 8 oz. of fluid
milk.

Includes nonfat dried milk,
evaporated milk, cheese,
cottage cheese, ice cream.
1 slice of American cheese
3/4 serving'of milk

cup cottage cheese servini
of milk
cup ice cream serving of milk

VEGEiABLFS AND FRUITS .

4 (or more) servings per day.

one serving cup or more

Include a dark green leafy or ,inep
yellow vegetable 3 to 4 times
a week.
Vegetables and fruits high in
.itamin A: broccoli, chard, Alp

all"greens", kale, spinach,
carrots, sweet potatoes,
tomatoes, cantaloupe, apricot .

A citrus fruit, tomatoes or
other good source of vitamin
C daily.
These.are about equal in vitamin
C:
1 medium orange, 3/4 cup juice
grapefruit, 3/4.cup juice

2 medium tomatoes, 2 cups juice
large cantaloupe

1 cup strawberries
3/4 .clip broccoli
Fi cups cabbage, aw,. shredded

_Includes potatoes ahd dried fruits.

8-23
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MEAT GROUF"

2 (or. more) servings pei" day.

one serving = 2 oz. of cooked
lean meat

.Includes meat, fish, poult.ry,
eggs, with_ dried beans, peas,
nuts and peanut butter as
alternates.

T following equal one serving
ofvotein rich foods:
2 olk cooked lean meatr poultry,
or fish
2 eggs
2 rounded tablespoons creamed
cottage cheese (2 oz.)

4 tablespoons peanut butter'
(2 oz.)
1 cup cooked dried beans or peas

BREADS AND CEREALS

4 (or more) servings per day."

, t

one serving = 1 slice of bread
or 1 oz. df ready to eat cereal,
or 2 to 3/4 cup of cooke*cereal.

Includes enriched or whole grain
cereals, spaghetti, noodles,
macaroni, grits, cereal and rice:



S. M. 2 GUIDE TO GOOD EATING SCORECARD

A

MILK GROUP MEAT GROUP

FOOD SERVING NO. FOOD SERVING NO.
SIZE SIZE

TOTAL SERVINGS TOTAL SERVINGS

BREAD AND CEREAL GROUP FRUIT AND VEGETABLE.GROUP

FOOD SERVING" NO. FOOD KSERVING NO.
SIZE/ 'SIZE 41

TOTAL SERVINGS

FOODS SELECTED NOT IN FOUR
-FOOD GROUPS

FOOD SERVING NO.
SIZE

TOTAL SERVINGS

4 2

8-24
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S. M. 3 POODS: YOUR CHOICES

DIRECTIONS: List all the foods you eat during one day. Indicate the size of
serving and the number of servings.

Breakfast:or Food Chosen Size of Servings Number of

morning meal Servings v

A. M. snack

Lunch

Afternoon
snack

' Evening meal
.

.

P. M. snack

6

Servings of food from meat group

'Servings of food from the milk group

Servings of food from the bread and cereal group

Servings ofpfood from t;he fruit and vegetable group

,Servings of food that dp not belong in four food groups



S. M. 4 WHAT IS THIS THING CALLED SKIN???

Let'z start atithe top: There are mprta than 3000 square inches of,surface

area on the average adult 'body.- that's all skin.

Epidermis itAhe thin outer layer of skin composed of dead cells. These

dead cells are continually shed from the top and repleniShed with new cells.from

the underlying layer.

The Dermis...the middIe layer. The dermis contains oil, sweat glands and blood

vessels which bring nourishment to the upper skin cells.

. The SubcutaneOus,layer is the underlying fatty tissue that acts much like a

cushion to protect nerves, glands and blood vessels.

Skin breathes through millions of pores. It absorbs oxygen and expels carbon

dioxide which combines with perspiration and amino acids to form the natural

protective coating, the acid barrier.

There are many types of skin:

1. NORMAL SKIN is identified by clarity, good color and tone, and natural

elasticity.

2. DRY SKIN has a parched appearance, thin texture and a tendency to fine lines

and wrinkles. This is due to a lack of natural surface oils.

3. OILY SKIN tends to be coarse, -with large pores and a shiny appearance due

to overly active oil (sebaceous) glands.

4. COMBINATION SKIN is dry skin on the face, except for the forehead, nose
-

and chin which hive oily characteristics.

5. SENSITIVE SKIN is thin and transparent, and is often marked by broken

capillaries. It generally reacts'adversely to substances that shouldn't

normally trouble the average complexion.

4 ;
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Al

S. M. 4 (cont.)

Skin can change. During the course of a lifetime, a complexion can run the

gamut of all skin types...from normal. to oily to dry.

What/s responsible for the susceptibility of skin to change? Almost any

condition inside or outside the body. Age can change skin. So can adolescence,

pregnancy, meilbpause, medication, nutrition nervous tension or emotionaL stress.

Even weather gets into the act. Excessive humidity or dry air, city soot, grime

and pollution all can upset the delicate balance of the protective acid barrier

and change the texture of skin.

The basis of all skin care - no matter what type or oondition - is proper clean-

sing. For adolescent skin: Keep it clean! ,T4 Vic recommendations by

all skin specialists for ac e is: keep skin plugs an&fatty or oily secretions

of the oil glands ofi' the skin. Allow the skin to.function as naturally as

possible.

8-27



S. M. 5 WHAT IS SKIN?

Sebaceous gland

Blood vessel

Fatty tissue

Sweat gland

Nerve

P

4 C)
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S. M. 6 HISTORY OF GROOMING PRACTICES

HISTORY OF BATHING

- first bathroom discovered in India about 6000 wears ago.
- Egyptians enjoying shower in 3000 B.C.y
- bathing in B.C. is'a luxury of wealthy.
- water-flushed toilets about 2000 3.C.
- 400 B.C. public bathhouses flourished.

about 300 A.D. men would take baths which would last 5 hours.
- public baths declined with the,fall of the Roman Empireo
- public bathing reintroduced into Europe by knights returning flm crusades.

looked down upon in medieval times.
- disguised theresults of lack of bathing with perfuMe.
- Queen,Isabella is said to have had 2 baths: one at birth, thesecond at

marriage.' '

- Henry IV of England established theiOrder of.the Bath 1399, thus assuring
his knights would get at least one bath--part of the dubbing ceremony.

- Napoleon gave bathing a boost when he gave Josephine a tu.bas a gift.

'HISTORY OF DENTAL CARE/.

- earliest recorded date is 1550 B.C. refers to medications for toothaches.
- toOth,extraction performed b,r ancient Greeks, only loose teeth removed.
- decayed tooth cauterized by/,inserting redlilot wire into it.
- ,teeth replaced by natural teeth of hippo ivory, ox bones, and teeth or walrus'

tusks.

- wealthy Romans had their teeth cleaned by their slaves. Special sticks and
toot41 powders, burned eggshell or pumice.

'

Middle Ages
- extractions usually periormed by barber-surgeons.

Renaissance
- 15th Ceilury
- first dentist known to fill teeth with metal such.as gold lead or tin.whichr-

was beaten thin and Cut into fragments.
- 16th Century
- science of dentistry is greatly advanced with the anatomy of teeth.
- 17th Century /

- microorganisms were found on teeth.
- 18th Century h
-,-dentistry is a field separated from medicine.
-.dentures only availabls to very wealthy and first time porcelain is used.

The toothbrush: //,

- first toothbrU.shes were twigs or roots.
_- many spent up/to an hour in the morning cleaning their teeth.
- it was a law/and religious duty to care for teeth.

'

Mouthwashes ad dentrifices:
- recorded a early aS 1500 B.C.; such th4ngs es powder of flint stones, green

lead, and/ oney in equal parts mixed and rubbed on teet4i
/

/A

z,

4 '7
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S. M. 7 STUDY GUIDEPERSPIRATION

NAM1V

PERIOD

PERSPIRATION

DATE

4-

DIRECTIONS: Using the information from tele_pamphlet Understanding Perspiration
complete the following questions.

1. Approximately how many sweat glands.do yom-have?

2. Ybu secrete what quantity of perspiratiomin 24 hours?

3. What is perspiration made of?

4. When does odor occur from perspiration?

_What...effect dOes. the. odor.44ve?_

6. What damage does perspiration_do to cl thing?

7. Should you be concerned with the damage to your clothing?
(answer this one on your own)

8. What is a deodorant?

9. What is an antiperspirant?

10. Sara s a very active 13 year old. She runs miles to school in order to

help et in shape. She plays on the basketball team. She also plays
tennis and rides bike with her friends. She is also doing exercises in
preparation for skiing this coming winter. 'Would she use a deodorant or
aEtiperspirant? Why?

11. David is a 12 year old. He is more interested in science thin sports. He

spends a great deal of time reading science magazines'and doing experiments
Would he use a deodorant or antiperspirant? Why?,

12. Which do you use, a deodorant or antiperspirant?

13. Why aid you make.this choice?

4 (.3
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. M. 8 HAIR AND HAIR FOLLICLE
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S. M. 9 SHAPING NAILS

SHAPE NAILS CAREFULLY. TO
..CONFORH TO FINGERTIPS. TO
AVOID SE-2tRATION OF LAYERS,
FILE IN. OWE DIRECTION-
TOWARDS THE CENTER

"Su

NAIL SHAPES

SQUARE ROUND -- POINTED'

8-32
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S. M. 10 SALES PITCH,

Ladies and gentlemen, I have

exactly what you've been looking,

for. Spend a few pennies and you can

be more handsome, more beautiful than

you have ever dreamed you could be.

The magic is all right here in this

bottle.

The aroma will convince you that I,

have exactly what you have been look-

ing for. Of course you want to be

one of the first .toiown this Genie

Bottle. It can be yours. Just

look at the wonders it holds. Who

will be able to refuse?

The rare ingredients in this

product come from India, Persia and

mysterious China. The Genie Bot4;ble

will make you the envy of your friends.

Step right up and take advantage pf

this once in a lifetime offer.

. 1

t.1
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S. M. 11 PRODUCT COMPARISON

.

, :Product Type

Student

3rand.
.-

Size

.

.

Cost . ' 'ormation on Package
,,r Label (write out)

Information on 1 AdN
tisement (sgurce - r
paper,, magazine, T.1)
or radio)

-._

_

, .

r

7-

,

,

. .

.

,

.

> '

5 %I
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S. M. 12 PRODUCT TESTING

Student

Product How Used?
(directions
for use)

Condition
of &sin,
hair; etc.

triect
on body
part

WOUla you use
again? Whyl

naLing
1=High
5=Low.

Lava
soap
(exam-
ple)

Palm
olive
soap

Lux
soap

.

Clmeo
saap

rubbed
hands 4

,

times to
get lath
ex.-

cr.

,

skin clean
but roUgh

.

,

.

rough
skin

.

,

,

.

yes, clean

.

.

,

.

..

,.

.......,

.

.



S. M. 13 PRODUCT COMPARISON

Product Type

Information from Testing Agency

Student

The Brand I would Buy

Source: Report

5 1
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"- S. M. 14 (cont.)
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UNIT TITLE: BECOMING A PERSONA LIFELONG PROCESS

UNIT FOCUS: This unit is directedApbelping students develop a realistic and favorable self-concept. Experiences
in the unit encourage studenis to accept themselves and seek opportunties for growth and development of
personal potential. Individuals are presented as trustworthy, capable and able to exercise self-determination
in regard to personal development. Conforming and stereotyping as ways of beha,ing are examined in terms
of the probable effects on personal development. Students have some opportunity to exercise independent
thinking and express personal ideas through value clarification and communication exercises.

lATIONALE: Human beings possess the potential for development of a variety of capabilities. Experiences of
success and failure which children and young people have had before reaching middle childhood or early
adolescent influence the self-concept. Individuals appear to behave in ways which are congruent with their
concept of self. They select those activities they feel adequate to perform and avoid those in which they are
less able. Early adolescence is a period of development in which young people are exploring new responsi-
bilities, trying out new roles and attempting to work out ways of behaving. These activities are necessary to
the continued growth and development of self identity. A positive and realistic self-concept can issist young
people to accept failure and success in these exploratory activities and later in life. Instruction which helps
the young people to understand conditions which may affect the development of the self-concept may pro-
vide a measure of control over the impact those conditions have on the individual's development. Further-
more, an open examination of the concerns of young people may contribute to the young person's feeling
of adequacy and self-worth.

NSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:
Comprehension of the types of development which are components of human personality
Comprehension of the concept of self-image
Identifies components of development related to personal self-image
Willingness to identify components of the self-image
Knowledge of factfiort.wtiich influence development of self-image
Sensitivity to factors Which influence development of personal self-image
Willingness to respond positively to a variety of personal characteristics
Comprehension of theconcept of ideal-self
Identifies components Of the ideal-self
ComprehRnsion of.the processes of personal development
Comprehension of the effects of stereotyping on personal development
Comprehension of the effects of conforming behavior on personal development
Knowledge of the effect of values on personal development
Recognizes personal values
Awareness of situations which involve value issues
Willingness to consider alternative courses of action in regard to personal development
KnoWledge of the process of open communication
Willingness to practice techniques which foster open communicatior

DUCATIONAL BACKGROUND: None. Level I.

JGGESTED TIME: 2-3 weeks.
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PVPIL-TEA6HER-INyERACTION SUPPORT--
MATER lAl

Pre-Teaching: Review Notes to the Teacher. S.M.1
S.M.2

Prepare materials for EKrcise in Getting Acquainted. S.M.3
Adapt and prepare copies of concern survey.

Introduction: Direct students in the completion of the
first part of the getting acquainted activity.

When students are matched back to their cards, Ask:

As you talked with different people did you find their
answers to any of the questions similar?

s.1

What were some of the Answers that were similar?

Did anyone answer all the questions in the sa:me way in
which you answered?

Is there someone who did not talk to another person
with any answers similar to theirs?

On the back of the card write the answers to the follow-
ing questions.

-

What kind of work do-you think you might like to do
in the future?

What is Our favorite leisure time activity?

When students have responded, continue:

Talk with two other people seated near you.

Find out whether they have similar or different interests.

Allow time for students to exchange ideas, Ask:

Did anyone-talk to someone who had the same interests?
Did anyone share at least one interest with someone else?

What was that interest? If there are others in the class
with the same interests raise your hands.

How many of you had different interests from those
just identified? What are,some of your interests?

What does that seem to say about the people in class?

Do we share some common interests?

Do we each have some individual interests that tend to
be ours alone?

Explain purPose of concern survey and direct students in
completion of survey.

Pre-Teaching: Prepare copies of Discovering A Person.
Fold the paper to reveal only the first set of directions
and space for student responses,

9-2 /
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CONeEPTUAL CONTENT

,

PUP1L-TEACHER INTERACTION

Transition: People appear to be alike in that all have in-
terests. Some people share the same interests and are
alike in that way.

People appear to be different in some of their interests.

The concern survey seemed to indicate that many people
are concerned about some of the same topics. However
an individuars particular question or concern is probtibly
different froT those of others.

Let:s try to discover sOme other ideas about the similari-
- ties and differences of people.

Read directions with students and direct them in the
completion of part I and II of Discovering A Person.

Read part III with the students. Answer any questions
which they may have regarding the circumstances of the
search for the special person.

When students have completed the section, share respon-
ses and record desciptions on chalkboard, Ask:

,Wiiich of the phrases that describe your person belong
together?

Why are they similar?

Accept student groupings and encourage them to iden-
tify basis for grouping.

If the person is employed, what changes might he or she
have to make?

Why?

If the person is a student,,what changes might he or she
have to make?

Would the person need to change the types of activities
in he/she takes part? Why'?

Would the person need to change any of their ideas and
beliefs?

Why would the person need to change some of her/his
ways of behaving?

Which of the phrases seem to belong together?

Why do they belong together? How are they alike?

Continue with a similar line of questioning to group
various phrases..

5 9
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

Psychological development re-
fers to activity of the mind,
characteristics or qualities
which are part of psychologi-
cal development and -include
ways of thinking, ideas and
understandings, feelings, atti-
tudes and interests.

The particular psychological .
development of an individual
helps to distinguish that person
from other people.

_Physical development refers to,:
the form and appearance of the
body.

i'pbar4cieristics which are part
dfpyscal development in- 4,

'elude: height, weight, sex,
144, eye and skin color and I

Ober .features such ss freek-
sc'arsFetc. . .

physicabdevel-
opment helps ,to differehtia%

'

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

'Phrases are likely to refer to characteristics related tb
social and psychological aspects or components of the
individual's personality.

Help students to differentiate between physical, social
and psychological aspects of the person. ,

For example, if my favorite person was someone who
liked to be in a group With others and seldom did thfngs
alone, would these characteristics be more closely rel,ated
to the social, psychological or physical aspects of the
person?

Phrases are likely to be grouped in terms of physical
characteristics of the person, clothing worn, and personal
interests.

;-When grouping is completed, Ask:
e

.How
.

afe the Chdracteristics listed ;under physical quali-
ties slifferent frorri7thOse in the other groups?

'e
le

" Are there likely' to be Many .individual's with exactly
those same chsrrteristics?

Why would describing clothing worn" be helpful? Do
people usually choose M same kind of clotbing? Why?

,
F/hy V.Ould it be helpful t9 knvtr *hat the person's
shopping interests might be? N..

Woul there be many peoblai.with simil:ar interests?

Whit are.,some bf,the characteri§tics which make indi-
.

from other people., °P.
,

Sociál, developnient refers to
the ways ii whiCh
dual reactg to and relateS to`,
other peopleThe types of re-o .
Ilktionships in4ividual0foim
with otheo'arld the,number of

R.Qiich are, formed
are partrd ,
social deVeloPin.,
The- ArticUlar social develop, ,

m t oP an individu61 helps to
mguish that, person from

other people;

. A

. .

vid ils unique?,

, Read partp with.students. Answer questions which they
mayihave reganfing 'the eircumstai*s 6f the situation.

,
When studerfts have/completed thiS section share respon-
ses and record'on chblkbOard, ,(

To encourag4 e students be precite in identifying quali-
.; ties. t .might.,be ch d, Ask:

,

If my faOrite person was-se collect& of books about
cars:fandiiked to read; would tbi.S characteristic be more

.'clgsely 'Mated to,gocial, psychological Or physical aspects
orthe pers9n?

tv, ,
If someone's eavoritepersori tiad Mini bike and rode it
w.th her or his frit/1dt and (lid the rePair work on it, what

ects of the'veim's ners9nality might be involved?

If someones's faVorite person disliked groups and did not
enjoy having to,givet`stieeches Or talk in front ofpeople,
but enjoyed talking with one, or two people, what aspects

,lof the person's personality might be involved?

S. 3 .67' '
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)NCEPTU4 CONTENT

1 people develop in similar
Rr-related areas. The physi-

social and psychological
aracteristics of people contri-
te to their individuality.

lividua l. are similar in, that
:h person has a self-image.

e self-image is the actual,
lost visual picture an indi-
ual has of herself or him-
f.

f-image is the way one sees
aself.

e conscious and unconscious*
duation of all one's charac-
istics, assets and behaviors
me's self-image.

PUPICTEACHER INTERACTION

Continue, each of us selected a special person in our lives.
What can we say these special people had in common?
How were they similar?

Pre-Teaching: Prepare copies of Who Am I? for each stu-
dent. Assemble materials which students may use to de-
pict aspects of their self-image.

Pre-Teaching: Secure copies of As You Like It, Charlie
Brown and Good Grief, More Peanuts. Select cartoons
which illustrate the self-image of Charlie and Lucy.

Prepare copies for viewing by students.

Transition: We often discribe other pedple and talk about
.characteristics that make them unique, Perhaps we less
often think about our own unique personality and wh6
we are.

When we study or talk about ourself we are thinking
about our self-image or self-concept.

Explain the meaning of self-image. Give seVeral stpecific
examples of statements individuals might make about
themselves which would reflect self-images.

Point out that statements about the self may or may not
be accurate. They ate statements which the individual be-
lieves are true about herself or himself.

Introduce part I Of the Who Am I activity. The activity
should be completed independently, if it is to be helpful
in putting students in touch with themselves.

When students have completed their personal illustration
of self-image, continue:

If someone described herself/himself as strong, a fast
runner, well co-ordinated, able to play games such as
volleYball or basketball, what would have led the person
to think that about herself/himself?

What people might have influenced the person to think
of herself/himself in that way? What kinds of things
might they have said?

If someone thought he/she was well liked by other peo-
ple and got along well with others, what would have led
the person to think about herself/himself in that way?

Let's-look at two cartoon characters familiar to all of us
and find out something about their self-images and the
factors which may have contributed to their self-images.

6
9-5
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

A .variety of factors. in one's
iurroundings influence the de-
velopment of self-image.

The success or sense of accom-
plishment which is experienced
in doing-different tasks and
types of work contributes to
self-image..

The manner in which other
people treat the individual
can contribute to a self-image.

PUP1L-TEACHER INTERACTION

Show copies of cartoons to students. Ask:

What is characteristic of Charlie's self-image?

What i4 characteristic of Lucy's self-image?

What do you think helped Lucy develop confidence?
What clues suggest that she has ability to perform?

What do the other characters do to give Lucy a feeling
of confidence?

What has helped Charlie form his particular self-image?

Explain Part II of the Who Am I Form.

Demonstrate tl.;e interview procedure which might be
used to help ensure that accurate, thoughtful statements
would be reposed.

Students may complete part of the activity in class (in-
terview of the acquaintance and possibly a friend). The
remainder of the activity can be completed as an out of
class assignment.

ire-Teaching: Select several cartoon series from the
works of. Charles Schultz which illustrate positive traits
of the characters which are often overlooked. i.e. C.
Brown,patience, try-try again attitude.

Prepare copies for viewing by students as a total class or
in small groups.

Prepare three colored circles for display. Label the cir-
cles self-image, other image and ideal self. Prepare a num-
be of slips of colored paper approximately 4" x 2". The
-slips of paper will be used by students to identify traits
which they feel are part of their self-image and the image
others have of them.

When all parts of the Who Am I activity is completed
direct the students in the folloWing summarizing acti-
vity. Answers may be written and kept private.

In what ways did others see you as you see yourself?

Which comments did you find surprising?

When students have completed this private summary of_
ideas direct them to answer the fol ing questions on
slips of colored paper. Give each stkcient several slips of
each color.

What characteristics about yourself do youlike? (yellow)

What qualities or characteristics were you pleased to have
other people mention? (orange)

What qualities would you like to add or change? (pink)



CONCEPTUAL CONTENT PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION tUPPORT
MATERIAL

Individuals have certain quali-
iies or traits that they like
about themselves.

IndiViduals have certain quali- ,

ties or traitetAt they would
like to change dr develop fur-
ther.

A variety of qualities or traits
are acceptable.

A variety of qualities or traits
contribute to the richness and
goodness of living.

1

"Collect slips, read qualities and attach to circles labeled
self-image, other image and ideal self.

Is there a difference in the number of answers to each of
the questions?

What can we say to describe that difference?.

What might we be able to say about qualities or traits
that are a part of each of us?

Who found it difficult to list many traits or qualities they
liked about herself/himself?

Who fdund it difficult to list trait6 they wanted to
change?

Transition: We often overlook traits and qualities that en-
rich and make living better beacause it seems easier to
think about' things to change and improve.

Present cartoons.

Your task in working with these cartoons of Charlie
Brown and his associates is to identify qualities of the
various characters that add to the richness of living and
make living good.

Allow time for students to view cartoons and identify)
characteristics of characters. Ask:

What characters were in the cartoon?

What traits or qualities did they appear to be portraying?

What effect might that trait have on others?

How doos it help the person in, the situation?

Continue reporting until each cartoon has been examin-
ed

What do the cartoon characters seem to tell us about the
traits that each .one of them has developed?'

Transition: From your interviews and self-image illustra-
tions,it appears that a variety of characteristics and traits
are part of different individual's make-up.

It also seems that different peeple have identified some
characteristics they would like to change.

The puzzle which we will do may acquaint you with
some other characteristics which people may develop.

Direct students in the completion of the puzzle.

At conclusion of the activity direct the students in the
following activities.

6 3
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COPICEPTUAL CONTENT

The ideal self is the way an in-
dividual hopes he or she will
become in the future.

The ideal self is a goal toward
which an individual strives in
the process of becoming.

Individuals are capable of mak-
inlisslow and steady progress
toward the kind of person they
view as an ideal self.

PUP1L-TEACHER INTERACTION

Circle the traits you ould like to find in 'our friends.

Star the traits which 1ou want to develop.

Explain the meaning of the ideal self. Represent it with
a large colored paper circle.,

,
Have students identify qualities they would like to devel-
op and write those words on the colored circle. ti

Select some traits identified by students and clarify the
meaning of the teims.

. Tolerant appears as a trait someone might wish to devel-
op. What does tolerant mean?

If someone were to rant how might he or she behave?

Would that trait be important to them next year?

Would it be good for other people to possess that trait?
Why?

SUPPORT-
MATERIAL

Students may list personality traitli or qualities which are
part of their ideal self.

Pre-Teaching: Order and preview filmstrips. Your person- S.M.6
ality: The You Others Know.

Prepare c les of Personality Discovery Survey.
(Optional)

Show filmstrips and carry out discussion suggested on
Support Materi

V'
Students may complete personality survey.

Pre-Teaching: Prepare bulletin board:

Secure readings which illustrate concept of conformity
and effect of conforming behavior.

Prepare study questions.

OR

Iden ify and secure the cooperation of several students
to pàticipate in an experience in non-conformity.

Each volunteer is to behave in a manner which is differ-
ent frocin the norm of the group to which he or she us-
ually conforms. i.e. dress in a costume which is outdated
or a costume appropriate to a younger individual.

Individuals who volunteer must act normally in all other
respects and must keep the reason for their non-con-
forming behavior a secret.

6
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

Individuals are capable of mak-
ing slow steady progress toward
the kind of person they view as
an ideal self.

Becoming is a process.of change
and development, which can be
continuous throughout life.

Through choice making indivi-
duals have opportunities to con-
trol the experiences they will
have; therefore they Cali influ-
ence their own becoming.

PUPIL4EACHER INTERACTION

Volunteers are tooliserve and keep a record of the reac-
tions of other people to them. They are also to be aware
of the wn feelings as they behave in a non-conforming
manner.

The teacher may want to be the volunteer without the
knowledge of the students, other faculty or school ad-
ministration. Note the same kinds of reactrons.

T ansition: Divide the class into small groups or work
wi h the.total class.

Re er to bulletin board. If the title appears with Ole
bulletin board students may exchange their ideas rdgard-
ing the meaning of the title and display.

If the title does not appear the groups may develop a
title which they think would be appropriate and convey a
message. Share titles and reasons for choice.

Students responses to the following question may reveal
a divergence of opinion. Accept students point of view
and ask them to clarify by giving examples to illustrate,
and support their ideas.

What does born original mean to you?

What original potential have you already developed?
a) way of walking, speaking, smiling
b) sense of humor
c) enjoyment of certain activities
d) skills, reading, writing
e) ways of relating to people,

What does becoming mean?

When do people stop becoming?

What might becoming a carbon copy mean?

What happens to original potential when a carbon copy
is made?

Who controls or is responsible for a person becoming p
carbon copy?

Who is responsible for a person continuing to develop
as an .original?

What factors might influence one's development? What
people might influence one's development?

Transition: The experiences which individuals choose as
part of their lives or which becm_d e part of their lives
through other circumstances can affect their becoming

ir ideal self.

The stories which we will read may tell us sbmething
about becoming.

Assign stories to students in small groups.

9-9
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CcINCEPTUAL CONTENT

When individuals conform they
behave in such a way as to be in
agreement with the rules, ex-
pectations, standards or ways of
behaving of groups or other
individuals.

Individuals frequently conform
in order to be accepted. ,

When an individual freely
chooses to behave in a parti-
cular way and that way of be-
having is in conformity with
the group the individual may
experience a feeling of security,
support and comfort.

Individuals Who conform to
woup standards which are not
their own personal standards
may experience anxiety or
Nein* of guilt.

Individuals who conform to
other's expectations, standards,
or ways of behaving without
having considered their own
point of view may limit or re-
strict opportunities for devel-
opment.

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

Students may, share in reading stories and completion of
study guide.

Discusstnd clarify student responses to questions on the
study guide.

What is taking place in the story?

What are the different 'choices that might he znade?

How do the characters feel about the choices?

What was decided?

Why was that choice made?

What happened as a consequence of the choice?

How would you have reacted in the situation? Why?.
fit

What does it mean to conform?

What effect might conforming behaviw have on devel-
opment of individual potential?

Under what condition might it be helpful to conform?
Give examples.

Under what conditions might it be harmful to conform?
Give examp

OR

Carry out the direct experience in non-conforming be-
..

havior.

Volunteer students or teacher may report their exper-
ience in non-conforming to the class. Include the follow-
ing:

Describe the type of non-conforming 6ehavior.

Reaction of peers or norm groups to behavior.

Reaction of others to behavior. '(spoken and unspoken)

What feelings did I experience?

Ask:

What does it mean to conform?

What effects might conforming have on the development
of individual potential?

6 .;
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION SUPPORT
MATER IAL

I.

Stereotyping is the process or
act by which individuals are
thought to have certain person-
ality characteristics because of
their membership in a parti-
cular group.

Stereotyping occurs when the
individual and unique charac-
teristics of the individual are
overlooked. The indiiidual- is
labeled on' the basis of limited
knowledge or appearance4 s.,

Under what conditions might conforming be helpful to
development of individual potential? Give examples.

* Contrast conforming behavior with deliberate choice
making. The decision made may be the same; however,
the processes of aniving at the decision and the reasons
for the decision may be different.

(Students may complete the following activity in writing
and hand in as an unsigned assignment or they may dis-
cuss it orally.)

Challenge students to identify a personal opinion which
they hold that might be unpopular or different from their
friends. RelafAd to:

shoplifting
cheating
skipping school
studying in school
smoking
drugs
choosing clothing
being a member of a clique

Write down' ways of behaving which would affirm that
opinion.

qi

Pre-TeichingtiQure a copy of the Mario Thomas record-
ing: . Fiae fo lk You and Me.

-4
Prepare copies of How I Really Think and Feel.

Prepare copies of stereotyping examples and non-exaM-
pies.

.Transition: How we think about ourselves and others -
may influence whether we will become carbon copies
or originals.

DistribUte copies of How I Really Think and..Feei to
students.

Allow time for completion of the form.

Record student responses to questions 1, 2 and 7 on
chalkboard.

Explain the concept of stereotyping to students through
the use of the examples and non-examples. Point Mat
similarities among examples and differences betwen ex-
hmples and non-examples, Ask:_

If an individual is treated on the basis of Latereotype,
what effect inight that have on the persoa self-image?

What effect might it have on development of all her or
his capabilities?

Refer students to survey information on chalkboard, Ask:

9-11
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

Stereotyping results in confin-
ing and limiting the individual's
potential for becoming her or
his best self.

Stereotyping produces false
feelings and attitudes about the
individual who is stereotyped.

Sex role stereotyping is the
assigning of certain behavior
patterns, habits, traits, expec-
tatións to men and women
because they are members of
the female or male sex.-

Stereotyping limits and restricts
opportunities 1(6 gain know-
ledge of one's potential through
experience.

Stereotyping limits and restricts
opportunities to develop unique
individual potential.

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

How might the responses recorded on the chalkboard
be related to stereotyping?

What similarities do we find in the responses to question
1?

What differences do we find in the responses to question
1?

How might ei}ger set of responses be related to stereo-
typing?

If you believed the statements in either set, how would
you treat someone who was a girl?

Continue a similar line of questioning in regard to the
other responses.

What effect-wodd it have on people being their best
selves?

Play section of the recording of Free io Be You and Me.
,

Students may lOten and list stereotyped traits. Following,
the listening session have students explain how stereo-
typing individuals because of sex may limit development.

Refer to bulletin board. Ask:

How might stereotyping make one a carbon copy?

Refer to previous situations in the example& of stereo-..
typing.

How would understanding stereotyping help the indivi-
dual in each situation?,

Select any of the experiences identified in the support
system to further develop the students understanding of
the effects Of stereotyping.

Pre-Teaching: Prepare copies of Coat of Arms exercise.

Prepare transparency copies of Experiences-Value De-
velopment.

Direct students as they cOmplete the, exercise48tudents;
'Inay share sortie of the information with total group or

',Sith a particular person. Teacher can also complete
exercise and share some information with thia Flags.

6 3
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

Values are ideas regarding what
is good, worthwhile, desirable

, and right.

; Values are prized and cherished.
Persons who hold a particular
value will affirm it, publicly.

Values are relatively stable and
unchanging.

A person who has ideas about
what is good, worthwhile and
right will not be easily changed
from her/his point of vie*.

Values have been developed by
indivicluals through the exper-
iences they have.had and fur-
ther,experiences may result in
values changing.

PUPIL-TEACHER INTOACTION

lAt the Conclusion of the eisercise introduce the concept
of values.and explain the ideas presented in the concep-
tual ebnfent. Section 3, 4, 5, -of the Coat of Arms may be
used to illustrate the ideas.

Pre-Teaching; Select one or two of the responses wkich
students gave on Coat of Arms section 3, 4, 5. Wriflithe
term which identifies the. value in the figure on the trans-,
parenCy.

Uetfkindness, honest, loyal, trustworthy

Transition: Several of the class identified
as being an idea which was important to them,

How did that idea become important to you?

What experiences have you had which have helped to
make that an important idea?

, What people may have, influenced you to hold thia as
an important idea?

What role might your friends have in developing your
ideas of what is important or goof:1?

Pre-Teaching: Select one or more value issues and tech-
nique for involving students in valuing process.

Prepare printed copy tif value issues.

Transition: The situation describe
which you have# one which

Read the situation aloud with
through theicilloWing activities.

What is 614 decisiOn that the individual faces?

What are possible cOurses of action?

What are the effects or consequences pf each course of
action? Consider self and othet*

SeleCt a course of action.

the sheet of paper
choice making.

, and lead them

Why did you select that course of action?

What was most important to you?

9
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

Individual's values may be more
truthfully revealed by their ac-
tions than their words.

The reasons people have for
making choices reveal or indi-
cate values more accurately
than the choice itself.

Values serve as basis for making
choices among differing courses
of action.

Open communication is a pro-
cess by which meanings are ex-
changed between people
through verbal symbols (words,
oral or written) and/or through
non-verbal symbols (posture,
expression , gestures.)

. Open communication &Curs
when the yersons exchariging
meanings express their ideas as
clearly Er they can.

Open communication occurs
when persons exchanging mean-
ings express theii feelings as
clearly as they can.

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

How do you feel about your choice?

Allow groups of students to complete valuing process
with one of the value issues presented in the support
material or other issues prepared by the teacher.

Circulate to'groups and encourage them to be thought-
ful in answering the questions and making choices.

Each student may write their personal response to the
following questions. It may be handed in unsigned.

Which course of action would you choose?'

Why does that seem to be the best action to take'?

What was most important to you in making that choice?

How do you feel about your choice?

Pre-TeachMg: Secure recordings of Sounds of Silence
by Paul Simon.

Prepare exercise Co unicate Being You.

Refer, to previous interviews How Others See Us and
Discovering Traits. Often we are surprised by ideas others
have of us and the way they treat us. Perhaps we do not
communicate ourselves accurately to others.

Direct students in the completion of Communicate Being
You exercise.

Ask each student to select one answer that they would
be willing to tell the class.

If it seems appropriate, several students may communi-
cate their responses or the teacher may communicate
a response.

Use the instances of communication to point opt the
ideas in the conceptual content.

SUPPORT
MATERIAL
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

Communication occurs When
the persons involved lidten ac-
tively and attentively to the
message.

Communication occurs when
the persons involved try to
understand each other.

Listening is also a communica-
tion skill.

Listening requires that atten-
tion is focused on the speaker.

Listening requires that an
attempt is made to understand
the speaker's point of view.

Active listening requires that
the listener seek clarification
when parts of the communi-
cation are unclear.

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTICiN

Ask:

How does someone behave when he/she is listening?

List as many behaviors as possible.

Group those that are similar.

How does someone behave who is not-listening?

Group those that are similar.

Collect students unsigned responses to Communicate
_Being You.

Pre-Teaching: Prepare statements based on student re-
sponses to Communicate Being You wfuch can be used
to practice expressing feelings and listening for meaning.

Review support materials related to communication.

Divide students into pairs and give each pair a card on
which several statements are written.

Direct students in practicing commuSkation which
expresses feelings and in listening for meaning.

Play the Soiinds of Silence and ask students to listen for
the message. t

Lyrics may be written on overhead for further help in
the communication process.

What.is the song trying to communicate about conversa-
tions between individuals?

antroduce the concept bf levels of conimunication.

Utilize as many levels as seem appropriate to students.

Divide class in small groups of 4-6 students and ask each
group to develop a role play which illustrates a particular
level of communication.

Ideas for communication subjects may be taken from the
students concerns survey.

Each group can preseitt their communication role play
and the remaining students in th class can act as obser-
vers and listeners for statements which communicate

9-15
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

Self-determination means that
individuals have power to in-
fluence and direct the course-
of their life:

Self-determination means that
individuals use their capabili-
ties to direct the course of
their life.

PUPIL-TEACHER INT,EFCATION

feelings and ideas ,ellarly and for examples of active
listening.

Pre-Teaching: Assign section "Do You Know Where You
Are Going" from Maturity and Growing Up Strong.

OR

Select biographies and short stories which_ illustrate the
concept of self-determination. The schobl librarian is a
resource person who can.assist in the identification of .

appropriate books. Assign readings.
,

Students may report significant instanc om the
readings which illustrate the con( ept of Self-determina-
tion.

Pre-Teaching: Review the unit and identify significant
ideas which have been developed related to the meaning
of becoming or development and the processes of devel-
opment.

Collect illustrative materials associated with taking a
journey or trip. (maps, pictures of travelers, pictures of
traveling, pictures of difficulties and pleasures encoun-
tered in traveling) Display materials in the clasiroom.

Transition: The aCtMty which we will try to do today
may-be most enjoyable if you are in groups. Divide class
into groups which are compatible.

The work we.will do today requires thitiach of you
think creatively and each of you try to be original in
your responses.

We will sgrt by comparing two things with which you
are familiar.

How is a school bus like an elevator?

Possible responses:

Both carry people.

Both have drivers or 'operators to start and stop them.

. Both come in different sizes.

Both need some form of energy to make them go.

Reward responses which point out similarities.

Let's try another. How-is a school assignment like a
jigsaw puzzle?

Possible responses:

N. Some puzzles are easy, some are
assignments.

mot7
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION SUPP ,RT
MATERAAL

Assignments can sometimes be done with others, puzzles
carialso be put together with others.

Both require People to get them done.

Continue,to encourage responseggrom all groups. Stop
as soon- as students appear to hire grasped the idea of

- comparison.

The next part of our work involves the ability to think
and feel like something else.

Imagine that you are a_thunder storm. How does it feel
to be a thunderstorm?

Accept student responses.

Possible responses:

I feel angry.

I feel like dancing and playing the drum.

I feel like painting with lightning all over the sky.

What does a thundeibLorm think? I get tired of rumbling
and rumbling.

Select other objects for personal analogy. i.e., socks,
snowflake, milk carton, wastebasket

Continue with the personal analogy until students are
responding freely.

The ideas we have been studying about have had to do
with development of the person.

Mention some ,of the most significant ideas or ask stu-
--A.dents to give ideas.

How is a vacation trip like the process of becoming?

Direct students to make an analogy between the process
of becoming and taking a vacation tiip. Look at the dis-
play around the room. What ideas do you get? Write them
down on paper. How is taking a vacation trip like becom-
ing? (Share responses orally for a couple of minutes.)

Now imagine that you are a vacation trip. How does it
feel? What is it like to be a vatatiOn trip? (Encourage
student responses.)

Tliink of all the ways in which becoming is similar to a
vacation trip. List student responses on chalkboard. Ask
students to explain their respWses. How is becoming like
a vacation trip? Student responses: A vacation trip and
becoming both change a person. When you go on a vastpc.
tion trip you have experiences that affect you. In becifin-
ing you have experiences that also affect you. A vacation

9-17
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.` A, -,, <, tri Wad betiomng are bpth planned by pe'ople. It takes
41a,tiedne thaaking about' what should happen in-planning

- ayacatigvarifi an# betoming. In both ipsWces a person
,or,teople haves-bme 'control over what(ii-to happen.

. . N NbOre tri tç direct botii. Encourage student responses.
.. .),

. b ecelrit all 't t point but similarities. Help students to
clarifY_ ideas tun;bugh their explanation of similatities...,,

qi What are the 'diffe(ences between a joUrney and beCom-
lin. Eist student responses on chalkboard. (A journey or

f .1, trirl has an end or stopping point, becoming never ends as..:3 \ ..;!
/ .1 .;1,1ong as a person is alive. Many different people sometimes

..tgke the same tnip but only one person experiences her
pi A.i.s becoming.) As differences are identified other
siMilarities Indy be noted and can be added to that list.
'

a

At theconclusion of the activity students may respond to
the following statement: To me becoming means

7
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S. M. 1 NOTES TO THE TEACHER

The following support materials offer a variety of teaching supestions,

flps and personal interpretations that may,be helpful to-you.

This unit.has been kept flexible in that the pupil-teacher interaction

has not been specified in relation to time to be devoted to each section.

You will be the b'est judge of timing in your situation. In some sections
more activities and materials are suggested than.you may find suited to

your situation. Some are similar to each other and a selection may be
made to insure that a variety of meaningful learning experiences are
chosen which meet the interests and nceds of your students.

,

Class discussion is'an important learning activity in this unit. However,

occasionally a class may be verY shy or hostile. Experience seems to

'indicate that high school stuaents serving as discussicin leaders are

often helpful in this situation. In-the.Twin'Cities, a peer edudation

organization called Teenage Health Consultans (TAHC) works through local

health'clinics and may be contacted as.a source Of discussion leaders.
Other sources of youth leaders 14ght be the FHA chapter or former students.

Students are often tore open and responsive with their peers than with

an adult.

Another opening suggestion is to make good use of bulletin boards. Have

a colorful abstract background which is eye-catching and can be used

throu6hout the unit for pictures and ideas. The pictures and lettering can

be changed frequently. The bulletin boards can Le used to introduce new

concepts to stu..:ents or to_stimuIate class discussion. The actual
collection of ideas'and materials for the bulletin boards-could be worked

into class assignments.

Ideas for display on bulletin board, display board or chalkboard,

"All the turtles of all the tomorrows are hidden in the shells
of today."

'"Involvement with people is always a very delicate thing-- It
-'' _requires real maturify to become involved and not get all messed

." B. Cooke

"XfI.undprstand you 6etter than you :understand me, I can control
ydu.."!-

4
"If I understand you better than you understand yourself, I can
enslave You.". Edward Hall

"If a man,does not keep pace with his companions, perhaps it is
bere he hears a different drummer. Let him step to the music

that he hears,'however measured or far away." HenrY David Thoreau

"Nothing in life is to be feared--it is only to be understood,"

Marie Curie

"It is only important to love the world. . .to regard the world and

ourselves and all beings with love, admiration and respect4
Hermann Hesse
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S. M. 1 (cont.) J.
"What-is beautiful is good, and who is good will soon also be

beautiful.," Sappho

"time is not measured by the passing of the years, butby'what one
does,- what one Teels, and what one achieves." J. Nahuu

The following-quotations are taken from Why Am I Afraid to Tell

You Who I Am? POwell

"Sorry, but that is the way I am . . .I was like this in the

beginning, am now, and ever shall be. . is a handy motto and
delusion to have around you if you don't want to grow up."

" I can help you to accept and open yourself mostly by accepting
,and revealing myself to you."

"But if I tell you who I am, you may not like who I am, and it is

all that I have."

"I can only know,that much of myself which I have had the courage

to confide to-you."

"The greatest kindness I have to offer.you iS always the truth."

"To reveal myself openly and honestly takes the rarest kind of
courage."

"To understand people, I must try to hear what they are not
saying, what they perhdps will never be able to say."

"Whatever'my secrets are, reMember when I entrust them to you,
they'are part of me."

"Most of uS feel that'others will not tolerate such emotional .

honesty in communication We would rather defend our dishonesty
on theogrounds that it41rght hurt others; and, having rationalized
our phoniness into mobi ty, we settle for superficial relationships."

"To tell you my.thoughts is to locate myself in a category.
tell you about my FEELINGS is to tell you about ME."

"It is a law of human life, as certain as gravit'4 to live fully

we must learn to use things and love.people. . .nôp,things
and usa.people."

-

()

"We try to avoid the.unpleasant, but if we cut one-half of the
unpleasant things out of our lives then we have cut one-half the
existence in t.his area cut of life. We owe it to our human dignity

to really experience disappointment, painpcold, etc. this is part

of being human."

7 '3
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S. M. 2 GETTING ACQUAINTED ACTIVITY

TIP: Do this activity with your students - your example can help them relax.

Give each student a note card and the following directions:
NO NAME - do not let anyone see your card.
HONESTLY answer the following three questions.

What is your favorite music group or singer?
Namp your favorite food.

-116.What
is a strong interest of yours?

Substitute other questions which would encourage students to communicate with
each other.

: Teacher collects and mixes up cards, and hands them out to Audents (be sur.e

. they don't get their own).

Your goal.is to find the person whose card you,havel and to learn as much as -

you can about your classmates as you go along. Be sure you know each person's
name.before you ask questions and then be sure- to listen to the answers.

When students are matched with their own card they can turn it over and
answer three different questions such as:

What kind of work do you think you might like to do in the future?
,Who is your favo4te actor or actress? . 1

What is your favorite sport? etc.?
You may use other questions which would be apprOpriate-to your studentS\and

reveal somethin bout them.

1
This acti was
or are s This

exce

'P cal S

de eloped because many students lack creativity, enthusiasm
tivity can be enjoyable and non-threatening for them.' There

ent suggestions in Values Clarification: A Handbook of
ies for Teachers and Students.

may wish to consider - - -ing Name Tags and Privacy Circles.

7"4
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S. M. 3 CONCERN SURVEY

11*s survey is to identify for students and teachers areas of interest and
nee'd in regard to personal development and interpersonal relationships.
Vaiected problems or areas of concern are identified. These topics may be
modified to'meet the needs of your students. On the form they are.divided
into two groups.° The first groups are concerns which can be incorporated
into the mini unit Becoming A Person - A Lifelong Process, and :the second group
of concerns may be incorporated into other mini units uch as Human Se lity,
Making the Most of. Your Resources, Abu and Your Family.

This_concern survey can help students identify problems and fears- which ma
be obstacles to their development and maturity.

Directions: Explain to studenfs the purpose for the survey. Define concern.
If necessarytalk'with students #garding each area of concern defining,
explaining and giving examples to illustrate concepts whioh might be inc
in the area.

BECOMING A PERSON - A LII.ELONG PROCESS (A concern means you.
- . think,.worry or wbnder about it often).

AREAS OF CONCERN STRONG CONCERN SOME CONCERN O.K.

Understanding Yourself
.. .

1 .

Liking.Yourself
,

. -

Fee -ing Free

.

Feeling Confused- Mixed up

Female and Male Roles

Communication

4.
Honesty in Relationships ;

Your Future

,

7 3
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S. M. 3 CONCERN SURVEY (cont.),

AREAS OF CONCERN TRONG C NCERN SO ME CCGCERN O.K.

Popularity ° ,

Parents

.

Brothers and Sisters ,

.

Sexuality

Drugs (all forms)
.

,

.

.

Smoking
%

,

Personal Friendships

/

. .

Add Your Own!

..._,

\.

z

7 9



S. M. 4 DISCOVERING A PERSON

I. Directionss Think about the people you know W111 and-like very much.
Write down the names of several of thoSe persons.

II. From your list, select one of the,peOplemho is itportant in your life,
a special person for yom. \Circle that name.

III. The Situation: The person 7011 haye chosen has eaten some-food which
has been foil:14 to contain bacteria which produces food poisoning. Ihe

bacteria wil1,cause death within 12 hours if the person goes untreated.
The person you have selected ate the food 6 hours ago and left to do` some
shopping in.a nearby shopping center (or town).

The only way to save the person is to "find he or him quickly. To ,

savetheir life you must supply a description of that persodito a group
of people who will search the shopping center or town. The group of
searchers has never seen your important peraon before. Therefore, your
description must be complete and accurate.

,

Write down the description you would give to the searchers. Where in.

the town or shopping.center would you suggest they begin searching? -

IV. Imagine the speciarperson you identified was in danger. For some

reason he or she would be harmed if identified: If he or she is to.be
safelchanges must be made so that no one would be able to recognize
or identify the,person. Theylmust be able to carry on living activities

,normal for their age for 6 months to a year. What changes would need to
;be made?

9-24



S. M. 5 WHO I AM - AS I SEE MYSELF

Directions: Each person is a unique individual. Use one of the following
activities to express your personal view of yourself. Include your ideas
and feeling; in regard to:

-
How I see myself physically (appearance, skills, abilities)

how I see myself socially (hOw I react to other peOrile and-groups)

How I see myself psychologiliOay (ideas that are important tame,
my ability to ekpress my idigt,'attitudes I have,developed, ways I
express feelings and emotions, methods I use to make decisions)

Suggested activities to express a view of self:

Collage Use magazines, newspaper clippings, your awings
and writing to express your self-image.

Poetry - Write your own personalpoem expressing your self-image
or read some poetry and copy those palI.s which express
your self-image.

That Bags Me - Take a paper bag from those provided. Fill the'bag with
words, pictures, drawing, small objects that express
your self-image.

8
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S. M. 5 4-10-I AM -.AS OTHERS SEE ME' cont'.)

Select three other people Who are acquainted with zirou. Inierview them

regarding their ideas about you. Recerd descriptive words or phrases or
have the person interviewed write in the space provided*

1*

Characteristic

Associate: Someone Friend: Someone Parent or Adult
who knows you but not who is considered who icnows you
a close friend, a friend. well.

.

_

Physical
Charactel4el-cs

Appearance,

Skills
4

,

Abilities

,

,

,

,

1

.

Soeial -

Ways of relating
to individuals

,

Roles taken in

groups

.

_

I

.

.

P4-chological -
.

Ways of thinking
and organizing
icigas

Iers of expressing
.

as and feelings

Feelings often
experienced

.

,

,.
,

0

.

,

.

ft

8°
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4
S. M. 6 YOUR PERSONALITY: THE YOU OTHERS KNOW

Questions and Topics for Discussion (from filmstrip discussion guide).

1. *lat personality traits attract yoU? Turn you off?

2. Is. it possible for a person's personalitlito be v
fronLhis character? Does persona1it,y4algays revea

3. What do other people do.that-Makes you. eel aWkward
Happyand self;confident? ,

you drew a piqture of yoUrsel at would' you emPhasize as.your
bestjeatures? Tour poorest reat: s? Db youhink that if:your. bett
friend (or your.boy friend or girl frj.end) drew your-picture it would

-different
character?

or. self-conscious?

look like the picture you drew? Now.auppose somebody'you_knolOislikes tit'
,you drew the pictur6 how would that one look? .What dqes 011 this prove
about appearan

4
ce? -4.. -.

4.
)

5. If you realize a good friend is doing something that bothers oth 4

or that is not in his own best interest, shoUld beteli° him aborit:x

it? Hog? .
.

4 4 J.. °'.

6. Do you' think4outh is a carefree, happy-go-luckY time? For you?' For'

anybody ydu know? . 1.
7. Define self-image. 'How do other people guess what,yoUr'selfimgge is?'1

.., ... -,,...--..,,,! :::

Hog do you know what self-image, your friends.barry?
.k y.

.. . 0B-'4:,
.

_,,..- !!.'1 'i,P,,

8.. -4AL-kilici 'i. , .

What dirferences in.others are yq.U.yiIling_to accs0,? MI, s,o

differences do you fee1.1Oh.cannot-acCept?

... This program assumes that human beings are capable or:Changingt,heit",

personalities And characters. .D06 youagree this is,true, To what

-extent?

10.

.-

,11. Think of the adult you admire.most. What are that peisón's specia4.
.qualities of pers9nality and character, that make you feel this admiration?

' *
12. You have just had a fight with your father, your mother, your boy friend

.or girl friend and-you are upset and.angry.. Will you keep;your feelings to
yourself?" Will you tell a friend about them?.Is it-a,frien4 who will
help'you? Can you think of a.better way to handle yollr faalings?

What-opportunities does your school offer for you to meet-other people?

LiOalop new interesta? De4elopleadership?



art of character ;
ay of begaving ;

a quality in 'a 'person

Name

IRECTIONS: In the puzzle below - find and circle all the traitS you
can find

INDUL GEN T.Z.,AA S A DS..ZMMML 0 YA L
N R.ES,P OHS IHL EX CEUA 0 Z,R,QFIT:NS
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.4
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41
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..,_.
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TRIIT H( FUL QUIET 2XDEGLUTMUZ
-:.

-ZX'L Z TRUST ING Z SP IR I.T LI I-S,Q,.

G ENT L ETil. L,K ER,.AL 0 NEXZQUDT X- A'
D R EAKER ANGRY Z A RGUERWEL,PS/ CO'NF"ORM ING Z BR IGHTiZ.K,INDX

_

'0 A
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S. M. 8 TRAIT DISCOVERY

_Directions: Under,i6e personality traits column, list traits which are
part of your ideadY,Aelf Or self image, traits which you rould
have or which yoU telieve are already part of your personality. Ask
spveral individuals'of yaur choiceop rate you using the following

scale:
'41

1. OccaSion;q1ly see evidence of this trait

2. ..T.P.40.1y see evidence of this trait

3. Ai4pst always see evidence of this trait

Begin ratingp iiith the

pleted.thesrating,fold
will not be influenced

last column on the right. When the
the sheet back on that line so that
by the other ratings.

pei6on hap Com-
t :hext rater

U.

Rank order, the traits in termstpf their importance to you and rate yourself.

IMPORTANeE
TO ,ME TRAIT

RATING BY THE PER8bN INTERVIEWED

r

40.

44,

4P
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S. m. 9 BULLETIN BOARD

4

Words: "We are born original! Are we becoming carbon copies?"
1

Background: Black 16
Have cutout people forms in gray color scattered over the black
backgroUnd. Have onp bright colored cutgut near tnp'words
"born original."

417

G 411



10 HOWDO I REALLY THINK AND FEE0
,

o!...
,41tTections: COmplete the follolog statements. ,-

-,
:.,

yi.. Girls should act

;ASIOys should act

To be feminine means

To be masculine meall

. I hope my daughter

,

6. I hopie son:

7. Older people. should act

0

8. Kids in elementary school are

8

9-.31



9 T

S. M. 11 FEMININITY AND itA, INITY LEARNING ACTIVITIES

1. Listen to WOMAN by Haen Reddy.
React to the rds of the song.
Example -r Do° you think she is happy,to be a woman? Is she a

woman's liberation radical? Does slie hate men? DO you have any of

the same feelings that she expresses?

2. Choose a man or Woman whom you admire andwould like to resemi)le. .,

,

They can be either famous or known by you personally. Do a report

. . ....

,

b ed on research or personal interview, trying to get at their
tudes towardtheir own roles as men or women.alli.

3: .Invite a der film a local :man's or womanIA liberation group tO
mildress the class.7 Invite a traditionally minded.man or woman at

1,.same time or separately.'
,

.
..Aps

'4Z

4. Collect ads from magazines and newspapers that recognize changing
concepts offemininitty and masculinity.Make a display of these ads

o go with the more traditional ones.

5. C011ect ads from magazines and newspapers that Show men and women in

traditional roles. Make a display of these pages. Then try to make

up new ads that might be created for the products in the year 2,000.

6. Invite a woman in the community who works in a typical man's profession;
such as finance, television reporting, physical labor,-to discuss the
particular adjustments of her job. Invite a man who does traditional

woman's work, such as housekeeping-or nursery school teacher) to do the

same. t-

7. On the 314plo Thomas record listen to "They're ClosinA

StudentS shouA be able to distinguish what was uhiclut

being clbsed. S4idents might make up a song about bak

implications.

9-32



. .S. M. 12 ZTEREOTYPING

.7;

t

Exwiple: There was to be a rock'concert-at the park. Ann wanted to go.

But Ann's mother had just heard from a friend thai a rock concert held'

in a near-by town ended in a riot with young people being arrested. Ann's'.,

mother ,told hor she dilluldn't,go. She said, "This concert will be like
other one, diese pop groups get together,'raise a lot of noise, get pirbF.

of hand., and cause ricks."

Example: Mrs. JOneszecently married a M'an with a teenage boy.f Before
her marriage to Jim'slrather she taught 10th grade English. The boys in

her class were playful, did poorly-on assignments and listened tO loud .

rock music. Upon meeting Jim she remarked, "He will be like all adolescents,

irresponsible."

Al
&amulet Jane is taking her fiirst vacation without her parents this

'sum". They'cautioned her td'stay away from the young people with long
hair, guys cn,motorcycles, and young people wearing dirty jeans, for.they

were all hippies and.smoked pot.

ag.

.A' 40
-

Noil-example: Mr. Harris is the, 8th grade. (nath teacher. He is neat in
appearance and slight of stature and seems shy and a bit timid. The

students at Jackson Junior High have decided he will be a bore for class -

They are surprised to see9a1m ride up to school in a blackleath jacket

on his mptorbycle. In class hes just an averags.teacher.

(

N9n-example: The pupils at EAt Harper Elementary school are looking at
of people emplOyed in the school. The ind ttie following names and job

Kindergarten - Sarah Marks, John t :el Joanne Faace
1st Grade - Peter'Elkins, Marie Carter, Pa :Jenkins
2nd Grade - Colleen Loomis, Jeff'rey Stephen

." Principal - Mary Norris
glystodian -'Jean Ramey
Mok - Art Jenkins .

;

4 ,

Barit.& Chorus - Tamara Iraaick
Pturse - David Bartly .

*

Q

a list

On-.1example: Bill is a 16 year old junior at Elkin High!Bchoe He mneived
the Omega award for his out4panding work with student gove and his .

4 contribution to the organizing of a successful tutoring p ram.

He works at the local car wasti after school and plays the piano for,a group ,e?

r;

of. s on Sattray. His,favorite hobby is cooking.

,

9-33 .,
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.1 C.)

S. M. 13 HOW ARE WE BEING INFLUENCED?

4

Stereotypes are so mull a part of daytoday activities that they may not'
be recognized as subtre intluences on attitudes. What are the forces that
shape these attitudes and how aware are you of their influences? Select

one of your favorite.situationcomedy, family TV shows and evaluate what is

happening using the chart below. Ln the left column write the names of
characters which appear in the program. After theebow is over, analyze
your general impression of each charactier and her or his rol:e hy plhcing

checks in the appropriate boxes Othec behaviors can be inserted in the
-

blank spaces.

Name of Eetimate
.Program Time#

Person
Appeare

AharacterA

(1.)

0

f-
H" 0

C -P

g cti-0 a 0
cr) rx- ti,

'se?'

Is the' 4
Character

a'-olt6 6

:9-34



S. R. 13 HOWiARE WE BEING INFLUENCED? (cont.)

Analyze the charaOters using the following questions:

.1, 1. Were there stereotypes of behaviorSor men indicated? For women?

2. Were there indications of people,b0hg stereotyped by_
a. the waY they looX?
b. the profession they're in?
c. their background?
d. the part of the country they're from?

5: Were people acting the way sociity expects a person to act in tflis

'stereotyped role?
...

4. liere there.any nontraditional roles? Female/male, occupational, etc.?

410-

The same.chart can be used to analyze any other areas which may be
influencigt attitudes, stereotypes and behavior.

*
Children's TV programs A play

Short story in a man's News Lgazines
Inaggiine Cartoon strips

Short story in a woman's
magazine

A current movie

A.popular song

91

9-4)5

Advertising

TV and radio commercials

Copticeooks

Chltdren's books

,z1ejtbook,s

a



S. M. 14 PERSOLL CQAT OF ARMS

A coat of arms is a sign that tells something about you. In medieval times
(days of Opbin Hood, Knight% of the Round Table, etc.); signs or marks were
embroidered on the garments worn oyer armor. These insignia told soMething

abovt the person who wore the signt Chief or leader, famous fighter.

Families also had'coats of arms to identify them.

The fabric patches that k)me of us .wear today are in a way.like

of arms. They tell something about us.

coat

Instruct students to make their.own personal coat of arms.

1. Draw a-picture of soMething at whibh you are very good.

2. Draw a picture of something yOu wishtO become better at.
3. Make a picture to show an idea or belief that you think is very

important. This picture shoulcshow something about which you feel
very strongly. It is one idea4ou would.never give up.

4. ie that you .could achieve and become.anything you wanted. Whatever
ried to do you would be able to be., What would you strive to _do?

5. Us. this block to show one idea you wished_all people idould.believe in
.today. It is one of the ideai*riA41WAel3ev''',.`'..

6. Write four-words-you hope people_wbuld say about:yai,
"

Students may talk to andther person in class abOlit their coat ofarA,' or
OSach student may select one block ehich he would like to share with others

in the.ciass*
/

.



S. M. 15 VALUE DEVELOPMENT

EXPERIQICES

rn

CrELOPMENT
OF

P-ERkNAL

VALUFS

7V4LUES
INFLUENCE* Ci-IOICES



0 S. M. t6 VALUE TSSUES
. .

1. All of the families hi your neighbO
you can remember. ..A new family of
Tinirity group) has moved next door
tha' will go.to your sdhool. As

_

.

, .

oultoo -; What'will yod do? --
,

.

IMP

"-°461"4-va:V

ood have lived there as long as
acks, Am,Indians, .Chicanovother
They have a son and daughter
leave your hdthe the new kids come

4

2. Mr. and Mrs. Stevens haveshad you take.care of their.sons forseveral
months..- Usually you babysit with Jeff and Brian twice.a week.'"F. Stevens
calledtwo-days ago aqkmade arrangements with you to take care'', the :

boys Ws.evebing. MóW the kids ieyour gang have planned a party to whiCh
you Willy want to go. It is five o'clock. What'will you do? ""'

3 You-are-in the record shop lookipg< at some records and tapes with your

friends. One of the kids with you decides to steal 'a cassette tape,'

which was left out on the counter. Your friend puts the'tape in a

pocket and begins to walk out% What will, you do?

.41

4. The group of 8 and 9 year olds V your neighborhood are gathered:in
A groupbehind the Olson's garage. They are very busy doing something

"à circle., Yoll see flames and smoke and the kids scatter.and run.

The fire is only a small one and it looks at if Will.diesout by

16141f. What will you.do?

The Macy's are an elderly couple
spends a great deal of time c
The kids on your street play
the .street and sometimes run

upsets Mr. Macy. Now the-kid

him upset. Will you join them.

hat live on your block. Mr. Macy
ping, Tpwing-and raking thflawn.
tballoPkickbaal, 4nd softball 411

cross or' play op Mr. Macy's lawn. This

e. n his lawn-onlurpose just to Take

MI

It

ff.
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S. M.17 TECHNIQUES TO .INTRODUCE VALUING

QUAKER MEETING Students sit In a circle facing outward to reduce unnecessary
distractions. Present the value conflict or issue. Allow five to fifteen ,

minutes for students to write op think of comments questions regarding the-
issue. When a student"has something to sharelhe orl,she breaks the st1ence;"4
if someone has a comment updn another's statement, they must restate the comment
to which they are reacting before proceeding.

i.e., I baieve I d you say . .

^4, . .

Contioe meeting unj.1 a variety of alternatives ,have been identified.. Students
may c5mplete the remainder of the valuing process as individuals., Responses
may be written or taped,' .

..4) ,

. .

., 'INTERNAi VOICES When confronted with a value conflict or issue,sereral
. internal voices-often speak, One voice says, "do thisl', another voice may
say, "No better do this."

1

, lainLthe notion of.internal voices to the class.. Demonstiate a dialogue
between voices. As teacher speaks as each one of the voiceeltake aiptidifferent physical° . e or location (such as sitting and standing ).

Present the valueAtleue'and have*tudent listen for her/his own ihternal
, voices regardingthe issue. Direct each studemtto write a script.which
is the conversation of their internal voiceb'.. ,!

.

r.

VI

Voic,e .1.

14.4,Voice 2

When Stripts.are finiihedIstudents may take turns presenting their voices.
t3

Continnewith different student's scripts until &variety of iiternatives'have
been presented. Students may complet9ithe-reepiander of vfiluirt process
as individuals. Responses may bC7writ en Or taped_

4.



, S. M. 18 LEVELS'OF COMUNICATION

People communiqatd on five .levels. The sucdessAve descending levels
indcat:44pater success n the process.

Ley,el 5 - Cliche Converosgion, 4q-iow are you'?" Everyone remain'S Safe in-

the isolation andrpretenS'e of this type of conventional and
superficial conversgion.

Level 4-- keporting the.Facts About Others - Includes gossips conversation
Pieces' ahdaittle narrations.

evel 3 My ideas anti Jtidgments.,'Some risk is'taVen in sharing, but,

sa;Cior's censored.if the person begins to feel unacpepted.

9'," t.4.9:

t4.

Level 2 - My Feelings" (EMotions) "Gut level" sharing of feejAngs and telling,
who you really are. Being honest-and cipen.

. 4 ,
Level 1 Peak Communication Absolute openness and.honesty. Perfect and

mutual empathy.

S. M. 19 SOUNDS OF 'SILENCE -- Paul Simon

"And in the naked,night 1 saw,ten thou.sand peoplefmaybe"more,

people t4king writhout.speaking,

people hearing without listening,

4 4

pe6ple writing songs hat voiceSnever
. L.

no ohe:dared,

1

. disturb the,sounds of silence.

shared,

,

k

;49
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S. M. 20 COMMUNICATE BEING YOU

Directions:. Part of being you is communicating your you-nesa to others
and to yOurself. A good way to start'is.by writing down your'thoughts.
Writing down your thoughts helps you focus in on Your ideas add feelings.
Here's a good way to start. Try completing these phrases about yourself.

6

My closest friend is

I won't tell anyone my closest secret, becau0e

'I am afraid of

think I am

The thing I like least about myjelf is.

The thing I like be6t about myself is

An ideai friendship would be

My dream,in life is

I feel that my parents are

sI feel that being in love is

I like to be 4one:because

I don't like- being alone because

I think that' other people have the wrong'idea gbout me becauee

I would like people to see me as
k

-9-41



, S. M. 21 COMMUNICATION OF FEELINGS

Communication by Words
r

Any spoken stateMientrcan convey feelings. Even the factual report,

"It's three p.m.", can be said.in such'a way that it expresses anger or'

disappoitment. HoWever, the wor do not convey the feelings; the

?taker's noweerbal actions do. Her/his voice tone, emphasis, gestures,

facial expression convey anger or disappointment.

The Content of some sentences, however, appears as feelings even

when you cannot see or hear the,speaker In such cases the topic or the

wording itself reveals that feelings, are present in the speaker.

There are twofi erent ways of communicating feelings by words - -

two'dif(erent'kindS d1 verbal expressions of feelings.,

A. The s'entence conveys-feeling by describing specifidally what the'

speaker is feeling. , (Examples: "I am disappointed." feel
,

, -

left out." 41 like you."): The emotional state Of the spekex

is the topic or content of the sentence. The speaker's feeling

is identified by Some word or phrase such as "disappointed,

"left out," "like." That is, the speaker's-feeling is describdd.

B. The sentence conveys feelings but es not describe what the

Speaker feels. (Examples: ."Oh,,Heck!"' rGet ciputl" rithought
\

yputd never get here.") Strong feeling obviously is behind each

of\the examples, but the statement does not describe the feeling

, itslf. We may-feel- sure what the feeling is

.does at identify it.

C. A clear\statement

less like\ly to be

\
statement which describes the feelings of the sppaker may he the

but;the statement
\

which describes the feelings.of the speaker is

misunderstoodnby the listener. A clear\

sender of-6,e message to understand her or his own position.

9-42
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S. M. 22 REFERINCES
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.INIT TITLE: WAKING THE MOST OF YOUR RE4SOURCES

!NIT FOCUS: The unit introducesstuthmts to.the management process. The mea ingS Of the'0ficents. goals, re-
sources and, values are developed as well as the inter-relationships of these o cepts in the several phases of
the management process'. Several activities in the unit provide opportunities fol students to work through
planning, controlling and evaluating phases of the process:-

IATIONALE: Middle school'and junior high school studekits are approaching a state of development in which con-
cerns about who they are and what they can become is of primary interest. Everyday life situations pro-
vide Many opportunities for young persons to make decision& and exercise self-direction. The decisions
made and the.actions taken will effect the young person's development. The methods used to arrive at
the decisions will also affect the persons.as these methods are likely to becorlie pyt of individuals' behavior
pattern.

Instruction related to kinderstanding and utilizing the management proce
decisions can assist young persons to make satisfying deciions. F'urther ore, opportunities to utilize the
management proceSs with guidance can assist young -people in learning ays, of approaching problems
which wilt be usefur'throughout life.'

;-

NSTROCTIONAL OBJECfIVES:-
Comprehensión of the characteristics of the managemenf process
Comprehension of characteristics which distinguish yarious kinds of goals
Comprehension of various typeS of resources
Ability to Propbse alternative-ways to combine resourCes for goal attainment
Comprehension of the function of values in goal selection and resource allocation
Willihgness to employ planning phase of the manaOment process

' Responds to the process of management

arriving-at and carrying out

:DUCATIONAL BACKGROUND: None. Level h

UGGESTED TIME: 2 Weeks

10 )
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT PUpIL-TEACHER-INTERACTION SUPPORT
MATER lAh

Pre-Teaching: 'At various times during the unit students S.M.1
will be asked to do some written work. It would be help- ' S.M.1
ful if this work could be referred to' quicklY.as the unit :. *

progresses., Praision of a means of keeping work organ- .
ized and available may be presented to students as a man-
agement.problem following the first lessons or students`
may be asked to bring a notebook for, tiiis purpose.

Review Experiences in 'Management. Select an experience
which will be done in class. Assemble re.quired supplies

, 1

4.

and make necessary room arrangements.

Prepare copies of Student Self-Report.

Divide students into teams by having them draw playing
cards. Groups are formed ori. the basis of siinilarity of
cards.

i.e., all 10 spots, or 7,8,9,10 of hearts

Transition: Have you eyer been asked to do something
that you didn't know how tp do?

Have you ever been in a situation in Nvhioh you were
unsure of what to db or how to perform?

Share student responses.

If you are able to figure out, what to do in a puzzling
situation clap your hands once:

If you can usudlly find oat what to do, clap Our h`ands
twice. ,

If you aien't always successful in solving puzzlibg situar
tions clap your hands three times. _

The exiDeriences which will be part of this class may help
all of us to be more comfortable in unfarniliar situation
and more successful in doing a variety of Casks:

-

Introduce the management experience which will be per-
formed by the class:
Carry out the experience.

Following the completion of the experierice guide stu-
dents in ans.wenng questions on the self-report forms
andin repcyfing to the class.

As groups report to the class, identify the parts of the
manage-ment 'processes and- introduce the approPriate
vocabulary.

'Record The terms. which identify the parts of the process
on chalkboard.

Share student responses to questions 1 and 2, Ask:

What did your group want to accomplish?

1 0



-CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

a. goal is an idea of what a per-
ion wishes to accomplish. .

A goal is something toward
Which a person is willing to
Work or has been willing to
Work.

Formulating a plan of action
involves:

identification and clarifi-
cation of goals (what is
to be accomplished)

. identification and/or crea-
tion of resources' (what
things tee available or
can be created to help

. reach the goal)
creation of alternative

ways to reach goals
consideration of alterna-

tive ways to combine
resources to reach goals

. consideration or study, of
the 'probable conse-
quences ,of each alter-
native (which plan is
t)est)

Selection of a way to use re-
sources to reach- goals is influ-
enced by jdeas of what is im-,
.portant, good, and worthwhile.

Putting a plan into action in-
volves: '

division of work into jobs
and responsibilities

gathering of resources for
completion of plan

doing the work assigned
checking progress on as-

signed work
change and adjustment of

work plan as needed

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

)what did your group hope toachieve?
(Identify goal as part of the process.)

How did yoUr group go about reaching that goal?

hat did your group do to accomplish the goal?
efe students to question 3 'on the self-report.)

. What things did the group decide to use to accrplish the goal?

What action did the group take to accomplish the goal?
(Identify resources and alternative plans to reach goal.)

Did the,group talk about using different resources?

Did the group consider having variotik members to different
tasks? . .

N

Why was the particular An of action and set of resources used
by the group?

What was most important in making that decision?

Identify values or value indicators that were influential in
choice making.

Transition: The first part Or pliase of getting what is wanted or
accomplishing a goal is,developing a plan.

The next part of accomplishing a goal is putting the plan into
action.

Part II of the self-report forM tells something about ihe:
way in which your group's plan of action was carried out.

Share group responses to questiOns 7-14.

Identify the second phise of the management process.

Transition:
Throughout the planning and action steps of accomplish-
ing goal's the plans and Etctions are evaluated to deterinine
whether progress is being made toward the goal.

10
10-3
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT
a

Evaluation of plans which wefe
made and action$ which were
taken involves:

'determining the extent to
which goals were a-
chieved

determining the uses
which were made of
resqurces

determining whether goals
were thok desired

PUPIL.TEACHER INTERACTION

At Ole conclusion of the action step evaluation takes
place:

Share,respOnses to questions 15-18.

Identify evaluation phase.

Pre-Teaehing: Prepare copies of the fable The Ant and
the Grasshopper,

Transition: Each i'roup was somewhat successful in ac-
complishing the goal which had been identified.,How-
ever performance of each gr p could be improved.

The goals that the groups workt to accomplish proba-
bly were not goals that need to e accomplished often
or are very important to you.

However; the way individuals go atoout a
goals can be improved by learning somet
process of management or, getting the thi

From the first -eXperience. in managing,
identified as important to accomplishing

complishing
ng about the
gs you

eas can be
s.

Record student responses.

*Transition: The fable of The Ant and pie Graishopper
is a situation which has to do with getting'sothething that
was wanted...Let's read the situation end find out hpw the
antand the grasshopper go about accomplishing their '
goals.

Divide the class into two groups, the grasshoppers and the
ants,

Have each group identify one of their members to read
the part of the grasshopper or the ant. The teacher or
another student may read the narration.

Write the questions for consideration on the chalkboard
or state aloud totudents before the script is read.

If you were the ant what do you think your goals might
have been?

"If you we're the grasshopper what do you think your ,

goals might have been?

If someone had asked the ant what was really important

10-4
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

Values are ideas of what is jJ
portant: good, worthwhiW, or
desirable which an individual
believes.

/

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

to her or him, What might have been the answer? (Same
questidn or one similar to the grasshopper.)

Ask members of each group to respond to the questions
from th,e point of view of the 'ant or grasshopper.

Identify the valuelich 'seem to influence the two
groups. 1

Continue with the following questions:
..""

a cOnversation had been overheard twe e. an
and others in the ant's fdmily, o yo ink woul
have been said? (Same question to grasshopper.)

Did the ant and the grasshopper both have a plan
get to their goal? How were the plans similar? How ere
the plans different? . .

Does anything in the story suggestthat the gras opper
thought life was importa ? Did the grasshopper want
to starve?

What does the story tell us about successful ways of
getting the things we want?

Pre-Teaching: Review Suggestion0for Visuals to acsom-
pany Goal Identification and ClEliification. Assemlile
gazines, newspapers and other printed materials, with il-
lustrations of people engaged in a variety of activities.

Assemble several large sheets of paper and glue or tape.

Transition: Write the term"GOALS" on the chalkboard
or the large sheet of paper.

Goals and a&ivities are a part of .getting the things we
want and being what we want to be.

From the magazines select 2-5 pictures of people engaged
in different activities.

From the several you have selected choose one which is
of special interest to you.

Attach pictures
oto

chart. Continue.

One of the steps that Ypart of sucCe§s in management or
getting the things we want is identiVication of goals.
Sometimes this is easy but at other times it is difficult.
The grasshopper losthis life because he did not fully un-
derstand the goals he had chosen.

Have students view the illustrative material 'and identify
some of the goals that come to their minds. Record the
students statements on Part II of the visual "Goals".

Direct.students in the following activity. Responses may
be recorded in student notes.

.10-5
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CONCEPTUAL,CONTENT

Human.bfings often have multi-
ple goals which exist for them
at the same time.

The kind and amount of re-
sources which may -be needed
to reach a goal differ..

Goals which ,a person has at
a partidulartime in life may be
in competition with each other.

Goals which are in competion
require. the use of the same
resources.

Goals which are in competion
usually cannot be equally sat-
isfied or reached at thR same
time. :40

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTI

List several goals that'you are presently I. ig to accom-
plish.

List several g al; that you wish to accomplish in the fu-
ture.

List seVeral goals that you have accomplished this week.

When students hpve cOmpleted listing of goals, continue:

Raise your hand i you have 2 goals that you are current-
ly trying to accom lish.

Keep it raised if yo have 3, 5, 7,2 goalslhat you are
currently trying to a cornplish.

What does this seem o tell us about the number of goals
that.people may have t any one time?

Pre-Teaching: From th
in the previous activity
identified for themselv
resources which are ne
'time required to Accom

List them on a visuah

Transition: Direct stude ts attention to the visual.

The goals whiCh are iden lied are similar in some ways
and different in others.

If ire were to consider th retources needed to acconi:
plish thetegoals how Mig t they Ile similar?

How are they different in he resources needed?

list of goals students fOrmulated
or from the list of goals students
s, select several that vary in the
ed to achieve the goal and the
lish the goal.

Accept students responses and encourage their identifi7
cation of resources.

Time is a resource. How do these goals differ in the
amount of time which migbt be needed to accomplish
them?

Put the word "COMPETITION" on the chalkboard in
large letters and ask students to tell about something
(an event) that comes to their mind that is an example,
of competion.

SUPPORT
MATERIAL



CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

Goals may be in harmony with
each other. Goals in harmony:-
contribute to the achievement
of each' other.

,Goals Which are in harmohy-
do not compete for the same
resources. -Resources which are
needed to achieve the goals
are plentif41.

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

Clarify meaning with stucknts.

Refer students lo the poster or bulletin board with the
pictures of individuals and to the list of goals that were
identified by the class.

In three minutes hilve students identify as many pairs of
goals aS they can.which compete for resources witti each
other.

As students identify goals which are in competition they
,may identify resources which are involved and the ease
prdifficulty of accomplishinkthe goals at the same time.

(
'Put the word "pARMONY" on the chalkboard.

Clarify meaning of term.

Refer students to poster ar listing Of goals.

Identify goals which would appear to be in harmony:

Pre-Teaching: Prepare transparency Consequences of
Goal Achievement. ' .

Transition: Goals are chosen because individuals believe
that the goals are _good or desirable.

Direct attention to transparency.

,The Brewster family had been considering getting a dog.

Mrs. Brewster was in favor,of the idea.

What kin& of statements might she make-to persuade the
other family members to her way of thinking?

, Record responses..

Jane and Tony were'excited about the prospect of having
a pet.

Whal:might they say? .0/

Mr. Brewster liked liogs. He had had several as a boy. He
knows something about earring for a dog. What might he
say?

Record student commenta. Ask:
ktt

Which of these statements pc:int out results or Conse-
quences of having a.dog which the Brewsters considered
positive or good? Are there any which might be consi-
dered negative or harmful in some'way?

10-7 '
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pONCEPTUAL CONTENT

Goals are chosen when they
appear to result in something
desirable.,

The accomplishment or achieve-
ment of a goal often has multi-
ple consequences or results.

The consequences .of accom-
plishing or achieving goals may
be positive or negative when
the wellbeing bf the indivi-
dual and others is consideied..

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION SUPPORT
MATERIAL

Continue: The Brewster bought a 6.week old Labrador
puppy. During the first year the Brewster' (wined the

.dog the following things happened:

The iris bed was dug up 3 times,

.Mr. Brewster's winter driving gloves ad Tony's slippers
were chewed 4. .
The neghbor's cat was chased uP a tree and the rescue
squad had to be called. to .get it down.

The,dog learned to retrieve, brae the leash and was
picked'up by the dog catcher. Fifteen dollars was paid.tO
get the dog baek.

While camping with the family the dOg hurt its foot and
had to-be taken to the animal hospital. It cost $50.00.

, Food for the dog cost $100.00.

Which of these statements point out,results Which might
be Considered positive? Which point out 'results which
might be eonsidered negative?

What does the Brewster's experience in achietring the
of getting a dog illustrate the consequences_ which in
accompany accomplishment of goAs?

Refer students to their list:of goals accomplished. Have
them list the consequences of achievement of the gaal. If

:the Consequence is considered good-mark it with a G. If
the consequence is negative mark it with.an N.

r

Pre-Teachini: Examine the group tasks and supPort ma-
terials. Modify to meet your classroom situation.

P4 refuge observation

Divide class into groups of 6-8 students. Identify half of
'each group as goal achievers and half as observers. Rolei
will be exchanged when the first groups have attempted
the task.

Transition: The class has been divided into several groups
to try to accomplish a goal. Some of you will try to Om-
plete the task while others observe. Observers will then
try the task while other.menibers of the group watCh.

Familiarize students with observation form.

S.M.5
S.M.6r.
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V

CONCEPTUAL C0111TETT PUPIL-TEACtER INTERACTION - SUPPORT
MATE-MAL

Observers are nto hsten to the Toversatio among group
, --!

. \
members "Intl to watch the manner in igThch people be,

,
have.

A complete understanding of
the meaning of a goal is hPlpful
in determining whether the goal
fa desirable.

Understanding the probable
,consequences of accomplishing
a goal is helpful in determin-
ing whether a goal is desirable.

Confusion' about the meaning
of'a goal will be an obstacle
in determirring whether it is
desirable.

Confusion or lack of uhder-
,. standing the consequences of
the goal is an obstacle in de-
termining eourses of action
to achieve the goal.

Confusion or lack of under-
standing of a goal results in
feelings of uneasiness and
frustration. ./

4.

As you start the task. work as quickly and Vfectively as
you can.

Task will require 5-7 mhnites.

. Reverse the groups andloterchange the. tasks.

When all students have had the chime(' ib; perform in
both roles compile the observed and reported reactions.

4

Ask:

Which groups completed the task?

Which groups did not complete the task?

What did the groups that completed the task say as
they woriced on the task? -

'What did the. roups that did not complete tha task say
as they worke on the task?

,

. /

. What does this suggest abput the relationship between
understandihg goals and accomplishing goals?

What does this suggest about the kinds of feelirts one has
when goals are not. understood?

Refer students to their original list of personal koalst

10 3
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CONCEPTUAL.Ca\ITENT..

4 a.

esr

'Resources are all of the things
which you have that can help
you reach goals.

Human resources are those that
-are part of a person's person-
al make-up. Hurnan resources
vary from individual to indi-
vidual.

i.hysical skills; running,
swiming, boxing, dancing,
kicking, skiiing, skating

Intellectual (mental skills),
reading, writing, mathema-
tics, story telling, drawing,
painting

CoMplex combinations of
physical add intellectual
skills; health, stamina,
energy, imagination

Nori-human resources are ma-
terial things associated with
day-to-day. living. This class
of resource includes mater-
ial possessions and -money.

Material resources and money
may be personally owned.

i:e., clothing, records, books,
games, radio, sports
equipment

Material resources may be shar-
ed with family or the communi-
ty.

i.e., Family shared include':
car, furniture, home

Community shared.',-m-
dude: library, parks,
schools,,churches, YWCA,
YMCA A

PUP1L-TEACHER INTERACTION

Select 2 goals from the list ahd.degcribe them>hi
completely.

List the results which might come from achieving these
koals. Mark the pOsitive results with a P. Mark the nega-
tive results with an N.

Pre-Teaching: Prepare bulletin board "Do You Know'
Your Resource Bank? . .

Transition: A second part of getting the things tge want
or becoming the persons we,.wanCto be has to do with k
resources and the ways we use resources.

Everyone has some resources which they can we to ac-
complish goals. The following activity may help us to
discover new resources:

From the large box at Ithe frOnt of the room pick out 2
cards.

On the card is a name or picture of a resource that might
be used to achieve or accomplish a goal.

Decide whether the resource on the card is a human, ma-
terial or natural resource.

Differentiate among types of resources.

Think of a goal which might'require that resource for
its achievement.

Be prepared to report both ideas to the class.

Guide students in reporting resource information to the
class.

What is the resource?

What typepf resource is it?

What goals might it help to accomplish?

The cards can be placed aroundthe particular teller win-
dow when the explanation is completed.

Give each student a copy of Human Resources Check
List.

Direct students in completion of checklist. Ask:

109
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C614CEI;TUAL CONTENW

,141 resources are those gen-
, 'erl reliable in nature. Natur-
al resources are shared with
evayone.

i.e., Air, water,, land, space

ftesources may be substituted
, for each other and/or used al-
Miately if there is a scar-
city of resources at a particu-
lar time and place.

Resources may, be cnnserved
and more fully used to accom-
plish goals.

(-4

Values are ,ideas about what
is good, worthwhile, and im-
portant which an individual
believes.

Values tend to remim-the same
over a period of time for a
given individual. Values are
stable.

An ,intiVidual whp holds or
believes a value is not willing
tagive it up easily.

The selection of a particular
goal from among other goals
is influenced- by the values
held.

Values influence the way in
which resources are used.

4

PYPIL-TEAC'HER INTERACTION
-

How are you like others in the human resources you.
have?

How are you different from others in the human re-
sources you have?

Students list resources" they have in the notebook. En-
courage students to identify all of their personal re-
sources.

Transition: When a shortage of a resource which is nseful
to achieve a particular goal occurs it is sometimes possi-
ble to substitute other resources. and 'accomplish the goal.

If gasOline to power automobiles and other motor vehi-
cles continues to be in short supply, what other re-
sources could be substituted?

Pose.similar questions in regard to the following resource',
or others with which students are famlliar:

Sugar
Coffee
Pappr
Money

Transition: Refer students. to the lists of goals and re-
sources which they had identified, continue:

From your list, select three goals which are important to
you.

List them from most to least important to.accomplish.

List the reagOki-43ft136 goals being ranked in that' parti-
culla order.

As students complete tasks circulate and encourage stu-
dents to cliarly state goals and reasonslor choices among
goals.

0.3

Continue:

Describe your plan for accomplishing the goal.

Circle the resources you wed to accomplish the goal.

Star those you possess. Check those you will need to get
or develop to accomplish your goal.

SUPPORT
MATERIAL



CONEPTUAL CONTENT

Time is a limited resource. More
or less time can not be created:

Time as a resource ia the same
'amount-for everybody and is
equally available/ to everyone.

Time can be Managed to help
individuals .attain their goals.

4

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

Is this goal still important to you?

Are you willing to use your "tsources to achi6e this
goal? Why?

If apprOpriatd, responses
shared among class me

_choices identified.. ,

the various questions may be
rs and values which influence

Pre-Teaching: Prep coPies of How Do I Use Time.

When I say time write doWn.bll the ideas that come to
mind:until I say time again. ;

Call time aftey on or two`rninutes.*Ask:

'What did 37):ki think abOut during the one minute?

Did anyOne find it difficult to write'down an idea or
more than one?,

'Did/Anyone Write down.3 ideas?

What does this tell us about time as a resource?

/ Write the following phrases on the chalkboard:
How time flies!
Time on my hands.
I thought the clock would never end..
Is it time to go already?
I -could do t better job if-I. only, had more time.
I didn'thave time enough to get everything done

Refer to a particular statement about time. Ask:

What does this. statement tell us about time as a resource?

Wha does the statement suggest about time as a re-
source

Refer to student's selected goals. Ask: - ,

How is time related to accomplishment of the goals you
identified?

Explain Part II of HoW Do I Use Time to students. Illus-
trate tile use of the form /through a hypothetical situa-
tion.

Students may complete the form for the next 24 hour
period.

Direct students in summarizing their uses of time into
several coaegories. Students may suggest their own sum-
marizing categories.

Slee pin g
Eating, bathing and other personal care activities
Studying
Attendance at school

SUPPORT
MATERIAL
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\
CONCEPTUAL ONTENT

'4\

PpPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION SUPPORT
, \ MATERIAL

. \ Recreation \
\Visiting with ifiends \,_ -

Direct students in completion'pf circle gkaph as indicate`d
. on support materials. \

. \ \

When graphs are completed students can answer the ques- -,
\

2 tidns at the 1:ottom of the graph. H\tir individuals sum-
% marize the wa s in which they use their time and reasons

why time chalts are different, for diiferent students.

explain how their use of time outhe particular day stud:4
Refer students to their list of,personal goals. Ask them to

\ .

ied helped or hindered goal attainment.

qPre-Teaching: Collect a number of games which have de-
finite rules and which require planning and decision-mak-
ing in order to win. (Checkers, Chinese checkers, mono-
pnly.) Select games 'with which the studenti have some

_ familiarity.
.. .

çisplay

games in view of students.
.

- ur goal-for today is to try to put together the ideas we--
have about the process of management. To do this we
will use your talents 'for creative and original thinking.,

\

\ Let's start _by compacihg two activities.
-

Write on chaikboarIIDOING AN ASSIGNMENT
LIKE BRUSHING YbU TH?"

Think of all the ways in which these two activities are
alike:

Sample responses:

You need tools to complete an assignment, (books, pa-
per, pencils) and you need tools for brushing your teeth.

Both reqnire time and energy to \ do them correctly.

Assignments are tasks usually done alone and so is brush-
ing one's teeth.-

There may be a penalty for not brushing teeth (cavities).
There may be a penalty for not doing iissignments (lower
grades).

Expert help can beiffseful when brushing\ teeth (dentist or
dental assistant). Expert help (teacher, another student)
may be helpful when doing an assignment.

Accept responses and have students clarify ideas as deces-
sary.

Let's try another direct analogy. Write on the chalkboard
"HOW IS A STAIRWAY LIKE A BOOK?"

Both require people to make them useful.



v

-

CONCEPTUAL CONT NT PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

Both collect dust when unused.

Both have been created by people. Some are easier to
use than others.

Both vary in size. y

You usually go up stairs one at a time, pages are read one
at a time. Both are made up of,smaller parts.

Handrails on stairways guide users of the stairway. A
talA of contents guides users of books.

Both can be misused:,

4
Accept responses and Continue until students are parti-
cipating freeli: .

Let's try a personal analogy. In a personal analogy you
try to think and feel as the object or activity to be used
in the coinparison.

Imagine you are an electric'dishwasher. How does it feel
to be a diskwasher? What Would a dishwasher say if it
could feel?

I feel dirty with all this food swishing around inside mb. I,
get so tired of washing and rinsing, washing 4nd rinsing.

Encourage students to respond

How does it feeLto be a combination lock? (type usect on
lockers or bicycle)\

What would you think if you were a combination lock?

What would you say if you,wereo combination kick?

I'm tired of being turned round and round.

I wish people wouldn't blame me for not opening when
they miss the numbers.

Hitting me doesn't help.

Bang, bang, bang that is all I ever_hear.

Transition: We-are going to compare the ideas we have
stwilied in this unit with one of these games.

Chbose one of the games you knoi, how to play and keep
,it in mind as we think about the management process or
how people go aboutsetting what they want.

How is playing a game like getting what you want or the
management process?

Have students write responses on paper. (5 minutes)

1.1. 3 '1
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`Managemn is a process 'which
'is a cbtnp ex mental activity. :

,Manageirn t iniolvesi `
ident\. re
selec

g
particular

9 reference to
other,, gals\

allocatib 9f e1ection of
resoure sto be uaed
meet gb1s \

consideratiOn of the ,con-
sequences, of various al-
ternative Uses of xe-
sources

'on of goals and

Planning is only, one part, of
getting the things y9u want
or reaching goals.

Puttirig a plan into action
involves:

division of work into jobs
and responsibilities ,

gathering of resourcei for
completion of plan

duttng the work assigned'
Abcking progress on aa=,'

signed work
change and adjustident of

work plan as needed

Evaluation of plans which
were made and actions which
were taken involves:

determining the uses
which were nTde of
resources

determining whether goals
were those desired c

wf:

\PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

\Share responses orally. In the game the person makes de-
cisions about how to move and in making the moat of
your resources you make decisions about what resources
to use\ . .

The game has a goal (winding) and there
management process.

4.

e goals in 'OW

SUPPORT
MATERIAt

Encourage studenta to give all the ideas they have which
point up similarities. Record on the chalkboard.

Now imagine you are one of the games. Put yourself into
the game. What does it feel like to be the game?

Sample responses:

I wish some96e would choose me to play with.

No, don't make 'that move.

I wish this person would think before they play, I get
tired of losing.



-

CONCEPTUAL CONTENT PUPIL-TEACH.ER INTERACTION SUPPORT
MATERIAL

Let's think of some more ideas or ways in which Manage-
ment is like playing a game.

Liit responses on chalkEioard. Ask students to explain
their responses.

a

Sample response:

Playing the game and making the most of your resources
both require thinking ahead. In playing you have to
think about what a 'particular move will do for you and
in making the most of respurces you think about which
com6ination of resourcqs will get you to tile goal. (En-
courage,all possible ideas and list.)

Ask.

What are the differences between playing games and the
management process?

Sample responses:

A game usually has an identified goal while in meking
the most of your resources the person chooses the goal
he/she will work to achieve.

In the game there"are limited ways that you can-use the
resources (rules and moves you can make) in getting the
things you mant.,There are many different ways to use
resources in managing your resources.

Encourage students to identify differences. itecord on
chalkboard.

New similarities may be identifiecland can be added to,'
the list of similarities.

Students may develop their own analogy for the process
of management. Lfit similarities and differences.

7

Students may develop a list of situations in which they
can use the managemept process.

11
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M.'1 EXPERIENCES IN M9AGENT
.\

Purpose: Th4 following activities are planned,to give student&the opportunity
'to develop a plan to.reach a goal, put the plan into action and evaluate the
results Of the plan and action. Through participation, observation and
discussion students can be acquainted with the elements If the management

prOcess and the several phases of the process. °I

Class organization: Student groups 3-4,members.

-
Suwsted tasks; s. i

-
. .

The A and L Company is interested in eMploying efficient and productive teams
of workers in an:apple propessing'plant. \Workers will peel, core, slice mut
bag apples for freezing. ..z ,

, . . A, -, -

Before employing.Workers the company is holding team trials 0141Each team will
be given the OpportunitY to prepare 3-4 apPles. (one bde

,

. , The work of the team will be judged on the quantity -of apples prepared in a
"-limited time, Uniformity of the product prepared and the yield.of prepared

fruit/from a'similar quantity of unprepared apples...,

The preparea apple slices:Must be free of peeling and core, and the slices are
to' be.a uniform.thiCkness betmeen -i,to inch. .

\ ,

Supplies: 3-5 apples per groUp. al amount n te of weght.'i i
,Minimum of '2 Peelers and 2,:or-moire-kniVes. Knives need
not be.equally weii suitedto the.tasks\of peeling and slicing.

-Containers f9r sli4ed apples -,freezer'bags or boxes.
Containers or Materials'to hold waste materials.
Checkers, poker.chipS'orVaper tickets to perve as tokens.'
rOs-for carrying supplies.-

. .

,

Arrangement: All2equipment*and-supplies and amounts Of" apples are to be arranged_

iq a,central area. (Part of the xenagelpnt experience Wiil.be to identify
equipm04 suited io the.task. Rernemberto get all the equipment needed from
the supply area, &nd make arrangements' for transportationof supplies to
work area. ,

'Designate work areas for teams:.

Procedure: Introduce and explain the task:

Answer student questions.- Limit
minutes following introduction.

free .question period to 7-10

.Any inquiriee made by a student following the free.question
period will cost one token.per question.

Allow up to 20 minutes fdr planning time.

As groups complete planning.they may take turns getting supplies

. and equipment from the central area.

10-17
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S. M. 1 (cont.)

1

One tokenis-collected for each person who-comes to the supply
area and one token is collected for each supply item used, ex-
cluding the.apples.

Allow 20-30 ainutes for the task to be completed and supplies
returned to.central area.

. ,

While uoups are processing the apples circulate and observe
general appearance of worktrea and group rapport. Tokens may

be collected for unsafe practices,,unsanitary conditions and
disorderly work area at conclusionof experience:

Inspect apples prepared by each group.

Inspect prepared apples for vality ana quantity.

_ .

Award an appropriaA--number of tokens. to each group.

.5 - meets standard for removal of peel and cOrel does not meet
standard for uniform size and quantity of yield.

7 - meets standard for removal ofipeel and core, meets standard
for quantity of yield.

440.4. 10 - meets'alT standards.

Inspect work area at conegulion of work period. Award an appropriate

number of tokens for orderly-worg space.

Follow remaining instructions as for the A and L Company making the necessary

adjustments to correspond with this situation.

The Deco - Right Company is interested in employing efficient and productive
teams of workers in their decoration factlory. Workers will assemble akt1 fold

5-pointed stars.,

Before employment, the company will hold team trials. Each team will be given

the opportUnity to prepare 3-4 stars.

The team's work will be evaluated on the quantity of stars produced and the
uniformity of the end product.

The stars must have 5 defimite points.

The creases must be sharp.

The points should be equidiStant from each other.

The folds should all meet and cross in the middle.

10-18



S. M. 1 Cont.)

*Supplies: Square.of paper.
Scissors, blunt end.

Fold

Step 1
Step 2,

Directions: Fold square in half.

Bring 10(upper right-hand corner) slightly above left-hand corner

and crease.

Bring B (upper left-hand corner) to middle of previous fold.
Crease.

s

.Bring C to A and crease.

Cut on a diagonal and unfold.

Follow remaining instructions as for the kand L Company making'the necessary
adjustments to correspondwith this situation.

4110

The H and B Company is interested in eMploying efficient glad productive teams

or workers in their hat factory. Workers will assemble and fold hats.

Before employment, the compau-will hold team trials. Each team will be given

the opportunity to prepare 3-4 hats.

he team's work will be evaluated on the quantity of hats produced in a
'ted time and uniformity of the end product.'

10-19



-4

M. 1 (cont.,)'

The hats must have sharp creases.

The edges should meet.

The hat should open.easily.

Supplies:, Newspdper or wrapping paper 18" x,18".

Box for placing hats.
Container for scrap material.'

Fold

A

Fold

tad,.

A&X

Directions: Complete square (as in step Bolbove).

Take single fold of A d fold to

Fold remaining thicknesses (1 of A and42 of B) and fold in

opposite direction to X.

Spread apart - hat is reedy to wear.

119
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S. M. 1 (cont.) STUDENT SELF REPORT - EXPERIENCES 31IN ACCOMPLISHING A TASK

Directions: Discuss and answer the following questions.

Part I.

1. Circle the words that best describe your opinions of the success experienced
in accomplishing the task.

Completely Quite Somewhat Did not

. successful successful successful succeed

-2. Circle the words that hest describe the group's feelipgs about the experiehce.

Hurried

Confident Unsure t

Satisfied Dissatisfied

Unhappy Happy

Confused, Organized

3. Approximately how long did the tqAm talk together about the-task before
supplies were assembled.

4. During that period of time which of the follbwing ideas did the team
consider? 'Check only thote which you'discussed.

equipmerithat would be needed
tasks needed tO be done
pethod which would be used to ,gather supplies
particular task each group member would do in preparing product
like6) and dislikes of group members in regard to tasks to be done
skill of group members in doing tasks

5. How liould you rate your planning for doing the task?

Excellent Average' Poor

6. What evidence (proof) do you haye that planning was as successfUl or unsucces'Slful

as your rating would indicate?

ijart II.

) 7.
. .

A
,

During the experience how many tokens werp used to obtain information?
Had this use of the token been a part of the group plan?

*-
8. How qiiany tokens were used totransport Supplies to the work.area?

Had t -group planned to use'this number?

9.. How many tokens were used to-obtain sUpplies and equipment?
'Had'the group planned to use this number?

°

1 2 )
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'

(cont.)
c

1001 In-the chart below list the equiiment which was obtained. Place a check

mark in the bexes that describe the workers opinion of the equipment.

quipmerI Used Not Used Worked Goqd Ete Poor
Well Infp-rovd

AP,

11.

12.

13'.

147

15.

16.

Totalsthe number of checksin
that number.from the number of
experience. Tokens remaining.

As the group-worked toscomplete

As the group worked to complete

Whiwere changes made?

If the experience were ta be redone,

Anat effect would the changes

the Not Used
tokens the

box and Poor box. Subtract
group had at the end of the

things went weir

apy ways of working changed?

would the group change?

quality of the product?

the task whit

the task were

what

have on the

17. 'What effect would the changes have on the quantity of the product
which could be produced?

18. What effect might the changes have on the relationships among team members?

12
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S . M. 2 FABLE - THE ANT AND THE GRASSHOPPER

Narratpri: In a field one summer's day a Grasshopper was hoIping about
chirping and singing t'o its heart's content. An Ant passe by,- bearing

along *ith great toil an ear of corn fie was taking 'to the est.

Grasshopper: Why not _came and chat _with me instead of ilin) and rioiling

in that. way?
.

Ant,: I am helping to lay up food for tfie winter and re.c4pd you do the

same.

Grasshopper: Why,bother about, winter? We have pAihty of food at present.

Narrator:_ %The Ant went on its way and contr_nued its toil. When the winter
came the Grasshopper had' no food and found itself dying of hunger, while
it saw the ants distributing every day corn and grain from the stores they had
collected in the sumer.

0

p.

127,
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S. M. 3 SUGGESTIONS FOR VISUAL TO ACCOMPANY GOAL IDENTIFICATION AND
,CLARIFICATION

;

Pictunes ,of persons of varying stageS in life.' Include persons in a
variety* activities which are not seX-role stereotyped. Include
minority groups.. Some pictures.of faces only will be helpful since
students will-be able to project roles, and goals. Pictures of objects

'and words may also be appropriate, 'ifthey'would stimulate goal,identi-
fication. A collage format is suggested.

Panel T

People

As pupils identify goals wiite these statements on a large sheet of
paper or poster board which will serve as a record and part of the
display,related to goals.

Panel II

Goals

This may be used alone or in conjuction with the other two Panels.

fit

Panel III

Resources

12.:)
10-24
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S. M. 5 GOAL CLARITY AND GOAL ACHIEVEMENT

Materials to Prepare.

1. Trace and
,

cut six 3 x 3 cm squares from colored paper for each
of the groups. Three people can probably.work supcessfully together

on the task. Place the colored squares in separate envelopes.

Prepare the written directions for the task.

Group 1: Make a six-pointed star from the materials in the envelope.
Do.nOt bend, fgld, or cut the materials.

Group 2: Use the materials in the envelope to form a representation
of the natural luminous body that is manifest in the
firmament at t iod of time from dusk to dawn.

Group 3: Use the materials in he envelope to form the outline of
a six-pointed star. Do not bend, fold, or cut the materials.

If the star formation is completed it will look like the diagram shown.
f

125
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s. M. 6 UNDERSTANDING AND ACiOMPLISHING GOALS

Goal Achievers Goal Observers

What the goal achievers
said.

.

What the goal achievers
did. (looks, actions,
body movements)

10-27
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How did you feel
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S. M. 7 'FLLETTN BOARD - PANEL 3

-; 4;

it'

Bulletin Board:. Ttle f ."Do You Know Your Resource Bank?"

Materialst Congtruction pa'per from which (tia make three bank teller
windoWs. Enlarge to size suited to bulletin board space.

0

precut or cut lettert from construction-paper for
tiple- and *nes above teller:sr windows.

Three 6" l93 boxes to place'in front of teller's windows.
-

3" x 6" pid es of colored paper on which'to writeepps that
are examples of human, mAerial, and natural resources.

Illustfation:

Do You Know Your Resource Bank?

Human Material

I. 9 "PIO i

101-28 .
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S. M. 8 HUMAI4 RESOURCES

Directions: Fill "in the name of the individual under the appropriate

heading in the space provided. Under each heading, place an ( X )
by the resource if:tfie individual has developed it at this age.

.

infant

.

(

Pre-scheol-
er

-.( )

You 7, Person
Your Age

'( )

-Adult

( )

Grand-
parent

( )

Read _

Write r

,

Crawl
.

,

,

Walk
.

Run

Prepare food
. . .

Ride a bike
.

,

,

_

.

.

----:
.Drive a car

-

Swimh
.

.
.

.

Play a musical
Instrument

,

Get a job ..'

.

. .

.

Wash dishes
\

.
.

.
,

.
.

Make-bed
, . .

-
.. .

Earn money
,

r

AC
- ..

.

IManage money
-

.

.

..

Answer phone -

preSs self .

.

i .
,

.

.

e-.
.

Speak Englisp
. ,

TYPe

I

. J

- , J

123
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S. M.' 9 HOW DO-4I USE TIME?

Part I. In the space below write down all of the ideas you think about in
in one minute. Begin when your teacher says Time.

Part II. Starting with this class period keep a record of the way you use
time until tomorrow.at'the same time. If necessary, use additional paper.

Time What I Did
N.

A.M.

12
,

.

2

3
.c

4 ,

..
,

5 '.

6

7 _

8

9

10

11
.

P.M.
,

,

12

1
,

2
-

4

5 .

.

.

6

7
,

.

9
,

.

10 .

11

129
vas
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S. M. 10 CIRCLE GRAPH - MY 24 HOURS

Purpose: The circle graph is used to summarize and illustrate the amount of
time which was allocated to various categories of act*vity.

The questions which appear with the visual are to help students become
aware of their feelings regarding the use of time.

Materials needed: A copy of the circle graph and questions for each student.
Transparency of the graph and colored marking pencils. \Crayons and rulers
for student use.

Use the overhead projector to illustrate procedure for summarizing time
used in various categories. Students may complete their own summarization
and answer questions.

_Illustration:

ne"

04: i

1 hr.

Time used for study.

2 hrs.

Time used for visiting with friends.

10-31
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'S.API41 11 CIRCLE GRAPH - MY 24 HOURS

ilhich category of activity takes most of your time?

How do you feel about using tbis amount of time f;dar that category of activity?

Why do you feel that way?

To which activities would you like to devote less time?

Why?

If you followed this course of action, what might be the consequences?

For which activities.,wauld you like to have more time?

Why?

If you took more time for these activities what might be the consequences?

10-32



S. M. 12 REFERENCES

Books:

Barclay, Marion, Francco Champion, Jeanne Brinkley, and Kathleen Funderbunk.
Teen Guide to Homemaking. Webster/McGrawHill, 1221 Avenue of Americans,
New York, New York, 1972.

Cross, Aleene. Enjoying Family Living. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: J. B.

Lippincott Company, 1972.

Visuals:

Getting t'he Things You Want. (30 slides, color) the beginner in management is
introduced to the important area of resources and goals. A discussion
guide is included to make it a beginning lesson for any age group. 1972.

Management of Time. (16 slides) A set of slides made from advertising
materials to represent the principles of time management. Agricultural
Extension Service, University of Minnesota, Institute of Agriculture,
St. PaUl, Minnesota.



UNIT TITLE: UNDERSTANDING YOURSELF AND HUMAN SEXUALITY

UNIT FOCUS: The unit introduces students to sexuality.as a part of human development. Attention is given to
the physiological components of sexual development and to the attitudes and feelings about sex which
cipielop as individuals mature. The unit provides accurate information regarding the physiological develop-
meittr of sexuality in females and males. The various modes of sexual behavior and the probable conse-
.quences of these behaviors are examined. Experiences are incorporated which engourage the student to
think through possible courses of action in regard to sexual behavior and the consequences of those
actions.

RATIONALE: Students of middle school/junior high school age are experiencing physiological changes which ac-
company the development of the capability for reproduction and new forms of sexual activity. At the same
time peers, the family and the social milieu are presenting a variety of points of view regarding the meaning
of sexuality and appropriate sexual behavior. During this stage of development, attitudes and values regard-
ing sexual behavior continue to be formulated. Instruction which provides an accurate informational basis
regarding sexual development can help students form positive attitudes toward Sexuality and also can provide
a partial basis on which to make informed decisions regarding sexual behavior. Instruction which provides
opportunities for students to express their beliefs and examine consequences of beliefs and actions can assist
students to make responsible decisions regarding sexual behavior. ,

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: ,
Comprehension of the meaning of open communication
Willingness to employ open communication in regard to aspects of human Sexuality
Knowledge of the developmental process in regard to sexual development
Knowledge Of the physiological components of sexual development at various st es of human development
Comprehension of the factors which influence formation of attitudes regarding s xuality
Comprehension of personal attitudes regarding feminiity and masculinity
Willingness to explore personal attitudes regarding feminity and masculinity
Comprehension of the effects of various types of sexual behavior on self and others
Willingness to identify alternative courses of action in regard to sexual behavior .
Ability to identify probable consequences of alternative courses of action
Willingness to assurhe responsibility for consequences of chosen course of action

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND: No previous instruction required. Level II

SUGGESTED TIME: 3-4 weeks

13;



CONCEPTUAL CONTENT PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION SUPPORT
MATERIAL

Pre-Teaching: Review Notes to the Teacher

Review vocabulary list and prepare copies for students.

Assemble copies of Love and Sex in Plain Language and
other appropriate reading materials. Display materials
in classroom.

Arrange seating so that students can see each other eaaily
(circle or semicircle). The teacher may wish to take a
seat in the circle as a means of helping students view her
or him as an equal rather than as an authority figure.

The.first activity is directed toward freeing students and
teacher to share ideas and feelings about hurnan sexua- \
lity.

Transition: Briefly describe the major focus of the unit.
Show some of the texts and mention their titles. (Limit
to 2-3 minutes.)

Indicate to the class that you have some expectations and
some feelings about the unit which you would like to
share with them. Indicate that you are also interested in
their ideas, questions, and expectations regarding the
unit.

.411h e

Form small groups of ,4-6 students. Give each group a
sheet of paper and ask them tO"write down questions,
ideas, etc.

Appoint a reporter for each group (draw straws or num-
ber off). The reporter will write down the.group's ideas
and report them to the total class. (Allow approximately
10 minutes.)

Ask each reporter to.report one or two ideas from the
small group. Continue to take turns around the small
groups until all ideas have been reported.

The teacher may share her or his own concerns and ex-
pectations as the groups report.

Pre-Teaching: Collect cartoons, pictures, paintings, pos-
ters or other visual which illustrate the qualities associ-
ated with open communication.

Transition: Feeling comfortable in discussing ideas, con-
cerns, and questions related to sex and sexuality may be
a concern that class members share. Refer to visuals.

These pictures illustrate the qualities of open cOmmunica-
tion which can help iridividuals to understand ideas and
feel comfortable when talking with each-other.

Let's look at several visuals that illustrate some of the
qualities of com ation and see what they might g-su_
gest.. .

134
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CONCfPTUAL CONTENT PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION SUPPORT
MATERIAL

Open communication is a pro-
ceu by which meaning is ex-
changed, between people
through verbal symbols (words,
oral or written) and/or through
nton-verbal symbols (posture,
expression, gestures, etc.).

Open communication occua
when the persons exchangidr
meanings express as clearly as
they can their ideas and their
feelings.

Open cotanunication occurs
when the persbns involved in
communicating listen atten-
tively and actively to the
meaning or message being
sent.

Open communication occurs
when the persons involved try
to understand each other's
ideas andfeelings.

Communication of ideas and
feelings is accompanied by
attitudes and feelings.

Individuals may experience
diicomfort, embarrassment
confusion, happiness, satis-

Identify and illustrate dui qualities of own communica-
tion. Involve students through questiring.

What does the visual suggest occurs when communication
is taking place?

What means do individuals use to communicate?

What is being comrrumicated in this visual?

What signs do we havejhat the communication is Under-
stood correctly?

4

What does one do in order to be sure that the communft
cation is undeicstood .correctly?

What role does the intended receiver of the.communica-
tion have in' exchanging ideas and feelings?

Pre4eachlrig: Assemple a large color crayon and a sheet
of paper for each student.

Transition: As we do the next set of tasks which are
related to communication, be aware of your feelings as
well as of how easy or 'difficult the task seems to be.

Direct students in the following communication task.

Give each student a sheet of paper and a color crayon.

As I give you directions, please complete th.e following
communication task.

Write the phrase that I put on the chalkboard thre times
on the sheet of paper. Use the hand that you normally
do not use for the task.

Phrase: "SIX ORANGES"
A

How did you feel while doing this task? What differences
did you, notice between the first and the last writing'?

Record responses on chalkboard.

Using the hand you normally do not use, write the
phrase that I will put on the chalkboard three times

133
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

action, OKneis, and many other
feelinp fhen meuages are corn-
municatft.

'Individuals may become more
comfortable in communication

'with practice.

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

on the sheet of paper.

Phrase: 'SEX ORGANS"

How did you feel while Zioing this (ask?

Were your feelings similar to or different frolirthose ex-
ptrienced when writing the phrase six oranges?

In each task, what did you notice about the ease with
which the phrase was written?

What might this experience in communication tell us
about being comfortable when communicating?

Pre-Teaching: Prepare copies of ex pies' and non-ex
amples of paraphrasing.

Transition: Feeling comfortable and at ease * part of
accomplishing open and meaningful communication.

Another part of meaningful communication is related
to being sure that the message which iszeceived ls ac-
curately understOod.

Direct students'attention to the excerpts of communica-
tion marked examples. Ask: How are these illustrations
of communication similar?

What does the receiver of the message say?

What does the sender of the message say?

What effect might this actiOn have on understanding
the message?

Direct attention to an excerpt marked non-example.

What does the sender of the message say?

How does the sender of the" message respond?

What effect might this action have on understanding the
messkge?

What effect might this action have on Jearning more
about the receiver's ideas and feelings?

Continue comparing examples to identify similarities.
Contrast with non-examples.

When all exantples and non-examples have been examin-
ed, ask:

What ideas about Meaningful communication did the
examples illustrate?

Encourage students to express understanding in their
own words. Record major ideas on chalkboard.

SUPPORT ;
'MATERIAL

S.M.3



CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

.A..comniunidation skill which
rein be helpful in checking to
determine whether you under-
stand the message which a per-
son is sending is called para-
phrasing. .
Pharaphrasing is any technique
Or way of showing the person
expressing or sending a message
what her/his idea means to you.

0

Paraphrasing involves making a
Statement which shows your
own understanding Of the
other person's comments in
order to test or check yOur
Underitanding.

Paraphrasing may result in
increasedAnderstanding of the
Message. l'fie interest. and con-
cern of the listener may ilso
be conveyed.

the condition or state of being
aither female or male is deter-
mined in the earliest stage of
prenatal development.

When 'the egg cell froni the fe-
male is united with the sperm
:ell from the male, the chrorao-
iomes which determine sem are
Present.

rhe egg cell carries 23 chromo-
mmes, one of which helps to
ietermine the sex of the child. .

rhe egg cell carries an X chrom-
nome.

['he sperm eell also carries 23
tromosomes, one of which
kelps to deterniine the S6X of
he child. The chromosome
tom the male may be either
m X or -Y.

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

The communication skill whicli uses these ideas in called
paraphrasing.' .

Pre-Teaching: Prepare transparency Of Human Develop-
ment Line or prepare a set of cards with the same infor-
mation. Attach the cards to a string or colored yarn. As
each stage is explained, the card can be attached. The

it length of the cards could be done in scale to represent the
average amount of time an individual spends in each
stage.

SUPPORT
MATERIAL

s,

Secure pictures or illustrations of the developing embryo
and fetus.

Transition: Life in general has no beginning or end. The
life of a particular individual is thought to begin either at
the time of conception or at the time of birth.
The sex of the individual is deiermined during the egrly
stages of prenatal development.

Place on chalkboard or transparency:

Woman contributes X chromosome.

- Man contributes Y or X chromosome.

X + = Girl

X + Y = Boy

1 3
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

The 44 chromosomes plus the
two sex chromosomes deter-
mine the sex of the embryo.

The sex organs inside and out-
- side the body (internal and ex-

ternal genitalia) begin develop-
-- mentas soon as the fertilized

egg is implanted in the uteruS
.of the woman.

Development of the internal
and externai 'genitalia (sex or-
gans) oceuxs .during the nine
months of prgnancy.--

During the third month, the
external Onitialia begin to

- develop aBd bt the fourth
month, they haVe developed
enough to determine whether
the fetus is Male or female.

At the tintie of biith, the
physical itructures associated
with sex are present.

Human sexuality refers to the
' condition of being a particular

sex.

Included in the idea are the
physical anatoMy of the par-
ticular sex and the biological
potential for reproduction as-

;.',sociated with the sex.

Human sexuality includes the
feelings, attitudes, values, and
ideas that the person has
about herself/himself as a sex-
ual being.

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTRN

Show illustrations of the developing eMbryo and fetus.
Identify change in size and differentiation of organs and
physical structures.

i.e., heart
brain
fingers
toes
genitalia

Compare the_development of organs and structures such,
as the heart and fingers to the development of the geni-
talia.

Introduce appropriate terms for female and male geni-
talia.

Pre-Teaching: Secure a copy of the Marlo Thomas record-
ing Free To Be You and Me.

Transition: Play the recording of "Boy Meets Girl."

Ask students to identify characteristics which are often
associated with one sex or thloother (Stereotypes).

What general ideas does the song illustrate regarding hu-
man sexuality?

Ask: How might individuals develop ideas like those
expressed on the record?

Direct students to respond in writing to the following
incomplete statements, to be shared orally if students
are willing.

A boy is someone who...

A girl is someone who...

The best thing about being female or male is...

The thing I like least about being female or male is...
410.0i

Share a sampling of the responses orally. Practice pare-
phrasing and ask other students ço paraphrase statements
if this seems appropriy.

11-6
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CONCEpTUAL CONTENT

The infant has formed no ideas
or feelings about what it means
to be female or male.

The' Ideas and feelings about
human sexualitY are learned as
the individual develops.

The preschool age child is learn-
ing about many things in the
world. He or she is beginning
to form ideas related to sexu-
ality.

The child is curious about her
or his own body and the bodies
of other children and adults.
This is normal behavior.

The child may be interested In
her or his own genitalia and
may find touching them plea-
sant. This is a normal interest.

During childhood and preado-
lescent years, the children con-
tinue to learn about human sex-
uality. They become interested
in conception and birth.

At this tithe, their own geni-
talia have not developed new
functionS nor become more
mature. IA

At this time, attittlides related
'to being a member of the fe-
male. or male sex are being
further developed.

DevelopMent is a gradual pro-
'cess of' growth and changes
which take place in people
from birth to death.

Human development occurs
in relationship to physical,
psychological, and social .ca-

.pabilities and potential..-

'Development occurs in stages
Or steps, eich having certain re-
cognizable characteristics.

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

Pre-Teaching: Assemble pictures of young children of
preschool age.

Transition: Human growth and development continue
during the preschool years of children's lives.

Direct attention to pictures of young children and identi-
fy developmental characteristics.

Comments and questions of young children may be used
to illustrate the developing awareness of human sexuality.

Students may give examples of young children's behavior
which illustrates their growing interest d awareness
of sexuality.

i.e., undre§sing
playing doctor, nurse
viewing adults bathing, etc.

SUPPORT
MATERIAL

Pre-Teaching: Prepuce copies of Understanding Sexuality. S.M.5

Transition: Show and read the book Where Did I Come
From? as a means of illustratingthe normal interest of
developing children in human sexualitV.

Direct students in the completion of S.M.5, Ask: What do
ypu notice regarding toys for boys and girls? What might
explain the differences? What effects might result later
in life?

Pre-Teaching: Assemble various sizes, shapes, and colors
of candles. Display around room or on table in views of
all students. Collect and display twa..4 three sweatshirts

tfidt illustrate variety, i.e., have paint-spots, sleeves cut
off, brand new, etc.

Transition: We are going to do some coniparisons. A com-
parison is examining two conceptf for their similarities
or differences.

Let's begin by comparing candles to emotions. How are
they similar?

Flames vary in intensity. Emotions vary in intensity.

iIn time, a flame will extinguish itself. Some emotions
will fade in time, also.

11-7
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

Every individual goes through
each of the developmental
stages, but each at her/his own
pace.

The development of human sex-
uality is similar to other types
of human development.

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

Candles come in a variety of colors, sizes, and shapes.
There are several types of emotions. °

The flame of a candle is warm and glowing. EMotions
may produce a warm, glowing feeling for the individual.

lAghtecrcandles, if handled carelessly, may catiscinjury.
Certain emotions, if uncontrolled, may cause injury.

Let's try another comparison. How is a good friend like
a sweatshirt?

They both go with you to many places.

They both might give comfort.

A sweatshirt will accept wear and tear. A friend accepts
you as an kidividdal.

Sometimes a sweatshirt needs to be washed. A friend
needs to be washed, also.

We've been talking about human development and de-
velopment of sexuality. Let's compare the ability to
move from place to place (walk, run, etc.) and sexual
development. How are they similar?

Sample responses:

The ability to move is observable. Sexual development is
often obiervable.

The development of the ability to walk and run involves
growth of body parts. Sexual development also involves
growth of body parts.

The individual has the potential for locomotion at birth;
he/she also has the potential for sexual development at
birth.

The ability to'move from ISlace to place is normal devel-
opment for all people. Sexual development is normal for
all people.

When an individual is developing a new type of locomo:
tion. such as skipPing, he/she may be unsure. When an
individual is developing new aspects of her/his sexuality,
he/she may be unsure.

How is the development of locomotion different from
the development of human sexuality? .

The attitudes toward development of locomotive abili-
ties is positive. The attttudes of people toward sexual
development seem to be positive, negative, and some-
times neutral.

1 .1 0
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

&Development of the physical
and biological structures related
to human sexuality become
apparent during the period of
adolescence (1348 years).

At some time during the early
adoleacent period, the pituitary
gland begins to secrete hor-
mones (chemical stimulators)
into the bloodstream of the
individua1.

The hormones stimulate growth
and development of internal
and external genitalia.

At this stage in development
there is usually a growth spurt
in both female and male.

When the growth and devel-
opment are completed, the
young person is capable of
reproduction.

The age at which this stage. of .
development _begins varies
from individual to individual.

The chemicals (hormones)
affect the reproductive glands
in both the female an,(1 male.
The reproductive glands also
begin to secrete hormones

PUPIL-fEACHER INTERACTION

Schools often teach about development of locomOtive
abilities. Schools are beginning to teach about sexual
development.

Pre-Teaching: Secure illustnitionX of growth and devel-
opment which occur during adoletcence.

Prepare transparencies of female and male internal and
external genitalia.

Order and preview films: The Story of Menstruation
or World of a Girl, Boy to Man, Girl to Woman.

Prepare-question box.

_Transition: Following childhood, at the age of thirteen,
boys and girls begin a growth spurt.

44On asheet of paper, draw a picture which will show what
is happening or has happened to your appearance during
this period of development.

or

Write a poem or phrases.whiph deicribe your ideas and
feelings about the growtlf and development which are
taking place.

Assure the class that the drawings and writings will not
be shared publicly:

Each individual's view of her or his own sexuality is
unique and different. However,.the physical development
which is occurring is similar.

Present the major ideas identified in the conceptual
content and illustrate with pictures from the suggested
references.

Assign chapters 3 and 4 in Love and x in Plain Langu-
age.

11-9
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION r* SUPPORT
MATERIAL

which get the body ready for
reproduction.

Them are external signs in
-both boys and girls that the -
Otocesses of development have
begun.

The girl's hips become wider,
breasts start to .develop and .

the body begins to take on the
shape of 'an adult female.

Usually within a year a girl
begins her menstrual,. cycle.
The internal sex organs have
matured and begun to ,func- .

tion.

When a young woman has be-
,.

gun the Menstrual cycle, it
is possible for her to reproduce.
Occasionalbe; a young woman
has beconie pregnant before
her menstrual cycle has begun.

As development begins for the
bo.x, h is ,,c,hgst ,and dididders
begin io widen and the hips
remain narrow. The young
man's body begins to take on
the shape of an adult male.

The boy's voice becomes deep-
er in tone.

Hair begins to grow under the
arms and in the pubic area of
both boys and girls as the de-
velopment proceeds. Facial hair
also begins to appear on boys.

The internal development 'of
the male sexorgans has also
begun. Sperm are being pro-
duced in the testicles and stored
in the boy's body.

As sperm are produced, they
are often involuntarily released.
This occurence is called a wet
dream or nocturnal emission.

As soon as a young man ejacu-
lates sperm, he is capable of
reproduction.

C

Transition: Prepiire transparencies of female and male
genitalia for viewing.

11-10
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT 41

Female-Outer ó tgans

The most obvious feature of a
woman's outer genitals is the
pubic hair which grows on the
pubis and the outer lips, called
labia majors. The pubis is- the
rounded, .fatty, hair Covered
mass in *front.

Located near the top is the
clitoris (klit'-or-is), a small
organ of. tissue that plays an -'

important part in the female's
sexual arousal. Upon stimula7
tion, it becomes erect and is
filled with blood.

The hood, which, covers the
shaft of the clitoris, is part
of the inner lips or labia mi-
nors.

Below the clitoris is the,urinary
opening,the urethra tube which
is connected to the bladder. '

Behind And larger than the ure-
thra opening is the vaginal,
opening through which sexual
intercourse takes place.

Female-Inner Organs

Just inside the opening of,the
vagina is a membrane called
the hymen: ThiS membrane has
been associated With Virginiiy
since many; but not all," girls
are born with this tissue rela-
tively intact. In smile young
women the hymen is thiCk .

and fairly tough with only a
small opening. In, others, the
hymen is thin, fragile and
elaStic or, not present at all.
The function of the hymen
May,be to proteCt the vagina
from infection during child-
hood.

Occasionally in girlhood the
hymen is stretched or torn.
When a young woman exper-
iences sexual intercourse for
the first time, if the hymen is
fairly, thick and it tears through
stretching, some bleeding may
result. A stretched or torn

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

Prepare filmstrips for viewing.

Filmstrips and transparencies may be used in conjunction
with each other to help students"develop understanding
of the function, location, and appropriate names for fe-
male and male genitalia.

As visuals and information are presented, be attentive to
non-verbal clues and encourage student questions.

SUPPORT
MATERIAL



CONCEPTUAL CONTENT PUPIL-TEACHER *INTERACTION SUPPORT
MATERIAL

hymen does not mean .that the
girl is not a virgin.

The perineum or perineal region
is the area between the vagina
and the anus. The anus is the
opening to the rectum through
which bowell movements are
expelled.

Bartholin's glands are tWo
small, rounded bodied on either
side of the vaginal opening in
contact with the posterior end
of the inner lips. They prodiice
mucous and lubrication.

The vagina (frequently called
the birth canal) extends inward
from the outer genitals. The
*agina lies between the bladder
and the rectum at a 45 degree
angle to the floor when stand-
ing. The inner wall is elastic
and can stretch in length and
width fot sexual intercourse
and childbirth.

The uterus. Iwomb) weighs
about 2 owices normally but
may weigh up tO 2 pounds at
the ninth inonth of pregnancy.
It is about the size of a fist
and pear ihaped. The narrow,
lower part of the uterus is
called the. cervix. This is the
entrance through which the
sperm travel.

The ovaries are about the shape
and size of an almond. Their
function is to produce mature
eggs or ova and to produce
female sex hormones (estrogen'
and progesterone).

The fallopian tubes extend out-
ward and back from the sides
of the upper part of the uterus.
The outer 'end Qf the tube is
fringed and funnel shaped. The
wide end partially wraps it-
self around the ovary, but it
does not actually come into
contact with it.

Male-Outer Organs

The scrotum is a sac-like pouch

I.
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CON6EPTUAL CONTENT PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION SUPPORT
MATER IAL

Et'which is beneath the penis; it
contains the testicles or testes.
When cojd, the scrotum moves
close to the, bpdy and when
warm, the scrotum hangs loose- /
ly. It remains at a constant
texnperature.

The testicles or testes are paired
glands of the male and are /
about Ph incles in length. /

/
Their main p se is to pro-
duce sperm and he horm ne
testosterone. Th0 testes the
male, like the lades in the
female, are fornd;withih the
abdomen durin develop-
ment of the emy. Prior to,
the 'male child' the
testes descend in3o the/scrotum.

Occasionally a testicle' does not
descend into the '. scrOtum, but
remains within the abdominal
cavity. Such a ccindition, is-not
corrected during the develop-
ment of the male: child, can
be corrected by Medical treat-
ment.

. .The pems is.rmally a relaxed
;oft organ and,,,m, composed of
a spongy tistnti which surrounds
the urinary 4anal. At birth the
glans (head r end of penis) is
covered by lóose fold of skin
called the f reskin or prepuce.

'Soon after birth this foreskin
s removed ;by a 4octor and
the operation is called circum-
cision.

The removal of the foreskin
?revents possible constriction
)f the penis. it also prevents the
iccumulation Of any secretion
inder the foreskin which might
muse inflamation or infection.

The size of; the flacCid, non-
mrect penis' is not specifically
elated to the general physi-
!al size of the ,male, nor is ie
lirectly related to the size of
he penis during erection. The
tdult male's penis is about 4
nches in length.

1
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

Male-InnerOrgans

Connecting to the testicles is
a duct called the vas deferens.
This duct carries the sperm
from tFê testicles to the seminal,
vesicl and on to the prostate
gland vhich lies around the
urethrâ In both organs the
sperm are mixed with thick
fluids called' semen. From
here the semen passes through
the urethral canal and is re-
leased..

Inside the shaft of the penis
at the base are the Cowper's
glands, about the size of a pea.
These glands secrete a few
drops of an alkaline preseminal
fluid during sexual excitement.
The secretion clears the urethral
passage and is released before
the semen. If the urethral pas-
sage is used for the purpose of
releasing semen, the bladder
will not release, any urine and
the same is true in the reverse
situation.

U.

The vagina normally produces a
discharge which has no offen-
sive odor and is not irritating.

Occasionally there may be an
abnormal discharge causing any
of all Of the following:

itching, swelling, irritation,
unpleasant odor and an-
noyance to the woman.

A vaginal infection is common-
ly put into one of three cate-
gories:

1 parasitic infection caus-
ed by a parasite

2 fungoid infection caused
by a fungus

. PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION SUPPORT
MATERIAL

Pre-Teaching: Assemble the following pamplets and reT
ference book.

"The Gynecologic Examination"
"Understanding Your Vaginal Discharge"
"Don't Put Off Your PAP SMEAR"
"Personal Memo for Today B.S.E."
Our Bodies, Ourselves

Transition: .The development of sex organs and the
change in functions of these organs result in the need for
special care of the organs to maintain health.

Explain each of the recommended examinations. Use
pamphlets to supplement the presentation.

S.M.11



CONCEPTUAL CONTENT PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION SUPPORT
MATERIAL

3 bacterial infection caus-
ed by various bacteria

To insure proper treatment and
continued good health, a vagjn-
al'infection should be treated
by a medical doctor.

Por women a yearly examina-
t4on of internal organs is re-
commended to determine the
condition-cif the organs.

The test caned a Pap Smear is
given to detect cancer of the
cervix.

The doctor obtains cells from
the Cervix with a special.' spa-
tula and places them on a slide
to be looked at under a mi-
croscope.

Through microscopic study of
the cells, the condition of the
cervix cad be determined.

A pelvic exam is given to de-
termine the size, shatie, and
location of the uterus, fallo-
pian tubes, and ovaries and
to detect any abnormalities.

For this exam the doctor
places one or two fingers in-
side of the vagina and the
other hand on the lower part
of the abdomen.

The breast exam is given to
determine whether cysts or
lumps are present.

It is recommended that the
woman examine her breasts
monthly to detect the pre-
sence of lumps.

An examination of the breasts
by a medically trained person
is recommended once a year.

To maintain the health of the
penis, thorough daily cleans-
ing is suggested.

Men who have not been cir-
cumcised may need to be more
thorough in cleansing them-

4 4
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

selves. The
.ed back'
to 'rem

skin can)3e pull-
ed every; day

retionst

,13

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

Pre-Teaching: Prepare slips of paper to be used in collect-
ing students' questions and ci ce

;
Transition: During adole :Ody changes in size

'-and appearance and new f ens are developed related
to human sexuality arid repr. uction.

During this stage of develo ment, the changes in the
functions of individuals' bodies are-accompanied by
changes in the ideas and feelings which individuals have
about sexuality and sexual behavior.

During the remainder of our study of human sexuality,
attention will be directed to ideas, concerns, and feelings
you have about sexuality.

On slips of paper which each of you has, write any ques-
tions, concerns, or ideas related to sexual development
and behavior which are of interest to you. Please put
each idea on a separate piece of paper. Do not sign your
name. The ideas will be collected and from the class list
we will determine which are of primary interest.

Allow 10-20 minutes for students to list concerns.

Collect statements. Read aloud. Student assistants may
record the topics on the chalkboard or chart as they are
read.

From the total list, have students form groups which are
directed to a similar idea. Identify those concerns which
are of primary importance to the class.

Note: The sections of the mini unit which follow are to
be used in conjunction with the areas of concern and
questions identified by the students.

Each teacher may adapt these materials to meet the
identified interests and needs of the students.

Pre-Teaching: Prepare student copies of Case Situation:
A Double Date.

Divide the class into small groups:

Transition: Some of the questions which the class identi- -
fled were related to ways of behaving with members of
the opposite sex. Through examination of a case situa-
tion, we may be able to better understarid different
points of view about sexual behavior.

Direct students' attention to the case situation. Read the
case situation aloud.

In the small groups have students consider the following
questions:

1
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

a.

Necking is generally understood
to include sitting close, cud-
dling, holding hands and kiss-
ing.

Petting includes the behaviors
described* necking and the
touching or caressing of the
external sex organs.

Both necking and petting are
physical contacts which have
the effect of arousing and ex-
citing the partners.

Both 'necking and petting have
the effect of readying the-body
for seXual intercourse.

The rate at which each indivi-
dual becomes aroused varies.

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

From the female's point of view, what was the decision
problem?

From the male'è Point 'of view, what was the decision
problem?

What are the different ways of behaving which might be
possible in this situation?

Allow 10-15 minutes for student groups to formulate re-
..

sponses to the questions.

Share orally each group's thinking in regard to the identi..
fication of the decision problem. Clarify and identify the
decision problem or problems.

Direct students in reporting alternative ways of behaving.
Record alternatives on the chalkboard or other visual.

In the small groups, guide students in consideration of
the consequences or probable results of following each of
the identified courses of action.

Circulate to the groups and guide them in considering the
consequences to the persons involved.

,Will the behavior in any way 'affect the individual's physi-
cal health?

Will the behavior affect the feelings which he/she has s-
out herself/himself?

What effect might the behavior have on other peoVe's
opinion of the person?

Have each student make a personal decision and identify
the reasons for the decision. (Decision and reasons are to
be kept private.)

As a total class, consider several of the alternatives and
the consequences.

Students may respond to tile following questions;

Was the individual free to choose that course of action*k

Was there pressure from outside forces to make a parti-
cular,deciSion?

What ri4litte some important reasons for makMg that
decisibn?

How might that individual feel about the decision at the
time? Tomorrow? Next week?

149
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

Generally the man is more
easily stimulated.

When the body is stimulated
and ready for sexual inter-
course, the partners may find it
difficult to stop before the act
is completed.

If the aroused partners do not
engage in intercourse, they
may experience feelings of
tension.

If the partners believe it is
wrong to neck, pet, or have
sexual Mtercourse but do not
refrain from it, they may ex-
perience feelings of guilt or
shame.

Members of particular groups,
such as parents, adults, or
peers, often share common
beliefs about behaviors that
are desirable or undesirable.

Members of groups exert pres-
sure and influence on their
members to conform to the
beliefs of the group.

Individuals who follow prac-
tices upheld by the group
will be rewarded by accep-
tance and praise for their
behavior.

individuals who fail to follow
the practices or modes of
behavior upheld by the group
may be punished by the
group. (ignored, excluded
from the group).

Sexual Intercourse

When the man's bodY and mi.nd
are stimulated and ready for
sexual intercourse, the penis be
comes erect.

The erection of-the penis is con-
trolled by nerve impluses which .

dilate the blood vessels.7in tlie

Pre-Teaching: 'Assign appropriate chapters in Love and
Sex in Plain Language. Secure copies of Where Did I
Come From? and Our Bodies, Ourselves.

Transition: Students may read from the text the appro-
priate chapters and the teacher may wish to adapt the
explanation of intercourse given in the Peter Mayle book
WhereDid I Come From?.c

Student concerns or comments identified earlier in the
unit may be used in conjunction with appropriate illus-

,trations to explain intercourse.

-11-18
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT,

penis allowing tissue surround-
ingtheyenis to fill with blood,
building pressure within and
cauaing the organ to become
firm and erect.

4 die woman's bodV and
mind are stimulated %id ready
for sexual intercourse, the cli-
toris becomes erect and some-
what enlarged as blood fill*
the tissue surrounding it and
the nerve endings become stim-
mulated.

Before actual intercourse or
coitus, the female glands and
organs begin to secrete lu-
bricating fluids preparing the
vagina for the penis.

As the penis enters the Vagina,
the vagina takes on hew shape,
fttx,etching: and expanding as
needed.

Witen an. orgasm or climax is
rgached,there is a quick series
of muscularmovements by the
male with the release of semen,
ejaculation. Pleasure is experi-
enced.

A woman may have more than
one orgasm during sexuarinter-
course, or none at all.

An orgasm or climax is nor-
mally followed by a feeling
of relaxation. The malels penis
goes back to its normal size.
Both people may feel satisfied
and relaxed. If guilt is present
during or after intercourse, it
may limit the enjoyment and
pleasure experienced.

Unprotected intercourse be-
tween sexually mature indivi-
duals may result in fertilization
of the ovum and pregnancy.

PUPIL-TEACHER-IN ACTION

Pre-Teaching: Become familiar with several songs which
have lqve, sex and love, and sex as their themes. Secure
recordings of the songs or copies nf the words.

Arrange chairs in a circle, backs to the center. Students .

will be seated facing away from the center.

Transition: Ask students to complete the following tasks:

11-19
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-CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

A love relationship is character-
ized by the following qualities:

A love relationship involves
feeling!? of trust, security, and
confidence which individuals
have /or each other.

A love relationship is a friend-
ship which has developed and
lasted over time.

A love relationship exists when
the persons involved are con-
cerned with the welfare of the
other person. A love relation-
ship means thalopersons care
for each other.

In'a love relationship, the indi-
viduals are accepted by aa
other realistically for good
bad points.

In a love relaticinship indivi- ,

duals find pleasure and enjoy-
ment in each other's company.
Sexual activity may be a part
of the pleasure and enjoyment
of the relationship.

Necking, petting, and inter-
course may be an expression of
love, caring, and affection.

Necking; petting, and inter-
course may be an expression
of physical and biological
wed without affection or con-
cern for the other person.

Necking, petting, and inter-

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

Think of five people that are very important to you.
These five people should be individuals that you like very
much or have liked. (Persons who have died or moved
away are appropriate choices.)

Write the names of these five persons.

Select one person from the five for whibh you care the
most.

Recall some of the speciallehings you liked to do with
that person. Recall your happiest moments with that
person. Write several words that describe those moments.

Recall times when that person made you sad or unhappy.
Write several words that describe those moments.

Ask students to listen as you read or describe one of the
qualities that describe a love relationship.

Encourage studentsSo share words from their lists or
other ideas which fre statement has brought to mind.

Continue to read or describe qualities of a love relation-
ship and encourage students to share their thoughts.

Play the popular song and have students identify phrases
which they think refer to qualities of a love relationshiP.

15a
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::-CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

course may be motivated by so-
cial needs. Affection and con-
cern for the other person may
not be present.

Sexual intercourse may result in
fertilization of the female egg
by the male sperm.

At the time of ejaculation, 94
to 200 million sperm enter the
woman's vagina, pass through
the cervix opening into the
uterut and up into the fallo-
pian tubes.

If a mature egg or ovum is in
the fallopian tubes, one of
the sperm may,-enter the ovum.

At that moment, a covering
closes around the egg and no
other sperm is able to enter
the egg.

.

Fertilization normally occurs
while the egg is traveling down
the fallopian tubes. The egg
then becomes attached to the
lining of the uterus to begin
its growth and development
into a full term fetus.

The ovum can be fertilized 12-
24 hours after leaving the
ovary. It takes 4-5 days foi the
fertilized egg to reach the
uterus. Implantetion occurs
between 5447 days after fer-
tilization.

puring the firsi three months
of development, the fertilized
egg is called an embryo.

At 31/2 weeks the embryo is
about 1/10 of an inch long,
but it already has the begin-
nings of eyes, spinal cord, ner-
vous system, thyroid gland,
lungs, stompch, liver, kidney,
and intestines. The heart begins
to pump on the eighteenth ,

day.

At 5 weeks the embryo is 1/3

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION SUPPORT
MATERIAL

Pre-Teaching: Assemble the following resource materials
and illustrations:

Conception, Birth and Contraception (life-size pictures
of the embryo and fetus)

Our Bodies, Ourselves (diagrams related to conception
and birth)

"Life Before Birth" - Life Educational Reprint no. 27
(pictures and informatiOn related to growth of the em-
bryo and fetus)

Note: The conceptual content related to fertilization,
prenancy, and birth may be adapted to meet the identi-
fied needs of students.

Student concerns or comments identified earlier in the
unit may be used in conjunction with appropriate illus-
trations and teacher explanation to clarify and present
accurate information regarding conception and birth.

Transition: One of the consequences of intercourse is
*_ fertilization and pregnacy. The pictures and diagrams we

will look at can help us to understand this process.
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of an inch in length)Dne third
of its body's total length is the
head. Leg and arm stumps are
beginning to show. No bones
axe yet formed, but the umbil-
ical cord is present. The embryo
is very sensitive to cheinical
substances and German measles.

During these months, the em-
bryo is floating inside of the
amniotic sac which is a trans-
parent membrane. The amnion
is filled with the amniotic
fluid, a salt solution. The em-
bryo is protected from shocks
inside the amniotic sac.

The embryo still gets its oxy-
gen from the mother through
the umbilical cord.

At 61/2 weeks it-is more than
half of an inch long. Fingers
are growing; toes are webbed.

The placenta is the oval spongy
structure in the uterus through
which the fetus derives its
nourishment and passes out
wastes. It is the major portion
of the afterbirth.,

Around the eleventh week the
embryo/fetus is 2% inches long.
The bones are forming rapidly
and all of the body systems are
now working. Nerves and mus-
cles are synchronizing with the
young bones to make their first
movements. This is when the
mother may begin to feel the
fetus kicking inside of the
amniotic sac..

BY the beginning of the fourth
month the embryo is called a
fetus. At this time, the mother's
uterus begins to enlarge as does
her abdomen.,The mother may
also be gaining weight at this
point. The breasts will also
begin to enlarge in preparation
for nursing.

At..16 weeks (4 month) the
fetus is nearly 51/2 inches long.

At 18 weeks (41/2 months) the

PUPIL.TEACHER INTERACTION
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MATE R IALtun is more than six inches

from crown to buttocks.

At 24 weeks its overall length is
12 inches and its length from
head to buttocks is 8 inches.
The fetus now weighs about 11/2
pounds.

At 28 weeks the fetus v/kighs
about 21/2 pounds.

At 7 months the fetus could be
born and have some chande of
living.

airing the last 3 months of
pregnancy, the fetus increases
rapidly in weight and size.
About half of its weight is
added during its -last 21/2

month's.

Deli Very

When it is time for delivery,
the mother begins to experience
uterine contractions. This is the
beginning of labor.. Each con-
traction is felt by the mother in
her back and abdomen. At first
these contractions occur at in-
frequent intervals and are not
very strong. As labor continues,
the contractions *become more
intense and 'bore frequent.
Sometime during or before
these -contractions begin, the
amniotic sac breaks and the
fluid inside comes out in one
"gush;" this is usually a sign
that labor is near.

During the contractions the cer-
vix is slowly beginning to open.
This is considered the first
of three stages of labor and can
last several hours.

The second stage is the birth
protesi, when the fetus passes
through the birth canal. Most
babies are delivered head first
with their faces towards the
floor.

A breech baby comes feet or,
buttocks first. This is a more
difficult position for delivery
of the baby.

tta*
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A ceurean section is the deli-
very of a baby by way of a sur-
gical incision in the walls of the
abdomen and uterus.

cr9

A normal second stage may last
a few minutes or a few hours.
It is important for the mother
to help at this time by pushing
at the time of the contractions.
Sometimes the vulva is cut.
This procedure is called an epi-
siotomy. This is done to make
the opening large enough for
the delivery. If not cut, it may
tear open, making it more
difficult for the doctor to
repair.

During the second stage,- the
woman may' be unconscious
due to anesthetics. She can
have local anesthesia wilt& 'is
injected nto the spinal:*0. 4 ,
to anekhetiie the lowZr. pp!: .
of ,the body, Each weinan re-
qUires.dilfeFent tzeatrudiri. e

Natuial ohildbirth is angther
. Method of child bearing.,1The := '
woman does exe lb '

, stiengthen the ,areas .t at
be used rduri,jg the deli%êry. >

She is also, te glIt tilie j3/4oper
'-7. -way- a biek etc; Make de-

fillfzy easier;
... T ,
1,A.third stage iktkie ex .

,t, bf the placenta br ftrbirth
.... Which . usually, occurs 10-00

Minutes after thd delivery of-
eshild.

Pregn

Pregnall
caichan

A

!,
,

CY

PUP1L-TEACHER INTERACTION

4

t ,
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suppoRr
MATERIAL

it tk

,,,,i

. & , 1
Pre-Teaching: Assemble, r 1 1 c t u i p 4 4 t slides ot a breiglunt , '
femaleed tePictuie of a.male Am Might be.the Whet.

-Pictures which are open to inteipretition about th`e qui-
, ,-tudes of the Deo* involled w6u151 be likely to stimPlate. .
student response.

is a nOnnal state.

doeVproduce :

.4S

7

..1114.

,

sitipn: Display Oictures In view' Of students; indiea-..
that these are pictureit of a couple expeOing a child..., . . . . . ,
,. . 4. : 3 .

.
.

_students talespond t&the followi' mpfite,
Eitateiniz in writifigr

The manjs thinking...

The.man is feeling...
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The attitudes which individuals
have towards pregnancy may
positive or negative.

Circumstances and conditions ,'
related to pregnancy may influi
ence whether the attitudes are

'-positive or negative. For exam-
ple, if the parents have consi-
dered the effect of a child on
their lifestyle and are willing to
mpdify their lifestyle according-
ly, they are likely to have posi-
tive attitudes.

The decision to have w child will
require certain adjustments and
changes in the lifestyle of the
parents.

Toinsure that a healthy child is
born, arrangements for prenatal
care ought to be made.

The dollar cost for prenatal care
will vary. Some expense viill be
incurred.

In addition to physical care,
the pregnant woman also re-
quires a supportive and caring
emotional climate for a normal
and positive pregnancy.

The father of the unborn child
and the family and friends of
the couple or pregnant woman

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

The woman is thinking...

The woman is feeling...

Share orally a sampling of the responses to each question.
Record on chalkboard.

Ask : What might we conclude about ideas that people
have regarding pregnancy?

Pre-Teaching: Order and preview the film I'm 17, Preg-
nant, and I don't Know What To Do or Phoebe: Story of
a Premarital Pregnancy

Transition: The circumstances and conditions related to
pregnancy may affect the expectant parents' attitude to-
ward the pregnancy. The circumstances and conditions
related to pregnancy affect the decisions which the
parents-to-be make regarding the pregnancy.

Refer students to the list of phrases which the class for-
mulated describing attitudes and ideas related to preg-
nancy. Continue:

As we view the film, identify the attitudes of the various
characters toward the pregnancy.

List those conditions or circumstances which appear to
influence the characters' thinking.

Wiew the film and discuss previously identified ideas.

Identify the courses of action which might be taken.

Divide.the class into small groups and assign a particular
course of action to each group. Each group is to investi-
gate the consequences of the particular course of action
and report to the class.

11-25
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can, provide some of the emo-
tional support needed.

If the father, family, or friends
of the pregnant woman disap-
prove of the pregnancy, they
mayNiot provide the emotional
support needed and the preg-
nant womin .may experience
unhappiness and worry.

Following the birth of the
child, the parents are respon-
sible for the physical and psy-
chological well-being of the
child.

The time and energy which pa-
rents give to the responsibili-
ties of providing for the child
will affect the time and energy
which they can devote to
other interests- and activities.

Providing for the needs of the
child will involve the expendi-
ture of money.

The responsibilities assumed in
the role, of parent 'will continue
for a number of years.

Contraception, birth control
and family planning usually re-
fer to a variety of methods used
to prevent conception when a
couple have decided to have
sexual intercourse but do not
want the woman to become
pregnant.

The various methods used to
prevent conception are divided
into three types based on the
part of the conception process
that is prevented:

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

0

Pre-Teaching: Aimmge for a qualified resource person to
present this section (school nurse, local gynecologist,
representative of Planned Parenthood, or local health
department personned).

Or

Order and preview the movie Hope Is Not a Method
available through the State Health Department.

Order pamphlets for students listed in References.

Transition: Write the words "CONTRACEPTION,"
"BIRTH CONTROL," and "FAMILY PLANNING" on
the chalkboard.

Direct students' attention to the words and explain
meanings.

Introduce resource person, if available.,

If a resource person is not available, view film and clarify
ideas presented through discussion and study of pamph-
lets.

11-26
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cilZi4'
. bl the speim from

aching the egg.
d troys the sperm before

it reaches the egg .

anges the woman's hor-
monali balance . so that
the egg is not put into
circulation.

Birth control pills are made of
two chemicals that are similar
to the natural female hor-
mones. These hormones prevent
the ovary'frorn4releasing an egg.
With no egg in a fallopian tube
ready to be fertilized, a woman
cannot become pregnant.

This method rçqures a doctor's
prescription. If te pill is taken
regularly, this is' he most effec-
.tive method of contraception
today.

The Intrauterine (womb) De-
vice (I.U.D.) is a mechanical
method, usually a small plastic
object is put inside the womb
by a doctor.

Inside the womb it either pre-
vents the egg from attaching
itself to the lining of the uterus
or causes the egg to move
through the fallopian tubes too
fast to become fertilized.

,This is the second most effec-
tive method; it is 97-98%
effective. It must be checked
every month by the user to
make sure it is in place..

Foam, cream, jelly; and sup-
positories carry a sperm killing
chemical. Foam is inserted deep
into the vagina with a plastic
applicator. The foamis a chem-
ical barrier over the entrance to
the uterus. Sperm ce4t die
when in, contact with the foam.

Foam must be inserted io more
than a half hour before each
sex act.

About 18 out of 100 wOmen
become pregnant in a given
year when using folk



kt
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Rhythm is a plan not to have
sexual intercourse during a wo-
man's fertile periodthat 'is, the
time just before, during, and
after ovulationwhich is usual-
lY from eight to twelve dityr

Most women release an egg cell
once a monthusually 14 days
before the next menstrual per-
idd. Onset of a period varies
from month to mOnth, so it is
impossible to be absolutely sure
.when not to have sexual rela-
tions. Women with irregular
periods mai, find this-method
unsatisfactory.

Consult a doctor or family
planning clinic for help in de-
termining the fertile period.
Dates of menstrual periods for
several months may need to be
recorded and a record of early
morning temperatures for (

(several months may also need
to be kept.

Some 14 to 40 out of 100 wo-
men using.rhythm may become
pregnant in any given year.

The diaphragm is a rubber de-
vice that looks like a small cap.
The opening must be lubricat-
ed with a cream or jelly. It is
placed over the opening of the
womb, in the vagina. The cream
or jelly kills the sperm and
blocks their entrance into the
uterus.

A diaphragm must be fitted by
'someone medically qualified
-who will be able to show how
to insert it. Insertion may lie
as long as six hours before
intercourse. On reMoval, it
should be washed and dried.

gi
Three to five women out of
100 in a given year maybecome
pregnant when using a dia-
phragm consistently.

The condom, also known as
"rubber" or "prophylactic," is
shaped 'like a tube and is put
on the penis just before sex 1 6 )
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relations. The condom etches
the semen and preven sperm
from entering the vagina. These
can be purchased at ny drug
store imxpensively.

Probably fewer than three wo-
men out of 100 get pregnant
when the man uses a condom
and the woman also uses foam.

Sterilization is cutting or tying
olthe tubes in female or male
to prevent sperm or eggs from
moving into the reproductive
system and causing pregnancy.
The male operation is called
vasectomy; the female oper-
ation is called tubal ligatipn.

In a vasectomy, the tubes be-
tween the testes (where a man's
sperm are produced)`and the
prostate gland (where the se-
minal fluid is made) are cut apd
tied. In a tubal ligation, the
fallopian tubes between a wo-
man's ovaries and her uterus
are cut and tied or cauterized.

Sterilization is virtually 100%
effective. No one should be
sterilized unless he or she is
sure that all of the children
wanted have been born.

Douching is the washing out of
the birth canal right after sex
relations. This is not a birth
contrOl-method. The sperm tra-
vel quickly and are likely to
to have entered the cervix.

Withdrawal of the penis re-
kquires that the penis be remov-
ed from the vagina before
ejaculation. This method is
ineffective as the tip of the
penis may contain a liquid
carrying sperm even before
ejaculation.

An abortion is an operation
undergone by a pregnant wo-
man which results in the re-
moval of the fetus from the
uterus.

Pre-Teaching: Assemble copies of resource materials.

Review Understanding Abor.

Transition: Write the term "ABORTION" on the chalk-
board.

161
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This operation is usually per-
formed during the first twenty
weeks of pregnancy.

An abortion performed by a
competent doctor in a hospi-
tal setting insures that the wo-
man's health will be safe-
guarded.

Abortions performed by per-
sons other than licensed doctors
in a hospital setting are danger-
ous and may harm the woman's
health and her ability to have
other children.

Tbe beliefs which people hold
regarding whether it is right or,.
wrong to have an abortion vary.

Some individuals believe that a
human life exists from the mo-
ment of conception.

Thus, abortion if the taking of
another's life. Abortion is mur-
der. Abortion is wrong because
it destroys human life.

Some individuals believe that
under certain conditions a
greater good will result when
the life of the unborn child is
taken.

If there are indications that the
child will be born with abnor-
malities, require special care, or
inay never be able to function
as a person, then the abortion
is right and a good action.

A greater good will result if
the child's life is taken than if
the child is born and is abnor-
mal.

If the woman -and others who
might be responsible for the
care of the child are unwilling
or unable to adjust and change
their lifestyles to provide for
the care of the child, then the
abortion is a right and good

, action.

A greater good is thought to
result if the woman and other

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

Explain the meaning of the term.

Refer students to the section on abortion in the, text
Love and Sex in Plain Language. a

Allow time for reading or read the section aloud with the
itudrta.

Clarify questions students may raise regarding the phy-
siologic0 aspects of abortion. For later reference, record
other questions and cornmeal related to attitudes and
beliefs of people regarding abortion.

Continue: Some of the questions which the class has
asked and Comments which have been made seem to in-
dicate a concern with whether abortion is ,right or wrong.

If the class is interested in learning more about these ques-
tions, we might collect inforthation from individuals who
have had occasion to help others consider abortion as a
possible course of action.

Explain the interview procedure to students and identify
groups of -students who woidd like to work as a team.

Following completion of the intervieW procedure, guide
students as they,summarize information collected.

As students report findings to the class, ask: What seemed
to be important ideas that may have infl s the point
of view of the person interviewed?

Students may be asked to answer the sam estliiiis as
the person interviewed. Responses may be left unsigned
and/or need not be collected.

(

1 6
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concerned persons are notre-
quired to adjust to unwanted
roles.
Some individuals believe.that
the fetus I. not a human life. '
Hu Man life does not begin
until birth.

The decision u to whether
abortion is right or wrong
rests on the individual% point
of view regarding which ac-
tion will result in the greatest
good.

Sexual intercourse may result in
the transmission of venereal di-
seases if one of the partilits has
the disease.

Venereal diseases are infectious
diseases that are contracted
through sexual intercourse or
heavy petting.

Currently, venereal diseases are
SibirmuuSi.oie communicable
disease ger people under 25
years of Age.

There are approximately 21/2
million reported cases of V.D.
every year in the U.S.A., plus
many other unreported cases.

Venereal diseases Are contracted
through sexual, contact. V.D.
cannotbe contracted by touch-
ing door knobs or sitting on
toilet _seats.

The two main types of V.D.
which are prevelent in the
United States are syphilis; or
"syph" in slang terms* and e

gonorrhea, or "clap" in' slang
terms.
Syphilis. is caused by the germ .

PUP1L-TEACHER INTERACTION

A

Pre-Teaching: Order and preview the movie V.D. Ques-
tions, V.D. Answers.

Make arrangements for a qualified resource person to
discuis student questions. The school nurse or qualified
person from the local health department would be appro-
priate.

-Secure pamphlet "ABC's of V.13.1"

Prepare copies of Venereal Disease: A Case Study.

transition: Write the words "VENEREAL DISEASES"
and 'V.D." on the chalkboird or other visual.

Define the terms.

Read aloud the questions v'ihich students had asked pre-
viously regarding V.D.

Continue: The film V.D. Questions, V.D. Answers may
help us to answer the questions the class memberi asked.

View the film.

10 3
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called spirochete.

The gerMs that cause syphilis
clie quickly when exposed to
air. They require the conditions
of Warmth and moisture away
from air which they find inside
the human body.

but first noticeable ttymptom
of syphilis appears from two to
six weeks after the disease has
been contracted.

A small sore-chancre (shan ker)
appears at or arotmd the area
of entry ibto the body, usually
the sex organs or the mouth.

The sore is painless and often
goes unnoticed. The sore dis-
appears without treatment.

After the gertn has been in the
bOdy for two to six weeks, t.he
second set of symptons appears.
These may include a rash, temp-
erature, headache, tired feeling,
and sore throat. The symptoms -
at this stage imitate the sym-
toms of many other diseases
and again may go unnOticed
and untreated.

These symptoms last from two
to six months.

The next stage is symtomless.
The germ stays in the body.
During the final stages of the
disease, the damage caused to
the central nervous system,
circulatory system, or other
organs of the body becomes
apparent. The eventual result
of the disease is phySical da-
mage and death.

The treatment for syphilis can
be administered by a doetor
or ,through the local health
department.

Microscopic examination of the
affected area and/or a bloOd
test can be used to determine
if the germs are present.

If the germs are presenl, treat-

11-32
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went with antibiotics (penni-
cillin) is prescribed.

The treatment is effective only
if the correct amount is given
mid over an extended period
of time.

Borrowing pills from Mends
will not insure that the germ
has been destroyed.

Congenital syphilis is transmitt-
ed from the mother to the de-
veloping fetus during pregnancy
if the mother has syphilis and
it goes untreated.

If the mother receives treat-
pent for syphilis before the
Mfth month of pregianc*, the
child usually does not have
syphilis.

Gonorrhea is caiised by a bean-
shaped organism called gono-
coccus.

The disease is, contracted .

through sexual contact. It can-
not-be contracted by touching
door knobs or sifting on toilet
seats.

The first noticeable symptom
of gonorrhea in %the male is
painful urination and a notice-
able discharge of pus from the
penis. '

In the woman the symptom is
a slight burning or smarting
sensation in the genital area.
This symptom may go unnotic- .
ed.

If the man or woman gbes un-
treated, the microorganism in-
vades the other internal. sex
organs and causes damage
which results in sterility and
chronic infections.

The treatmentof gonorrhea can
be administe by a doctor or
through the liealth 'depart-
ment.

Microsiopic examination of se-
.,

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION
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cretiOns frOin the penis or va-
gina it used to determine whe-
ther the germs are present.

If the germs are present, treat-
mt with antibiotics is pre-

"bed.

The child of a woman who has
gonorrhea may contract a seri-
ous eye infection during passage
through the birth canal. All
states now require that infants'
eyes be treated immediately
after birth to prevent this
infection ,and dapaage to the
eyes.

;Y.

Sexual contact is necessary for
the transmission of V.D.

The chances of getting V.D. in-
crease as the number:3f persons
with whom an individtal has
sexual contact increases.

Privacy and medical care are
rights of the individual in ie-
gardto treatment of V.D.

A Minnesota sate law has- been
. passed which insures that all
, teenagers can get confidential

treatment for V.D., alchohol
and drug abnse,, birth control

I and pregnancy tests without the
knowledge or consent of pa-
rents.

The Hot Line for help in
Minnesota. is. 612-339-7033s
This line is manned by young
people from the Minnesota
V.D. Aware ess Comittee.

The folio pear ta be
rs' whi t i uence- indi-

to e in .'sexual
avior ,through which V.D. ,

ay be tontracted.

.There is a lack of knowledge,
about the danger of V.D. and
the manner in which it is con-
tracted.

-:PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

g3

Folloiving the film, discuss questions which are of con-
cern to the students.

Transition: Divide the,class into small groups of three to
four students. .

The film V D gueations, V.I). Answers has pióvided fac-
tual information about venereal diseased. Hmivever, the
feelings and attitudes of people toward.vendteal diseases
are also important to understand.

The case study which we will euniine May helP us to
understand some oiher effects of V.D.

Direct students in reading the case Study.

The *mark indicated points at which discussion may be
useful.

The questions may be considered first by the small
group and then by the total class.

SUPPORT
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Pressures are exerted by indi-
viduals or groups to engage in
forms of behavior through
which V.D. may be contracted
and the persons yields to those
pressures. tin

Inaividuals may be unable to
set limits for their own be:
havior and so drift into situa-
tions where V.D. may be con-

. tracted.

Parental limitations may not be
sufficient to help young people
to control their own behavior.

Individuals may be unable to
express their affection in ways
which don't involve sexual re-
lations.

Individuals may inaccurately
believe that sexual relations are
the samg as evidence of affec-
tion and love.

Individuals who contract V.D.
may suffer injured health and °
emotional disturbance. The de-
gree to which these statis occur
depends upon the length of
time the desease goes untreated
and the psychological makeup
of the individual.

The family which has a meinber
with V.U. is likely,to experi-
ence some disturbance and
emotional crisis.

In addition, some financial ex-
pense will be incurred by either
the family, individual or society
in general for treitment.

There is some social stigma
attached to V.D. which may be
suffered by the individual and
family if knowledge of the
illness becomes public.

r
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S. M. 1 NOTES TO THE TEACHER REGARDING THE TEACHING OF HUMAN SEXUALITY

The following are notes from the teacher who had major responsibility.for
the development-of the unit. ,

tA teacher should not be forced to teach this unit if he or she feels uncom-
fortable, ill at ease, or insecure in teaching the subject matter included.
A well qualified resource person can be used occasionally in a substantive
area in which the teacher is not qualified or is uncomfortable. Caution in

the use of resoarce persons needs to(be exercised if communication between
students and teacher is to be established and maintained. An unfamiliar ,..';;;47"

person may limit the exchange of ideas and feelings.

If this is the first time that a unit of this nature has bden taught in the
school, the administration needs to be informed. The unit may be shared with
°administrators and their advice and counsel sought regarding aspects of
instruction which are appropriate to the particular community.

Parents may be informed regarding the nature of the unit in several wayg.
A noteof explanation may be sent tothe parents of students enrolled. In

addition, communication with parents may be established if the book Love'
and Sex in Plain Language is sent home and the parents are asked to read
the forward, preface, and.any other portions of the book which are of interest.
The list of vocabulary words may ,also be shared by students with theirjarents.

The unit may be more successfullyAaught after communication has been
established between students and teacher. It is suggested'that the unit be

taught later in a*school quarter or semester.

As a means of increasing communication within the class the use of a question

box is suggested. A small shoe box or oatmeal box covered with colorfal
paper may be used. The lid of the box should remain free so questions may be
easily ;le:moved.

The question box can be used by students to submit questions or suggestions
which they may not feel free to communicate publicly. The teacher may also
write questions for the box and use it in reverse, calling on students to
answer questions or respond to comments the teacher has placed in the box.'

ib 8
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S. M.,2 VOCABULARY ASSOCIATED NITH.UNLERSTANDING HUMAN SEXUALITY

Female

breasts
cervix
clitoris

gg cell
fallopian tubes
hymen -

menopause
menstruation
ova/ovum
ovulation
uterus
urethra
vagina
vulva

Male

circumcision
ejaculation
erection
nocturnal emissions
penis

scrotum
semen
seminal emission
seminal fluid
seminal vesicle
sperm
testes

. vas deferens
wet dreams

ft

Process of Birth

afterbirth
amniotic sac
amniotic flufa
breech,birth
caesarean

dilation
embryo
fetus

gestation
labor
miscarriage
saacenta
pregnancy

pre-natal
premature
umbilical cord

uterus

169
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Both Sexea

chromosomes
coitus
conception
contraceptive
endocrine glands
gene
genitals
gonococci
heredity
homosexuality
hormones
intercourse
pubic region
puberty
spirochete
x chromosomes
y chromosomes
veneral disease



PAIttiPHHASING
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Eicp14in: ffeill'somebcop: Aiana hq/she'mill uibaily-xepeat it -ft.)

to makresIke he/sha he Roweveppif yoUthake a complicated

statement4;mostpeopl h exp'ress agreekent.ot agr ment wieflout trying

4L:
to insurOthat they, *fponding,to whaVvii iut ded:- osi people seem

taassuMe thaywHat!theyvpderst fromIt seement is stuthe.other intended.
,r

HoKr do you check tip make. sUre Zt-7.you un8,134-stazieanot,her person' s ideas,
t N

feelthgs, or spggestions as he/aheIkntendedl4hem? Hdw do you know her/his

remark itleans the same Ito you as it aoes to:her/him?
.

Of course, yolan- get the other pers claTiti her/his remark by asking,
"What do yOu mean?" Or, Jrrell me more." or by saying, don't understand."
However, after he/she has elaborated, Imu still face the same question, "Am
I understanding her/his idea as he/she intended it to be understood?" Your
feeling of certainty is no evidence that you do in fact understand.

The Skill: If you state in your own way what her/his remark conveys to you,
the other can begin to determine whether her/his message is coming through as
he/she intended. Then, if he/she thinks you misunderstand, he/she can speak
directly to the specific misunderstanding you have revealed. The term Paraphrase

can be used for any means of showing the other person what her/his idea or

suggestion means to you.

Examples:

1. Terri:
Pat:
Terri:

2. Sandy:
John:.
Sandy:

3. Sue:
Craig:
Sue:

4. Julie:
Jabon:
Julie:

I really like to go to basketball games.
Oh, you like the game because it is fast moving.c
Well, not really, I enjoy being with the other kids and going
out afterwards for a pizza.

Did you see the movie "Godfather II"? I didn't like it.

Why, because of the blood and violence?
Yes, I couldn't even watch part of it. I had to leave because.

, 1

I thought I might get sick.

I don't like Mr. Jones, my math teacher.
Oh, really, is he a mean teacher?
No, he just expects us to do too much homework. At least twice a
week we have to bring our books home, and he won't let us chew
gum in class. ,

k-

I can't decide if I. should go out for track or for cheerleading.
Is the reason why youcan't decide because you like them both?
Yes, I like them both. I would like to be involved in a competitive

sport such as track.

170
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S. M. 3 PARAPHRASING: NON-17AMPLR8 (cont.)

1. Steve: What a day!
Lynn: Oh, that's too bad.
Steve: Yeah, it was really wild.

IF

2. Mary: What do you think about this sweater?
Linda: Oh, it's okay.
Mary: I like it, too.

3. Bob:

Kay:
Bob:

4. Frank:
Diane:
Frank:
Diane:

I just finished reading Robinson Crusoe!
I didn't like it either.
Wbat are you doing for your science project?

How are you today?
Fine.
Where are you going?
To the nurse's office.

ce)
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S. M. 4 HUMAN DEVELOPMENT LINE

ADULTNFTRALE ADULT MALE

FERTILIZATION

Prenatal 9 months

Infancy Birth to 1 year

Childhood 1 10 years

Preadolescent 10 12 iears

Adolescent 12 18 years

Adulthood

11-40
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S. M. 5 UND@RSTANDING SEXUALITY

Name

List three toys that were your favorites when you were between the ages of
6 and 10.

A.

C.

From the list of toys below, choose those which would be appropriate for

a set of twins,(boy and girl) who are between the ages of 6 to 10 years.

Place a B on the line in front of the toys which you would choose for a boy.d

Place a, G on the line in front of the toys which you would choose for a girl.

Either letter or both letters may be used in front of each toy.

jump rope

tea set

baby doll

tecay bear

bike

fire truck

baseball

GI Joe do

doctor'

dress-up clothes

4

17 3

jigsaw puzzle

tool kit

paper dolls

finger painting

coloring book

r- electric train

walkie talkie

farm animals with barn

sling shot

doll buggy



S. M. 6 CASE SITUATION - A DOUBLE DATE

Billy and Sue invited John and Martha to go on a double date. They decided to

go to a double feature at the drive-in movie.

Billy and Sue have been going out together for about 3 months. This is John

and Martha's second date. All four of the group go to the same high school.

Shortly after'returning fAlm the refreshment stand with popcorn, Billy-and

Sue sink out of view in the back seat.

John wonders to himself, "Wow, that Bill doesn't waste any time I want to
%e4(

watch the next movie but I don't want Bill to get the ftpression m square.

I wonder what Martha is thinking? Maybe she wants to neck. I

4014'

Martha,says to,herself, "Oh, I wonder if that is what Sue meant when she said

Bill was grown uP. I wonder if John wants to neck?"

y know her."

OR

Martha wonders to herself, "john is slow to catch on. When is he going to make

the first move? Maybe I could get close and say I'm cold so he'll at least

put his arm around me. I don't want Billy and Sue to think I'm old fashioned."

what could John do?

'Ahat would the results or consequences be?

What should John do? ,W14?

Wh'at could Martha do?

What would the results or consequences be?

What should Jah do? Why?

What c9nsequences might be involved with Bi14 and Sue's decision?,

11-42
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S. M. 7 UNDERSTANDING ABORTION

Purpose: The following procedurots are suggested is means for acquainting
students with issues related to abortion.

Procedure: Students will interview selected individuals regarding their
beliefs about abortion and the reasons for those beliefs.

Organize students into small groups.

Develop a dilemma situation involving abortion. Students may decide on the
circumstances of the individuals in the dilemma. See sample interview form
for suggested format.

Identigy people to be.interviewed. _Students may suggest individuals whom they
would like to interview.

Persons who are inforlbed and have had opportunity to consider the issues related
to abortion are suggested as resource persons. The types of individuals which
might be included are: social case workers, counseling clergy, medical doctors,
representatives of pro-life and planned parenthood organizations, and adults
with children.

Contact the persons to be interviewed. EXplain the purpose and general
procedure. If a tape recorder is to be used to collect information, secure
permission to record the interview.

Students may contact the persons who are willing to be interviewed and-Make
arrangements for time, place and so forth.

The students and teacher may co-operatively select people who might be inter.-
viewed.

The.teacher can contact the individuals to be interviewed and explain the
purpose and general types of questions which will be asked. If a tape re-
corder is used to collect the information, secure permission to record the
interview from tile resource person.

Acquaint the students with the interview procedure and practice interviewing
in the class. Following the interviews guide students in,summarizing and reporting
information collected. Each group may report to the total class.

1 7 5
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S. M. 8 SAMPLE INTERVIEW FORM: UNDERSTANDING ABORTION

2
Decision Situation: Barbara walked slowly out of t e health clinic. She was
deep in thought. It was true. The tests had conf her guess. She was in
the second month of pregnancy.
(Students and teacher may add other information which Mighbfaffect decision
luoh as: age, marital Status, economic status, physical and emotional health,
points of view of important others.)

1. If Barbara came to talk with you about her situation, what might you say
to her?

2. Why would you make those suggestions?

1 7 '3
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S. M. 9 INTERVIEW PROCEDURE: GUIDELINES FORirSTUDENTS

Before the Interview:

Choose a member of the group to begin the interview.

During the Interview:

Introduce group !neuters or have eaCh person introduce hers f/orhimself.

Ask forpermission to tape record the interview.

EXplain the purpose of the interview.
-

Aftcribe the decision situation to the person being interviewed or give her/him
Ercopy of the situation to read. ,

I

Listen carefully tb the responses of the .person being interviewed.

Hefei. to, suggested questions Tor help in stating qUestions which.will produce 40;
more information.

,Paraphrase responses to4eek clarification.

Do not argue, interrup;t, or become ,inettentive during the interview.

E0d the visit by expressing appreciation and thanks.,

After the Interview:

Summarize major ideas.

Report to glass.

I. 7 7
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M. 10° VENERAL DISEASE - A CASE, StrUDY

Joan is fifteen an0,..a sophmore in high school. Jack is seventeen and a junior

at the same high .ichool. Joan and Jack are going steady.

When the phone rang in the Walker home one afternoon, Joan's mother answered

in her usual manner. But as she'14stened, her face paled. The caller was a

doctor, not their family. physician. "It must be a mistake, doctor," she

proteeted. "It can't be my daughter. What is she doing in your office?"

The doctor assured her that Joan was in his office. She had aske&the doctor

to call her parents even though it wasn't necessary. Jack had brought Joan

to the doctor. Jack suspected that he had contracted syphilis and had exposed

Joan to it. Tests confirmed Jack's suspicions:

On the way to the office, Mrs. Walker kept thinking that this couldn't be

happening to her daughter. Upon seeing her daughter's pale frightened face, she

was convinced. Mrs. Walker could not bring herself to look at or speak to Jack.

The doctor spoke to Mrs. Walker alonb and explained the situation. 'It was not,'

he said, an unusual story: A group of boys in a car, some drinking, picilipd up

'several girls h.om another town. None oUthe boys had met the girls before.

One of the girls said, "Ky mother and-father are away; Why don't we all go

to my home?" They picked up some beer and at the house there was more drinking.

Sexual intimacies grew out of half-drunken goading and taunts of "don't be

chicken!"

Joan had mot been at this party. But later JacZdiscovered thawhe had contracted

syphilis, andfmight have infected Joan.*- He asked her to go with him to the

dootror's office so she could have the tests done.

r'

Mrs. Walker was concerned about Joan!s future hedlth and what tO do if the tests

were positive. The doctor described the treatment which is simple and effective.

Since'Joan sought medical help so early, there should be ho lasting harmful

effects. Then he added, "I have teen-age children of mq ownl, Mrs. Walker. I

know how you. feel. If I were you, I would nog ask Joantoo many questions

right away. Joarris shocked: She feels frightened and guilty. She cannot

bring herself,to admit that she has hathsexual,relations with Jack, though/

Jack admitted it to me privately. JOan insists that they just "petted heivily."

11-46
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S: IC 10 V.D. - A.CASE STUDY (eont.)

Joan went home with her mothee and ''jack left in his own Car. At home, Joan

talked. Athjher parents. ;,.."This experience .taught me a 1.014 .she. paid.'

"A lcit that I shOuld'have known did know, really." Athey lietened,
.

.hearfsick, her parents realized that they, too, were hearing things they:phOuld

have-know - did. know. Their ,failure had been in not using theirkn-owledse.

.JoPn'admitted having sexua relations with Jack. '''He said it 'wasIt'all ri, Asa
Were :going steady. It was just proof:that I 'loved him. If E didn"ri love
there waSn't-,much point in our going steady was there? I, wasn'tillver happy

about it. I knew it was wrong. I talked, to other girls" a -it ,..and Mbst

of the4felt.it was wrong, too. Hilt notoilk 'knew hoW to s The boys

. wouldn't ;iarit, to go steady any longer if we *said no." Her ton,e told them
-0tv

something of how important it was_ to-be able tc; say you were going steady.

Joan paused._ Then she went An, "Boys just try that "prove your love". to' see 4')

if it wil.l work. dirls shouldn't 'be fooled .by it. Idon't blame Jack any

more than I blame ne1f, 'but-right now' I don't ever- want, to see hiM 404
4

.or any other boy."
,

The neit day the doctoz: told Joan, the laboratory tests were positive. The,

doci"br started treatment with antibiOtics immediately. "The right., medical,

treatOent is, vital," he stressed. "SometimeS;teenagers rely. on "drugstOre

.treatment" .4th penicillin obtained for other purposes., ..The,aulotnts obtained

this iy are not sufficient to cure the disease; tfley only'cover uP the

sywtor temporarily." -**

,..61,'!,"



Refer to*ase Study

or!
*
What thoughti'might

dAPE STIJD ,QUESMNS

to determine when

Jack have had at the ti4e

How dby.oll pink he felt about his behavi
'

bns marked with * are to be asked.

he

partr

he had syphilis?

Wha actoi-s 'seemed to have influenced jack to behave,.'as he did?

4

Might Joan,have had at the time Jack told her she might have syphilis?

/

'iictidan felt it was wrongto helorally intimate
ash0 did?

4$

teelingiiabout having had sexual raations

#

,tVoe.0 'it,' seem as

with Jack

if Joan and Jack cared for each other?

with Jack?

why did she behave

ow does their behavior show they did or did not car6 foreach other?
AM

How can someone express affection for,another person?
"AV

40-

If Jack had not sought medical treatment, what might the effects have been?

If'Jack had not told Joan to seek medical tteatient, %ghat mil* the effects

have been? A

What-might

What were Joan.'

induencedtoan to tell her parents?

parents' reactions?

How might the incident affeA Joan's relationship with her parents'?

11-48
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S.M. 11
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S. M. 11 (c090
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"POpulation Growth."
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University Ave., St. Paul, Minnesota.

Visuals:

Especially for Boys/Expecially fo Girls. 4(2 filmstrips, 33
Los Angeles County Medical Assoc., Hank Newenhouse Inc.
Northfield, Illinois.

Tomorraw Happens Today.
More Than Love.
March of Dimes. The National Foundation, Inc.,
Minneapolis, Minnesota.
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Hope is Not a Method.
,
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)1§1IT TI1-1. : ToGETIlb:R: YOl" AND yOURFAMILY ..

o.

MIT FIkos: ., . .

The Unit ts designed to enhance the.students' understanding and appreciation of the fam0.. Viimit
Ot 41terdePondeni-ifidividuals whose i9te,r4ctions...result in environments which affat the develO014nt and,
Nil-being 9f ifiNiomia.pwi.pc attemps to develop students moren4110 cif the potential at familieS of
vr4tyilig struct9T0r in, ling.flie needs,,of family members. A problem solvin strategy is introduCed,As a' t

ework foitiftii-ortul*oh and consideration Of problems,which familY inemhers may ekperience,aS
t'), interact wit each other. Studentsh".alle:th.e opportunity:to select A'oneern.of interest to.thein'and
wo through the roblenasoNing strate0 in regard to that cone**cOinniuracnitipriexerciand valuesel tic. . .p ,

,4t1fication activities are incorporatevon the Problem solvkngstifittio,.
v - .t ! ^ . ... .

IATIONALE: e. family through its menikrrs and their interaetion with.eacti otherand atite4Society perfornls -..
.ia V4riet functions. Significant among these.funetions.is the socializatioriof t. en and the continuedt_.

"veloPment of the potential Of adult family rnenibers. Situations involving c'onflttan4divergetice of 0.-
p,k)irits of view ocQur.frequently in'a family unit in:which individuals are learning, eltanginii; and developing.
:Ilk, resolution of these concerns and the manner in which they are resolved may result in. conditions.which

''.-pw.ter or hinder the development of the family membettrand may strengthen or Weaken the family unit.
.11k eXPerienees incarporated in this unit are planned to introduce teenage family nwmtiers to a method of
cN)iyig with Problems which is generalizable to a variety of situations and problem§:'The ability to examine
rt'phieins and formulate solutions can result in conditions which contribute to continued growth and
"Nejopment.

NST<BU)-1(:)NAL OB4cTIVES: .

. CNylprEthension Of the simiklarities and differences in structure among family units
cohnprehension of.the functions of family unitS

. 'Cohn prehension ofnthe concept of interdependence in regard to family functions

..:,,
n

A\vareness of individual responsibility in regard to the,,functi6hs of the family
, ,-ohnprehensio of steps in Problem solving as a means`of resolving family issues

illngness to praetice problem''solving approaches in resolving family issues
C 'w,ilnprehension of selected comMunication skills

ea selected communication skills. Illingness to prati
,ttlprehension of.the concept of values

ilAvareness of personal values .-
. .

.

DUCATI.w4AL EitACKG ROUND: 'None. Level IltIoN

LI:OGS1'w :EWE: 3-6 weeks. .

4
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1C9NtEPTUAL CONANT
r "

, .

,

4 "I
The family: eomposed of two
Married Partners and their
children; either nItural or Adop-
ted, is., called a nucleaj family:

,:..,
The partners are related by a
marriage contract and usually
by an affectional relationsWp.

The children in a huclear fa-
pily are related to the parents
by blood oi%010 a legal rela-
tionship estalished through
adoption. The itiarents and
children also usually share
affectionat ielatiOnships. .

: t
Z.. e family which includes one
:f,.ent and one or more

c dren, eilkpier adoOted or
natural, is caped a single pa-0,1
rent family.

The parent and child(ren a3p
be related by blood or by,a' 7
legal relationship establishedl
dirough adoption. The parent
Aid childifteb) usually ahare
affectional.relationships.

The absence of one parent may :
he due to death; separation, or
di ce, or the parent may
neve.ave been nyrried.

of

e,

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTIO.

Pre-Teaching: Assennble supplie
. -

activity.
Your Family

iPrepare copies instructions fog 'Mapping family.

Transition: Learning about families is somewhat similar
to being an explorer. The explorer looks for landmarks
which will help to identify important and intereiting as-
pects of the new country. Records of the findings are
made in the form of maps. The maps show only the most
important featUres of.the new country.

To become familiar with families, we are also going to
maps:The maps can help us to notice important

a nteresting aspect,s of families.

Familiariz tS with directions for the iiiapping the
fily ac tievitwfeq

Circulate among students as they mapiamilies to prnVde
assistance.

When maps are completed, have each student describe
er or his family map. Maps may be displayed in the

classroom.

As' students describe the membership of their families
and the relationships among members, the teacher may
introduce the terms used to refer to families that have
particular structures.

Retain family maps if they are not displayed in the class-
room.

! S.

418;
. .
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CONCEPTUALCONTENT

The family composed of mar-
ried partners with no natural
or adopted children isAelled
a couple or a childleis couple.

The partners are related by the
marriage contract and usually
by an affect relationshipe

The family c posed of three
or more gen tions is called
an extended family. Members
of the group are related by
blood and usually by affec-
tional relationships.

Relationships among rqpiben
are due to blood, l 'rela-
tionships, and affection.

A group of periple sharing a
common conoarn for each
other and living together is
called a communal family.

lpdividuals in a communal *
family May. be Mated by

ood° and/or by marriage,
ationahip is not isk

àrd.Ør .to, meet
communal

All groups of people that
are referred to as families share
some characteristks in com-
mon.

Thiltpersons in the group (at
least two) are related to each:
'other in one or mOre ways:

'blood
affinity, liking, or

erit
(In some instances.the af-

Anity has been reinforced
by legal relationship,

PUPILAACHER INTERACTION

Was._

Pre-Teaching: Ask Atli:lents to bring piOures of members
of their families engaged in antivitiand/Or -cartoOns or
comic stxips which depict activit* of families. These pic-
tures will be usid later to examine the fungtions of the

.
. .

1*

v. Display family maps and, write titles and brief descrip-
tons ofttypes of families oh chalkboard or other visual.

Transition: Through the mapping activity we h dis-
Tr.

covered some different types of families.

Pick out two of the family maps and identify one idea or
quality they have in common.

Do oak? families share that quality 'or characteristic?

Wally as you can, identify one kait or quality that
all the families have in common.,

Oicourage students to identify sindlarities among typesc
of families. Test idearbytskinc

411,

Would the charadtexistic identified hold true for all types
of families we havigtudied.

SUPPORT
MATERIAL

$i"



CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

as in marriage and adoption.)

The related persons usually
share a common residence.

The related persons in the
group usually share reslionsibi-
lity for the economic well-
being of the family members.

The persons in the group us-
ually have some positive rer
gird for each other. They
thare affection or concern for
each other and assume 4spon-
sibilitr for the well-being of
each Other.

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION 4_,SUPPORT
MATERIAL

What are the qualities that a group of people called a fa-1r
mily have which differentiate them from other groups?

Encourage students tolprmulate a tentative definition of
the term family.

Pre-Teaching: Pillpare copies of Family Members n Ac-
tion.

Pxepare large visual with stems of "I learned..." state-
ments.

Arrange display spkce. fox pictures and Cartoons of fi-
, mily activities.

7..

Prepare title."FAMILIES IN ACTION."

Order apd, previéw film: Understan our Parents:
What SeParates US; Whit Dir Us Together.

ansition: Families seem td- exist all ovVthe wOrld.
ome of you broughtTiCtures of your fandly in actSon or

cartoons which intuit:keg. fondly Activities.

b ihthWill you tell us something a ou e picture you broi0.
arid the activity that.is taking Opoe.

When student4as compfeteif fe po , displey pictures un-
der title "FAIMLIRS IN ACiTI "

Continue with studenereportt- Rtil all pictures have
(Seen displd.

,
,

The pictures tellonly part oftlie-story about the relation,
ship of fairiltrinembers tgtettelfother and the aptivfties
of families. -

S.M.2

S.M.3

44. IF*
I

Let's brainstorm a list of activit4es which families per-
form,

v:

ExPlaiA: brains
with..thf

to Itudents if they,are unfamiliar
aft out the actiVity.

When the list is coriflete divide th into Smell
groups. ,, '.. 4-,

--,.

,,,.., t ...

1.. . 14.

'14sition: Asiume that your' *Coup is a family.
You may chOpse Which of; the several types of faralljes.....

I/..

12-4
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

us and ways in which to work
and relahOto people in the
world helps individuals to devel-
op and contributes to their
wehbeing.

Famlly members also provide

acceptance, reco , and
bers to experie love,
rtunities dual

securitzt which are necessary
for tOtal well-being

SomMictivities o ks which
individual family members
perform may not contribute
to the well-being of the family
or another member.

es my not be able to
pletely meet the needs of

eir members. Assistance from
outside the family group may,
be needed.

I I... I I

'St

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

-

itlfrseir...

Give students copies of Family Members in Action.

Familiarize studentitwith direction. Clarify meaning of
phrases which appear under the action column.

Encourage class memberwto fill in other actions to com-
plete the chart.

Mustrite how the phart is to be filled out by using a

SUPPORT
MATER I L

fictitious family (or the teacher may use her or his own 411.,

family).
'W

Allow time' for the staients to complete the chart., 4:
+4- ,

Introdi the "I ed..." itaments.,Allow time for
studentsrespoi llpi writing:to the ilptements.

Share
ere are no right answers.

statements. Do not discuss. Reassure stu-
dents

ON, ,
Remindstudents to use the "I lesin Gk.." phrase in re .
ference to themselves ra4terlilian ethers.

Pre-Teaching: Assemble a variety of mobiles. Encourage
I students to bring mobiles. Three to eight mobiles are

desirable. The grbatet the variation in size and organi- .

zation of tlio parts of the mobile, the either the stimulus
for comparison. .

Display mobiles around the room in the view of the
students.

Transition: Some of you have noticed the mobiles liplind
the classroom. Today we are going to use the mobiles

. to learn about families.

%Wet ready, 'we will thinlenbout comparing two things
that are somewhat alike. This is just for fun. Remember,

4 7

3



CONCEPTUAL CONTENT PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION SUPPORT
MATERIAL

,4

414

there is no one right answers. There are many answers.
Ur,

Ask: How is a basketball like an orange?

Possiblt responses:

Both have a pebbly outer surface.
Both can be thrown.
Both aretound and firm.
Both come in different sizes.
Both can be parchased at a store.

Continue: That was good. Let's try another.

How is a pair of shoes like a house?-

Encourage all possible responses. Continue orliy until
all students appear to have the idea of comparison.

Select an object with which students are familiar, i.e.,
bi e, dishwasher, snow shovel, school bus.

onal analogy is telling how an object or idea might
feel'hr what its thoughts might be.

,41;e4r. :-

Imagine that you are a snow shovel. How does it feel to
be a snow shovel? What.do you feel like? What are you
thinking?

Student response):

I feel cold with all this 40,,,pil9d op nie. I (oat'
being on the ithelf six montheeVerY year. 7

Choosnothez object, if necessary,_and continue until
students are responding freely.

Transition: Look carefully at the mobiles around the
room.

Thintabout the ktivities we have completed in learning
about families. .

-
Refer to family maps and summarize majo*pdeas related
to structure and relationship*.

;,.

Refer to Families in Action. AskitudOs?tO recall their
"I learnecip." statements.

Apk: How are families like niobiles? Write two te three
ideas on 't sheet of paper. ."

,After three tp five minutes of thinking and writing Wile.,
share ideas o&lly.

Student response: s

Members of a family are not exactly like each other,

8 s
12-6



CONCEPTUAL CONTENT PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION SUPPORT
MATERIAL

neither are parts of a mobile.

Families are made up of individuals and mobiles have se-
parate parts. 4
The parts of the mobile are at different levelssome
nearer the top and sortie farther from the top. Members
in the family are also either closeri,y) the beginning of
the family or farther away.

Mobiles come in different sizes and so do families.

Once an individual is part of a family, it is difficult not
to be a member of the.family. The parts of a mobile can-
not easily leave the mobile.

Mobiles have a purpose and so do families.

Continue until a natural pause occurs. Now imagine you
are a mobile. Look at one in particular. What does it feel
like to be part of a mobile?

Possible student responses:

I really like this spot on the'mobile; everyone sees me.

I hope the wind doesn't blow because I get all tangled up
with the others.

I think I like being part of this mobile better than another
mobile.

Wow! that part on the other side got moved and.irni all
out of. balance.

Gee, I get bored with holding everyone else;up..

I get tired of holding all the others together..When do I
get a rest?

Continue as long as students are able to respond,

Let's thihk again how are families and mobiles alike?

,-responseti on chalkboard under
SS

How are mobiles different" from families?

RecordAtudent responses under "DIFFERENCES." If ,
new ñbrities are identified, add those to the appro-
priate list.

Encourage responses. Ask students forexplanations and
ektiples of their comparisons.

Possible responses: '

9-Tbe mobile is affected by outside forces. l'hdfamily is

'4'4,10** 4V.



CONCEP1UAL NTEItT PUPIL-TEACHER. INTERACTION

oit

also affected by outside forces. ,

The mobile depends on peopleto balance it. The family
is also dependent upon the people in it to help it work
smoothly,.

It is dif ult to keep a mobile balanced. It is difficult to'
keen a f inily wprkingtogether.

, A..i4ochftwep,inAriV Ole of the parts of the mobile can affect
'the ctioning of the mobile. A change is any one of
the members of the family can affect thejunctioning of
the family.

, ,

The parts of a mobile have onlyllimited number of ways
they can ckange. People in a fam y have many different
ways in wiel they can change.,

Ia family is having problems in working together, there
4re experts who can help with the problems. If one has
problems in making a mobile, there are experts who can
help with that problem.

The consequences-of a mobile's not functioning well are
slight. The consequences of a family's not functioning
may be serious. *
When a new part is added to a mobile, allot the other

-43arts must be adjusted to balance the Mobile. When
someone new is added to a family, all of the other mem-
bers make some adjustment to keep the familS, function-
ing.

11.

,'t

:If

; 4
4

rr tag

At the conclusion of the actiVity, have each student corn-
-Vete/tie 'fallowing exercise:

, Ift
On a blank sheet ofoaper write the ideas and feelings
which you have about families. Do not sign your name.

Collect statenlents and use the following day.
.

Pre-Teaching: Assemble a small paper big Or envekte
1 a, and three to five slips of paper for each meiriber otthe
a ,

class.
,-;:-- . . ..

.ci,....."-'
-,...,

- Review Notes to tIieacher. -4ar,

Transition: As we ooked at mobiles and compared fami-
lies and mobiles, we learned some interesting ideas. (Use
student statements to illustrate Some of the ideas and
feelings which were part Writhe learning.)

All families appear to have some problems or concerns.
As we view the film Understanding Your Parents: Whitt
septhstes Us, What Draws Us Together, think about the
concerns illustrated in the film. ,

View film. (If film is not used, continue with the iden-
tifieation of concerns.)

. 19 i)
12-8
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

,

Thrfirstistep in solving a pro-
blem ,is defining the problem.

Defming the problem includes
identifying the following:

Who invohred? '-
What is the settiii in

which the prOblia or

On the slips of paper which you will receive, write the
coneenayouhave about your family or other families.
.Place thl,concerns in the envelope and pass it to your
left until I. tell you to stop. 110

.
Stop the passlng when students have an ,ehvelope Which
is not their own. Students will open envelopes and read
aloud a concern from that envelope as the teacher lists
the concerns on the chalkboard or chart. Or the teacher
may collect the envelopes 'and read while students act as
recorders.

When all of th'e concern4re listed, there are likely to
be a niajgber that are sim
to grongithose that are s

or,relatesK,Assist students

If students are to maintain interest as the Problem Solv-
iqg Strategy is explained and illustrated, the concerns
vadat are to be studied must be of real interest to stu-
dents. Therefore it is sugarsd that students be per-
initted to werk on conee individuals or in small
Woups.

Assist students to narrow .ind define concerns.

" Encourage them to consider ways of studying the con-
cerns.

With the help of the
and grouPs of students
study them.

bent, identify concerns
are interested aid willing to

Pre-Teaching: Develop a visual which can be used to re-
mind students of the severarsteps in the interpersonal
Problem Solving Strategy. For example, late footprints
on which are written the names of each of the steps can
be displayed around the classroom as the steps of the ,
straggy are studied. Or labels which identify the sevesar
parts of the strategy may be attached to a step laddeinse.-
each step is studied. r,

Prepare copies of Problem Solving Strategy Worksheet.

Transition: Display steP one of the Problem Solving
Strategyidentification of the situation.

Explain the tasks which are involved in identil*g the :
situation.

Direct students in completing the first step.

Circulate to students as they work. Assist them in being
specific in describing the situation.

If Students appearto have difficulty, illustrate the identi-
fication of the situation with a concern between a young-
er child and patents. For example, a fifth grade student
wants toil* dciwntown and stay out from 7 t6.9.p.5.
without checking With her/his parents.

SUPPORT
MATERIAL
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT
4

concern occurs? :-

To whaLextent are the
qliffetefot people involv-

ed?
'

!"9 41,

Step two in solving the problem
is stating the problem from
each person's point of view.

People lictio are involved in
woblems often do not have
the same point of view con-
cerninq the problem.

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

Students may take the' roles of parents and fifth grader
in orderly! tl.ter understand the situation from differ-
ent poinTrof view.

Explain step two and have each student'write the pro-
blem out as he or she views ft.

Ask: Do the people who are involVeui in a problem or.
concern see the problem the same way? Refer to the pro-
blem between the fifth grade child and parents.

.
,How do You find out *hit:other people ;gel or believe
*out the problem?

,

:

Pre-Teaching: Select a picture, poster, record albUm co-,
, orother illustrition which would be of interest to

students. RemoVe or rover any caption 'Which appears.

ansition: Talking and listening are ways which can be
to find out how other people view a situation.

°Direct attention to the 'illustration. LoOk carfully at
the picture. Allow one minute for observation. Ask se-
veral students to respond to these questions:

What did the illustration tell you?,
Communication is a ; s by.,,,,,:t ., :

which meanings are changed
between people through verd
bal symbols (words, oral or
written) and/or through non-
verbal symbols (posture, ex-
pression tures, etc.)

. .
Open c munication occurs
when the persons exchanging
meanings express as clearly as ,
they can their ideas and their
feelings.

.Open communication occurs
when the persons involved in
communicating listen attentive-
ly and actively for the meaning
of The nrssage.

Open commOntefition occurs
when the personi mvolved try
to understand each other's

',ideas arid feelings.'

COMmunication is needed be-
cause no, twci persons haVe
exactly the same experienCe.
Each person is likely to de-
velop a different idea and
feelingi

How did you feel about the illustration?

Record student responses otalkboarci.

Observe carefully the non-verbal mannerisms which are
part of the communication.

Explain the key ideas, which are part of open communi-
cation.

s-

Use student statements and actions tO illustrate the ideas.

Transition: Communication skilliNan help us to find out
how other people involved in our problems ,and concerns
see the problem.

12-10
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-CONCEPTUAL CalITENT

I'
PUPIL-T HER INTERACTION

Ask: Aat effect might the surroundings in which com-
munication is carried on have on the communication?

- Choose a partner with whom you would like to try. some
communication exercises. Decide who will be the message
sender (A) and who will be the receiver (B).

Open communication is more ,
likely to occur when persons
involved can see each other
completely.

Establishing eye level contact
between communicating per-
sons gives each a feeling of
self-worth and equal power. -

*.
Open coMmunication requires
active and intent listening'
which is more likely to occur
when there is eye contact.

When a distazice of more than
three feet exists between per-
sons who are trying to, com-
municate, a strain may be plac-
ed on the relationihipand feel-
ings may be hidden.

When one br more of .the com-
municating persons is involved:

-in an activity which -diverts
attention, the message received
may become distorted.

Person B win be seated on the floor and person A will
stand and look at B as he or she might when talking to B.
Hold this position for one minute.

Rpverse postions and perform the-çexeii for one
mmute.

Ask: How well can you see the
sitting position?

person frani-the\.

How important do you feel in this position? .

When one feels unimportant; what effect might this
have.on her/his willingness to communicate?

Continue: Think of sorrething you might tell,your part-
ner about this illustrati n (picture, album cover, etc.).

Turn your chairs back to ck; sit down. Partner B starts
talldng. When B, stops, A9ty respond. Continue for one
minute. - s,

,

Ask: What did you understand? What did you miss? How.°
did you feel?. .

I.

Reverse chairs to normal position and complete exerciie
again.

,
J

,
. .

Ask: What did you understand? How did you feel?

Now, move about fifteen feq apart; face to.face.,,try a
new message.

What did you notice?

Endourage students to ,identify situations and conditions
which hamper communication.

Do you cairy on conversation at ;home under Poor con-
ditions (while reading the paper, listening to music or
T.V.; in different rooms, etc.)? -

Pre-Teaching: Prepare communication activity Listening
and Talking.

Transition: Are you always sure that yoy understand
other people's ideas? Have you ?ver misunderstood some-
one's actions? If I said,."This class is impossible," what
do you think it would mean? /

-

How do you check to maim sure that y'ou understand

12-11
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT,

Paraphrasing inVolves making a
statement which. shows your
own understanding of the other

. person's 'comments in' order to
test or check your own under-
standing.

With paraphrasing:

The accuracy of the com-
'munication increases.

Ai feeling of concern and
:interest is conveyed.

Meaningful communica-
ion may-more frequent-
ly result.

PUPRAEACHER INTERACTION

dther people's ideas, inforn\ation, or suggestions as they
intend them? How do yoti know a remark means the
same to you as it does to the sender of the message? 1.

The other person will clarify her or his remait when
asked, ,14What do ybu mean?" or "Tell Me more.r-

However, after the response, the question still remslins,
"Am I understanding the idea as ,it was intended?" a

If you state in your own words what the remark Means
to you, the other person can begin to determine whether
the message is coming through as intended. Then, if he or
she thinks youllpisunderstand, he or she can speak direct-
ly to the specific misunderstanding you have revealed.
The term paraphrase can be used for any means of show-
ing the other person what her/his idek or suggestion
means to you.

Give examples:

Terri: I really like to go to the basketball games.

Pat: Oh, you like the game because it is fast moving and
exciOng.

Terri: No. I enjoy being with the other kids and going out
afterwardS for a pizza.

or
I go to see Chrisplay.

or '
I go to get but of the house.

- or
go because it'S free.

or
I go so that I don't have to do homework.

ustrate the concept of paraphrasing for the.students.
e content may be drawn frbm the exercise in which

they observed the illustration.

Ask students to express themselves iegarding the picture
they viewed oi the communication exercises.

si!

Paraphrase the message.

Encourage the student to respond and correct the para-
phrase, if necessary.

, .
Do several exaniples and then divide the class into groups:

Explain Listening and Talking activity.

Students might communicate about any of the following
or other tOpics you select. .

'Pet peeve
qualities of It good friend
Favorite teacher

,

SUPPORT -
'MATERIAL
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT,

F. ealings are a part of communi-
cation. Spoken statements corn-
'municate. (tell) the feelings of
ihe speaker. -

The speaker's voice, tone, emt
phasis, gestdres, and facial ex-
pression, as well as the words
spoken, also communicate feel-
ings.

Feelings are moreolikely to be
accurately communicated when
the, speaker uses spoken words
which describe, the feeling being
experieRced.

geoe=4.0:00

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

Favorite singer or singing group
Something which they do well and enjoy
Something they want to learn.to do better

As the groups practice, circulate-to- give-help-in-the
skill of paraphrasing.

How can.paraphrasing be used in steP two Of the Pro-
blem Solving Strategy? ,

Pre-Teaching: Order film Kids, Parents and Pressures.

Prepire copY of guide for viewing film.

Transition: View ahd discuss Mini'

SUPPORT
MATERIAL-

S.M

2r.

and/or '

'Pre:Teachtngl Prepare -copies of Expressing Feelings form. = S.M.7

Collect posters, pictures, and paintings which illustrate a
variety of feelings expressed through verbal and rion-ver-
bal means. Display in the classroom.

;transition': Direct students' attention to the pictures.

Ask: Wbat words describe feelings which people in these
pictures are experiencing?

Record phrases or words. ,

How do people communicate feelings?

Present the Expressing Feelings sheet to the students. In
the first group of sentences have students underline the
word or words which express. feelings.

Compare the second group of sentences to the first .

group. How are the statements different?

Pre-teaching: Obtain a recording of ."Father and Son"
by Cat Stevens or "Walk a Mile in my Shoes" by Joe
South. .

Transition: Play the song several times 'and ask the stu:
dents to list.in with the following questions in mind.

What is the situation?

How do you feel about it?

What do the voices communicate?

What feelings do the speakers seem to express?

Encourage students to identify feelings Eta clearly as they
can and then ask them to think of statements which
could be made by the speakers to ,more clearly express.
the feelings.

195
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

c,

Obtaining factual information
about the problem or ,concern
is thenext step in the Prot:dem
Solving Strategy.

Factual' information includes
statements which describe what
is or what. has been. 1

..

Factual information includes:
statements which explain what
Is occurring or what has occurr-
ed.

The truth of factual statements
can be determined by observa-
tion and testing.

Opinions are personal views or
dgments about a situation or
cufr4nce.

Opinions cannot be directly
proved correct or incorrect,
but the factual infoimation on
which opinions are based can
be examined for accuracy and
truth.

-

The reasoning which was used
in forming the opinion may be'

'examined to determine whether
it is logical.

SteP four of the Prablem,,Solv-
-ing Strategy is the identification
of all Of the possible courses of

.PUPIL7TEACHER INTERACTION

How might these statements affect understanding of the
point of view expressed?

Direct students in. completing part two...of the Problem
Solving Strategy.

Students will need to seek the ideas and feelings of others
involved in the concern before proceeding to the next
step.

Pre-Teaching: Develop factual statements related to one
or more, of the concerns 'of students. V

Develop a set, of statements related to one or more of the
concerns of the studenth which are opinions.

Transition: When students have had an opportunity to
talk with the other persons involved in their concern or
problem and have a record of that persOn's view of the
problem, display the "I learned...' stems and have stu-
dents share statements with the class members.

Direct students', attention to the third step in the Pro-
blem Solving Strategy. Display the visual.

'

Give students copies of statements which are examples of
factual information and opinion or personal preference.

Compare and contrast statements.

Direct students in the identification of statements of fact
and opinion or feeling related tostheir concern.

Assist students in the developoment of Other factual
statements.

Resources which describe factual information related to
the problem may be located and examined by the stu-
dents. .

Encourage students to interview other perions involved
in the situation to colleCt statements of fact and feelings
or opiinon. .

. .

Exarhine the information collected to determine the re-
lationship of factual information arid opinion to the pro-

. blem or concern..Do the people involved have tlee same -ft'.

facts? HOW are the opinions or feelings different?

Pre-Teaching: Prepare copies of Decision Situations an
My DeCision.

Transition: Introduce step four of the Probleha Solving
Strategy--generating Possible courses qj action.

7
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6ONCEPTUAL CONTENT

teflon in regard to the problem.

Consideration is Abe given to
thoseaourseaof aCtion which
Nu prefer and those others
In the situation might prefer.

Step five of the Personal Pro-
blem Solving Strategy involves
consideration of the possible
consequences of following a
particü course of action.

Values are ideas regarding what
is good, worthwhile, desirable,
and right.

Values are prized and cherished.
Persohs who hold a particular
value will affirm it publicly.

Values arerelatively stable and
unchanging.

PUPIL-TEACHER JNTERACTION

DiVide students into small groups and present picision

/
Have wick; group generata possible coursei of action.

. .

Students may .find it helpful to assume the roles of
various individuals in the ,decision situation and work
through steps one, twO, and three of the Problem Solving
Strategy.

Record all ideas on chalkboard. Itmay be helpful to draw
a line on the chalkboard and identify the oppoidrig alter-
natives at either end of the line and Other alternatives
at positions along the line. .

Assign a particular course of action to each group. The
grodp is to develop statements which the individuals in
the sithation might Make to describe their thinking and
feelings about the particualr course of action.

To increase awareness of consequences, students mai ae-
v,elop statements which identifrthe point of View of the

I young person; the parents, andanother adult not involv- ,
ed in the situation:

Allowtime for the students to develop statements re-
lilted to the assigned alternative.

Students may repOrt the statement& developed by their
group. Other class members may add statements which
they think the young person, parent, or adult niight - -

sake.

Give each student a copy Of the decision sheet.

Familiarize students with the directions and have them
complete the form. The teacher should also complete the
form.

Collect the complete forms ind provide., written feed-
back in the form of clrifying questions'. -

Avoid arguing or disagreeing with alternative selected.

Students may pick up papers and react to teacher's ques-
tions.

Transition: Display step six Of the Problem Solving
Strategy.

Identify and illustrate the role of values in decision mak-
ing. The teacher's choice among alternatives and reasons

- for this choice may serve as an illustration of values in
action.

197
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a CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

v A Per4n who has ideas about
what is'good, worthwhile, and
right will not be easily changed
from this point of view.

Values have bern developed by
individuals through the experi-
ences they have had and further
experiences may result in
changes in Oese vahies.

Values serve as a basis for mak-
ing choices among differing
courses of action.

The reasons people have for
maldng a choice reveal, or in-
dicate values mote accurately
then thechoice itself.

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

-`

Direct students in tompleting steps four, dve,"and six of
the Problem Solving Strategy in regard to their identified
colep or problem.

Groups of students, or the entire demi, may identify
other concerns and study them through the Problem

'Solving Strategy.

If students have difficulty with particular phases of the
strategy, additional opportimities to work through those
phases may be provided.

N
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

Same of the activities or tasks
carried out by the family mem-
bers contribute to the physical
well-being of the members.

Providing food; "clothing; space
for living, adequate light, heat,
and cleanliness are some ac-
tivities wIlich keep family
members physically healthy and
also give them *sense of well-
eing.

Some qf the activitieslor tasks \
performed by the fain0 mem-
bers contribute to the social
and psychological well-being ..
of the members.

Providing opportimities to
learn about the world around

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTICN SUPPqRT
MATERIAL

your group wishes to be. You may also designate the age
and sex of the members of the family.

The family members have decided that some of acti-
vities which they find themselves involved in may t be
important to them. Some of the family members feel
that they are responsible for many more activities than
other members. -,

The family haikaAd to e xamine the activities and de-
termine whether chaiiges can be made.

They have made a list of activities. (liefer to the Hit
formulated by the class.)

In your group (family) consider the following questions.
Be prepared to report your ideas to the class.

Record the following questioris on thechalkbOard for
reference as the grqups work.

Which activities belong together?

Why rco these acti'vities seem to helqng together?

What could the group of activities be called?

ember w4,thin'the family was unable
ks, what might happen to the family

If the, fain* or a
to perform the
anti its members?

.HOw doei the carout of this type of work or task
affect the family a particulat member of the family?

Circulate to groups 2nd encouage them to consider, the
effects on family menlhers, of performing or not per-
forming the activities.

Avoid decisions as to who will perform the activity.

Groupings of activities developed by the 'students are
likely to be related to meeting physical, psychological,
angl social needs of human beings.

Family grotips may take turns reporting.

Each group may identify a group oriactivities.and ex-
plain their group's thinking regarding kffects of per-
forming Lind not performing the activities.

Encourage'students to congider effects on different mem-
hers of the family and-effects-over a period of time.

12-17
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t. S. M. 1

fi}rpose:

Materials:

MAP YOUR FAMILY

To graphically portray the structure of families and the relation-

ships among members of thesfamily..

Clear transparencies.or large sheets of paper on *Itch students

may maptheir families. The finiehed maps will bOriewerd by the'
class; therefore, they ahotild be. large enough to be seen easily.

Crayons or markers to uee on transparencies.

"Dividethe transparency or sheet of to five equal spaces to show

different generation$.

Symbols for adults:

Symbols for children:

,Symbol to indicate marriage:

symbol to inaicate blood relationship's:,

Symbol.to indicate affectional relationship:

Arrows at the ends of the lines indicate one-way or two-wq relationships.

You may wish to invent your own syMbOls to represent various kinds of

relationships.

Begin mapping bysidentifiring those persons who live at your home.

1. Enter parent symbols on the third section.

2. Indicate grandparents or Other relatives of that generation.dn the

Seoond section from the top.

3. Rapresent great-grandparents or other relatives'of that genermtion on

the ffrst section.

4. Show childttn and oth7 relatives of that generation on the fourth

section.

5. Place grandchildren, nieces and nephews on the fifth ,section.

6. Xf someone were once a part of your &lily but is gone now, represent

her or him with a'filled-in circle. (He or she may be gone by reason

of death or'divOrce or may be a brother or siOter whq no longer lives

at home.) A person who haa been of the faMily leaves a definite

impact and is very much alive in IttmeMories of those left behind.

. -1 12-18
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._5. M. 2 FAMILY MEM -ACtION

Directiass On the left side list the names df the people who are membprek

of your tam or,presently members of your houeehold.
. .

Fillin the bl s ces in'the columns labeled Actions with taske.or

.activities which are part of the.action in your family.

.0onsider each-family member's.contribution to performing the tasks listed.

Use the following code to indicate the extent to which the individual partio-

ipates in the action.

Elyery little Some ( II Significant

ACTIONS

.

Name of
Family
Member

MR.

i

..,. 0i
M m

i
4 111

5

r-I .0

g I,

"Ct CO

+1 IS

cd 13

Z
60 co

v.
.. 2

4

li
0
0

Ir

it

0

0
44
43

0

li

li
gA
0 44
43

43

ca.
0 0
0 .

44
t

_

.

.

.
f

X

.

.

.

o I

'

1

.
,

41

o

.

.

.

.

r

,

. .

.

1

.

r

,

.

. .
-

.

1

,

.

.--

-

.

1

N

. .

,

g

.

.

.

.

(
.

,
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S. M. 3 "I LEARNED..." STATEMENTS

PUrpose: This.approach can eerie several purposes. It providet the teacher

ay students 'feedback about the activities in which they have:lust partici-" '

pelted. Since students areallowed to respond in their owl words and generate
responsea to the incomplete statements., the approach can help them to clarify

learnings.

Procedure: Prepare a chart with the folloiing sentente_stems. The chart

can be stored and used whenever appropriate in the unit.

"I learned that I...."

"I, discovered that I..."

"I was surprised that I...."

"I was pleased that I...."

"I was displeased that

Introciace the chart by indicating that tbhere are no.right or wrong answers.

Remind students that statements are to refer to themselves rather than to

other people. Fp:. example; (64I discovered that I had not thought about how

my parents might feel" rather than "I discovered that MY parents ...."

If statements are to be shared orally by'class members, do not allow dis-

cussion of the statements. Discussion has a tendency to interrupt the,

freedom -of expression.

Statements.may be completed orally or in writing.

a
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S.e1.1. 4, EXPLANATORY ROTES TO THE TEACHER

The parts of the mini unit ich follow are to be used in helping the students
understand and cope with ccicer, s oriproblems which have been identified iii

a general manner. The.thre seetionepresent conceptual content aqd pupil-
teacher interaction related t'p an interpersonal problem solving Strategy,
communication skills, and value clarification.

These conceptualareas Identify and give, the students some opportunity to
practice several processes which are related to the development of the ability
to.cope with problems and concerns.

.

Each teacher in the.paticUlar Situation will-decide theord4 in which the
areae will be studied. The'relationship.between the Problems'or concerns being
studied by the dais and.the.three areas identified will need to be made explicit'
by the teacher. lot example, in the investigation of the concern that some
teenageri may have about the hour's theY-are to keep, it,is likely that commu=-
nication skills could be appropriately taught in several different'sequences.

4 '

A suggested sequence for:incorporating the thr e sedtions as a particular con.

cern is studied follows:-

1. When concerns have-been narroWed to,on r twoi introduce step one in the

Problem Solving StrategY and have Stu s complete the task as described. e

2. Present step two Of the PSS. (Parts o the section directed tow iMprove-
ment of coMmunication could be.studied atthis point. Gathering informatiOn
regarding each person's view of the:problem would berelated to clear com-
munication and accurate.listening.)

3. Introduce step three and help students to carry out information gathering

activity. (Continue comMunication skillS, perhaps with emphasis on sorting
factual statements frOm 'statements of feeling or value.)

4. Introduce step four and encourage etudents to be open to all alternatives.
(Continue to use communication skills'as alternatives are suggested.)

5. Encourage students to examine the possible 'consequences of the alternative
courses of action. (Continue to use communication skills.).

6. ''isk students to choose the course of action they believe is best.

7. Introduce section on values. Relate student choice of,alternative to the
values which may have-directed the choice. Students' reasons for choice
usually'reveal values or value indicators..

8. Complete other steps in PSS.

a
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- S. M. 4

St,eps

INTERrERSONAL PROBLir SOLVING STRATEGY

1. Identification of the Sit-
uation

Fartial Illuetratione

What is the'setting.in which
the,problem or concern
exists?

^%

Who ars the4eoPle involved?

2. Statmnent of the Problem

What ittlie difficulty?

How does each person see the
problem?

Jerry hae invited me to go enowmobiling
with him Friday dight.

I must have my parents' permieSion to go
snowmobiling.

Other kida that Jerry andI knOw will aled
be snowmobtling. There4may be four other
snowmobiles.

I want to go very much. Thie lathe first
, time. Jerry and the others.have asked me

to snowmobile.

Jerry.aaid'he would be-disappointed if T
couldn't go. \

Several of My best friends are going.

Jerry said hie parents want everyone he
invites./td:have her/his parents' approval.

I tolaMy.parente about the invitation.
They Raid that I probablycan't go ber.
cause itlisn't safe.

Obtaining FactualInformation Yactt

What is knoWn about the sit-
1.Uation?

Are the ideas expressed.
facts?

Are the ideas expreased perr
sonal opinions?

Do all the persons agree on
the facts?

Are the fects related to the_
situation?

Are the opinions or:judgments
supported by facts?

Fact:

Jerry.has taken a snowmobil.e safety
class. ,

I have a helMet to wear. ,
wal,only ride on the trails.

Fact: There are txalls to rideon in Jones
.Park. The park is three miles from
Jerry's home.

Fact: Jerry broke his wrist in a car
accident last-year.,, He was driving!

Fact: I have ridden with Uncle TOny.

Opinion: Jerry is redkless.

Opinion: The trafficia too heavy on the .

roadspetween the pafk and Jerry's
home.

20
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S. M. 4

Steps

04?"'.

INTEEPERSOiAL PRO131;EM scum qRATIF

4.

Partial Illustra.tions

Generation of Possible
Coursei of Aption

List all courses of action.

Cdhsider bOth those you pre-
fer and'those thelother per-
son might prefer.'

Consideration of,
Consequences of Ea
of Action

ble
se

HoW would you feel ik,that
action were taken?

How would the other'person in
the situation feel?

,HANyould the action affect
relationships with others'in
the situation?

How would the other people in
the situation behave?

Fact: Wen you went riding with Paula
last'year, you were late getting
home.

If parents continue'to oj ect agree to

stay,hama.

Agree not to go snowmobiling but insist
on being allowed to be at Jerry's home.

Agree not to go, Leave and join the
group without parents' knowledge

ir I agree not to"go but leave without,

my parents' knowledge...

I will feel guilty while I am snowmobiling.
*

I will probably feel guilty 4ven if no one
discovers what I have done.

I probably won't have as much fun as I
would if I had permission.

If anything happens while we are snowmo-
,biling, I probably will be grounded for

weeks.

If my parents find out I have liedl'they
will be disappointed in me.

they find out, they will probably
punish me by not letting me ride anov&
mobile with anyce this winter.

Jerry-may be ple d.

I may get Jerry in trouble with his folks'
since they-said only kids who had their
parents' permission could ride.

My parents may begin not to belieVe-me

when I tell them something.

The other kids may think...

12-23
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5. 14: 4

Steps

A.

.INTEiPERSONAL PROBLEM SOLVING STRATEGY. (cont.'d):

Partial Illustrations

Identification of Action.
)hich Appears Best

Identify the reasows for the
choice (values).

Reconsider the reasonsfor the
choice.

What-is most important

"

How-will you feelabout this
choice next week?

Mill you'be proud of your

, choice next week?

7. Movement of Decision into
Behavior

- Evaluation of the 06tcome

203
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S. M. 5 BLEM SOLVING STRATEGY1WORKSHEFT
,

1. 4ITUATION

, Identification of the Sit-
uation

%bat is the settiz in which
the problem exists?

How many people are involvtd?
/ -

Ito are the ieoPle'involied?

To what e#ent 4s each person
involved?

2. PRO

ItitteMent:of the Problem

I(
/What is the'difficulty?

7
,How does each person involvea:
view, the problem?'

Nhat are the feelings of each
of the persons involved in
the problem?

3. FACTUAL INFORMATION

Ubat is known in the sit-

uation?

Are the ideas expressed'facts?

Are the ideas expressed'per-
sonal opinions?

AS YOU SEE IT-

tr.

207
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S. M. 5 PROBLEM SOLVING STRATEGY- WORKSHEET (cont'd)

AS YOU SEE.IT As. MIER PERSON SEES IT

POSSIBLE ACTION

Generate possible courses
'Of action.

5. TCGSIBLE CONSEQUENCES

Consider possible consequences
of each course of-act"o

How ,would the action
the problem?

14.suld all perSons involved
react in the same way?

Would the course ot action
intensify rather than
resolve the problem? /

4..)

6. TENTATIVE CHOICE

AMat action aPpears to be
the best to follow?

ir

Identify reaions for your
choice.

3



.

S. M. .5 . PROBLP24 SOLVING STRATEGY WORICSHEEr

IJ

AS YOU SEE IT

.

,

-AS

OTHER PERSON SEES ITN
1

7. ACTION

Move the decision into
befidvior.

.4
-

EVALUATE

Evaluate outcome.

299
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s. M. 6 .,LISTENING.AND TALKING

Instructions: ,avide the class into groups of three
will have the chance to participate as (1) sender or'
(2) active listener, (3) observer of the processes.
roles can be arranged iv a numerical *Or alphabeticAl
used as subject of the communication cAnbe'selected
ideas being gtudied or others :Suggested:

TaSks:

persons.- Each ind4idual
sharer of a me sag
Rot:Won through
ordek. Topics tolbe
on the basis. of current

4

/

ange zpprselvest in a Marwer'which Will help the communicatiOn process.

,

Sender)

/'8hare a message witli the listener which will'tell'something you are '

thinking about ( ,). The.topic can be specified.accdrding to

the class concern Or problam.

3/. (Active Listener)
1 Paraphrase the Message. Attempt to increase,your understanding of the

/ message. Attempt to eonvek d'feeling of concern and.interest.

, 4. (Observer),
Did the iistener paraphrase the message (i.e., make a stataient which
expressed his own understanding of the sender's message)?

Didthe listener and Sender look at each other during the communication?*),

ad the sender respond in-some wq-to'the listener's paraphrase?

Zip
12-28'
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S. M. 7 UNDTth G WAYS TO COMMUNICATE itaLING

Stgtements with the S011dwing
qualities help to convey'the
speaker's feelings:

jf

The speakercbnvey 6 feeling by
describi and naming the feeling.

I am really annoyed with,irour,
behavior.

The speaker specifies that he feels
confused, frustrated, and annoyed.

- He describes feelings but does not
evaluate the exercise itself.

I'm confused, frustrated, and
annoyed by this exercise. f

ro

The speaker conveys
by describing-it as
other. '

I really like you.

,

(May be teacher only
reference)

Statements with the following
qualities do npt help tb describe

the speaker's feelings:

Comnands such
emotion with
.of feelings

Shut up!

/Don't ever

as these convey strong
t describing the kinds °

-ch evoked the command.

o that again.

The speaker expresses a negative value

Audgment. He conveys some kind of -

negatilie f elings without describing

them.

This is a very poor exercise.
I feel this is a very poor exerciss.

Althqughithe speaker begins'by saying
"I feel...," he does not then tell whit

he is feeling. Instead, he passes a
negative value'judgment on the exidive. ,
'Nbte that merely tacking the words "I
feel" pn the.front of a sentence does not
turn it into a-description of feelings.
People/often say ,"I f,gel" when they mean

"I t14nk4, or "I believe." For example,

"I feel the Red Sox will win." or "I feei
it will rain tomorrow."

positive feeling Ihe peaker.states a value Judgiment. He

li1ing for the con eyb positive'feelings toward the
oth r without describing what they are.

roo the speaker' like the other, respect
enjoy himpelove him, or what? The

expression does,not tell us.

Ire.a wonderful person.

12,29



S. Mr7 . EXPRESSING IstILINGS,

I.
Diredtions: Underline:the words which describe the feelings of the speaker.

ft I am very pleaSed with your work.

. ,
T:feel sad when I see that you are not doing your best work.

)
3. Thivassignment makes me feel confused and angry.

4. When Janeds around, rfeel free to be myself.

5.- When I go to the dent:1st to have my teeth chedked I am frighten

Directions: Read the sentence,and write down the fee think is

bping expressed. Reword the statememObo more clearly te the feeling.-
,

1. :You have no business looking at my letters..

.2. Be quiet! Not another word out of you.
-;

3. Ehmryone likes ypu.

4. No one ever listens to mit

5. This is really poor test.

s.

21 2
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S. M. 8, DECISION dITUATIONS

Ann is popular in school.. When her mother died several weeks ago, many of ,

her.classmates attended the funeral. Since that time, Ann has found it dif-

ficult to pay attention to school work. When assignemnts,have to be turned

in, Ann has done the woik with some firends. One of the classmates who has

been particularly helpful is Sally. Before Ann's mother become seriously

ill, the girls had regularly visited in each other's homes.

Miss Lendston, the math,teacher, gave a major test'today: Ann-had not pre-

pared for the test and did not knoW the material. Therefore, she sat in

a desk near Sally. She planned on cowing Sally's phper. Sally knew that

Ann would be copying her paper although neither girl had said so directly.

During the test, Ann did copy from Saly's paper. Mhen the test was over,.

Sally felt sort of strange because she had let Ann cheat. She really didn't

know what to do. What could she do? (0,

Dear Ann Landers:

Cur 17-year-old daughter has en dating d 19-year-old boy for the past year.

Jim is a fine young man, a good student, and a careful driver. He announced

a few days ago that he hIg purchased a motorcycle and our daughter expects

to ride with him..

I have good reason to fear motorcycles. The sons ot two close friends were

nearly killed on motorcylces. A neighbor's daughter was in a motorcycle

accident a fesilmohths ago and,she will never walk or talk again. I told

our daughter that we will not allow her to ride on Jim's,motorcycle and she

itimiery'upset. She assures me that Jim will handle the motorcycle with

OVEeme caution. She also says if She is not permitted to ride with him

he will drop her.

I don't want to lose a lovely daughter, either on a motorcycle or through

lack of communication or understanding, but I know that if I'say yes my

heart will be in my mouth every minute she is away from home. Do I have

the right to say no?

"YoU ve got your father's ca'r and ire on Your way home from a late party.

You've dropped the girls off and there's just Tom to take home. :You're eo

tired and Sleepy that you ask,Tom to drive, even thdugh he has only a permit

and the la1w says he may not drive at night. He misjudges his distance and

/slams into the side of another car. The other driver jumps out of hig car.

/In a split second you realize that if your pal is named as the driver you've

broken a/law by turning the car over to him and you are-responsible. EUt, on

the other hind, if you say that you were driving you will be telling a lie,

and, since the accident was caused by your car, you will probably lose your

license'. What can you do?

12-31



S. MY DECISION

a

ftleScribe the decision situation as you understand it.

MY tiENTIFICATION'

The coarse of action which.I would-choose is

I have chosen this course of action because...

JO



S. M. 1O-4

1. Are you

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

ING RESPON825

lad about your decision?

101

What do you mean by"' ? Can you define that word?

Where would that idea lead? What would be its conSequences?

MOuld,you really do thiii or are.iou just talking?

a
Are you-saying.that... (repeat the statement)?

Did you say that.., (repeat in some distorted way)?

Is that very important tO you? 'c

DO you do this often?

%mild you like to tell others ab.out

-

"Source: Louis E. Baths, et al. Values and Teac
Charles E.)4errill PUblishing. Co., 19

choice?

21 5
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UNIT TITLE: LEARNING TO CARE FOR CHILDREN

( . -
UNIT FOCUS: The unit introduces the student to the concep of child care; Children from infancy topre-school

age are presented as developing ndividuals. The responsibilities of the child care person (baby sitter) and
the procedures used with childrenlare considered in terms of their effects on the welfare and development
pf the child. Employer-employee relationships and responsibilities are considered. An overview of other

--.- careers related to the field of child care is included. ..-

RATIONALE: Junior high school students- ase frequentluiven the responsibility of caring forChildren younger
than themselves, either.in their own families or g;mployees of other parents. Child care workers of this
age do not assume the responsibilities associated with parenthood; however, they are called on t6 solve pro.
blems similar to those of parents and to provide for the health and welfare of children for short periods of
time. Accurate knowledge regarding the growth snit development of children mid the effects of various
practices and procedures on development has not been developed by sttidents at this age.a cannot be as-
sumed that experiences of junior high schbol students with children have provided accurate or adequate
background in the area of child care. Instruction in this area can begin to prepare students to assume the

a roles of informed, responsible child care workers (baby sitters) and cap contribute to the development of
positive attitudes toward children and self.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: -
Comprehension oi,the concept of deliberate, thoughtful child care .
Comprehension of the developmental processes in regard to human growth
Comprehension of the effect of child care practices on the dev pment of children .,

c N
iComprehension of the relationship of developmental characteris cs of childrento the provision of ade-

quate safety
Comprehension of the relationship of developmental characteristics of children to the selection of appro-

priate play materials
of arComprehension the relationshiP of deelopmental chacteristics to the selection of procedures to fos-, .

ter independence
Willingness to provide thoughtful child care
Willingness to respond pOsitively tp young children
Comprehension of the employer-ehiployee relationships in child care jobs
Knowledge of career opportunities related to child care

r

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND: Nope. Level I.

SUGGESTED LENGTH OFTIME: 2-3 weeks



-CONCEPTUAL CONTENT .

4

Child care is a kind of Work in
Whith a person other than the
parent is responsible fqr the
wellTbeing of the child or child-
ren in her/his care'.

A person is respor*ble for the
child or children,for a specified
and limited period of time. (a
kw hours to several days),

A person is. called on to solve
problems which arise, carrY out
duties to prow& children, and
encourage their growth and de-
velopMeht.

Wren being vred for
a 'Ne to 'careMr them-
selves in all of the situations
which might occur.

.The person who cares for the
chiklren is usually, but not
always, paid for the .work
perfornwd,

The types of care which child
care workeri. most frequently
provide for children an .

preparation of food and feeding

dressing and undressing

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

Pre-Teaching: Prep-are copies of the word scramble Car-
ing for Children. -41:

Direct students in completion of-the word scramble..
Look for 30 single words or two-word phraties, that are re-
lated to the care of children and the duties of child care
workers. The w(irds may appear vertically, horizontally,
or diagonally. i

After com of the scramble, direct studentS in the
following ks:

Identify a-Wtord from the scramble.
. .,

Beplain how it is related tolhe duties of ra child care
worker.

Give examples from perkmal experience that illustrate
the relationship.

Pre-Teaching: Assemble pictures (from magazines, family
photographs, cartoons, reproductions of paintings) of
children of various ages being cared forand interacting
with peopk who are serving in a child care role.

Prepare Survey of Child Care Experience.

Transition: Divide students into groups of 3-5 persons
per grOup:

The pictures which your group has been given show child-
n.ri at various ages with somi.one who is responsible-for
their care.

Which pictures does your group think belong togetlwr?

Arrange the pictures,in groups.

2 3 13-2
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

keeping the child (children)
Clean

providing a situation in which
the child can learn (through
play and/or study)

providing an environment which
keeps the child from harm
(safety)

providing an environment in
which the child feels,aafe and
happy (security)

Providing a situation in which
the child can rest or sleep

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

Be ready to extditin to the class the reasons the pictures
were grouped together.

How are they siMilar?

Direct small groups in reporting their ideas to the class.
Groups may take turns reporting and pictures may be
displayed on bulletin hoard or in the form of several
collages prepared by each'group.

As students report, ask:

Why does ale person responsible tor the child perform
that task?

What mighi happen if the child care poison did not per-
form the task?

Transition: Since this uni' is tO be concerned with the
care of children and yaw work in providing that care,
let's find out about the kinds of care you have provided
for children.

Direct studenth in the completion of the Survey of Child
Care Experience.

Through alhow of hands, studentrnay indicate the fre-
quency with which they have provided the particular
type of care.

Continue: At the bottom of the page are several ques-
tions that ask you to name other people and things for
which*you provide care. How did you answer these ques-
tions?

Record student responses on chalkboard.

Write the words "CARE" and "CARING" on the chalk-
board or a large idsual.

aw-

When you carealvsomething, how do you act?

Select one of the things students indicated they care for
and ask':

When you care for , how do yoti behave? Is
there something special about your behavior?

Caring is a type of action or be-
havior which is characterized tiy
the following:

a sincere interest in the person
or object receiving the care

a desire to take those actions
which will be benificial to the
person or object receiving the
care or action

a watchful and attentive atti-
tude toward the person who is

Think about the care which is given a child. How is that
care similar to the care given other things we have listed?

If you were given a pet such as a turtle, fish, kitten, dog,
or gerbil, would you know how to care for it?

If you did not knoW how to care for the pet, what might
you do? If you know how to care for the pet, how did
you get that information?

How might learning to care for a pet be similar to taking

13-3
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receiving he care

A person who cares for others
lieeks whatever information is
required in order that her/his
behavior will be beneficial to
the person who is receiving the
care./

A person who cares for others
is willing to expend time and
effort in learning about the per-
son to 1. cared for and the type
of care *hich will be benificial
to her or him.

,

A persbn who cares for others
can be depended upon to carry
out those activities which are
beneficial to the person. to
whom care is given.

Deliherate, thoughtful care of
children is characterized by the
follbwing qualities:

accurate knowledge of child-
ren's development is the basis
of the procedures used;

Adequate knowledge of child.4"
ren's development is the basis
for the procedures used;

4
PUPILTEACHER INTERACTIONI.

care of a child?'

Record student responses under the terms "CARE" and
"CARING".

Continue: What does it mean when someone says, "I care
about...?" How can you tell when a person cares?

How is the behavior of someone who cares- about a per-
son or object different from that of someone who does
not care?

Provide each student.with a slip of paper or have them
use the back*the survey sheet.

Ask them to complete the following statement:

A person who cares for children...

If slips of paper are used, collect responses and attach to
the.visual. Displafin the classroom.

Pre-Teaching: Prepare copies of the situations which are
examples and non-examples of the concept.

Transition: The situations described on the sheets of pa-
per which you have been given have something to do with
children and child care workers.

Our job is to discover what ideas are similar in all the sit- .

uations marked A. The situations marked B will help us -
because they are different from the A's in some impor-
tant way.

Read, or have students take turns reading, the first two
situations marked A.

Ask: What is similar about the two situations? What did
the child care person do? What happened to the child?

Ask questions to clarify the students' respOnses..

Record responses which identify similarities between the
two situations.

Read a sitiption marked B.

Ask: What appears to be different about this situation?
What happened to the child? Why did the chileil care
worker take the action he/she did? .

Does this give us any new ideas about what might be simi-
lar in the situations marked A?.

Record ideas which are true of both A's but not true of
the B.

229
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Accurate information about the
child being cared for can be
obtained from several sources:

a study of ideas which
have been diseovered
through observation and
testing,

observation of the child in
her/his real life setting,.

report of parents about
the child.

Skills in caring for children,
such as bathing, diapering, feed-
ing can be developed through
observation and practice.

The child begins to develop
muscle control during the first
year of life.

Development of muscle control
and movement of the body is
veni gradual. It follows the
same general pattern in all

PUP1L-TEACHER, INTERACTION_

Continue reading situations marked A. Ask: How is this
similar to the other A's? What ideas are true of all the
A'r?

Record responses.

Continue reading the situations as they appear on the,
suPport material.

Students may contzast the A's and B's and identify the
similarities among the A's.

When students have completed examination of all the sit-
uations, ask: What is the idea the A's illustrate?

Encourage students to summarize in their own words the
characteristics of thoughtful, deliberate care.

Ask: What name would describe th6 care provided the
children in all the situations marked A?

Transition: Direct students' attention to the support ma-
terials. Continue:

The situations which resulted in the child's being harmed
or involved in possible danger were similar because the
child care person either did not have knowledge of what
was appropriate to do with the child or did not,act ac-
cording to, the knowledge he/she had. What did the child
care perscin need to understand or know in order to pro-
vide proper care for the child?

Where could the child care person get the needed infor-
mation?

Did the child care person need any skills?

_SUPPORT
MATERIAL

What skills did the child care person need in order to pro-
vide proper care for the child?

How could that skill be developed?

Pre-Teaching: Prepare `3 can" checklist. Order safety
cards.

Transition: To be a responsible child care person means
that some knowledge of children's abilities is necessary.

The.work of the child care person is directly related to
the abilities of the child.

On the checklist that you have, please put an x in the
column if the child is able to do the task for herself/
himielf. Consider only the newborn to one year old at
WI time.

Share student responses. If disagreement arises, have stu-
dents consult resource information ip the development
which is being considered.

13-5
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Children.

Muscle control moves from
head to foot.

Muscle control develops from
parts closest to the main body
axis to parts farther away (arm
to hand to fingers).

As development occurs, the
child nioves from responding
with the whole body to gra-
dually responding with move-
ment of a specific body part.

Young Pdren need someone
to perf. i many of the tasks
which help their bodies to
grow and develop.

Young children must be pro-
tected from things which would
harm them. They cannot pro-
tect themselves.

Learning begins with the use of
the senses to experience what
is happening in the world
around us.

The senses of sight, hearing,
taste, touch, and smell are com-
monly Used to gather informa-
tion about objects, people, and
events in the tvorld.

To learn about objects, people,
and events, the individual must
have experiences with those
objects, persons, and so forth.

The Infant and young child
use their senses to learn about
the world around them.

The sigIts, sounds, and smells
that are are gradually

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

As student responses about the various capabilities are
reported, ask:

If this is what the child can do, what is the child care
worker's job?

-

If this is what the child can be expected to be like at this
age, what must the child care worker plan to do?

From the student reports, identify kinds of caie the child
care worker will need to provide for the infant to one
year old.

Demonstrate the following procedures or invite a mother
and young child to the class to provide the demonstra-
tion.

holding and handling an infant

preparing a bottle and bottle feeding

spoon feeding,

diapering and dressing

bathing and cleaning of face and hands

preparing the child and the space fot sleeping

providing a safe environment

Pre-Teaching: Select an object, food, tool, or animal
which is unknoWn to the majority of,pidents in the
class.

Display the item or a picture of the item.

Ask: What is the object?

What can you say about the object?

Write the revonses on the chalkboard.

How did you come to know these things about the
object?

Let several students who did not know the object handle
it. Ask: What can you say about the object?

How did you know this about the object? What could
you do to learn more about it?

How is this way of learning similar to that used by the
growing child?

Display a second object which is familiar to all the stu-
dents. Ask:

Let's imagine we wanted someone to learn about

13-6
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414'f,ed with the objects,
`ipeople, anc; conditions that
(r.oCe with' the sights and
A° ds. '

landings or environments
ch provide opportunities to

heiVe etPeriences with objects,
people, and so forth, allow
children to,itse their senses to
jearn about( the world.

4),.)

Play Ma can provide, ex-
periences 'with color, texture,
and forrn.

Play materials can provide ex-
Reriences which encourage the ..
Child tO use muscles,.to reach,
to hold and to move objects.

'Play materials can encourage
the ydung child to focus her/
his attention on oblects for
increasingly longer-&riods of
time.

Play materials can provide
sounds for the child tO hear )
and imitate.

1.f the surroundings or play
materials are unsafe, the child
may hurt or damage parts of
her/his body which are need-
ed to sense what is happening.
Learning and development may
be impaired.

Playthings which are safe for
-young children and which pro-
vide learning experiences for
them have the following-quali-
ties:

7
free from sharp edges

soft to prevent scratching
-

easily cleaned to prevent
contact with germs

bright colors

moves and/or makes sound

easily grasped .

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTIA

,,AncE he/she did not understand our language. How could .
we help her/him to learn?'

'Record responses on visual.

How will the experiences you suggested be similar to the
experiences a young child will need in order to learn?

Pre-Teaching: Collect examples of toys and objects 'which
are safe and appropriate playthings for the infant or
young child.

Show ploy materials and objects which are appropriate.
Ask:

What could a young child learn from this plaything?

Continue a similar line of questioning to. identify The
several kinds of development or learning which can be
encouraged through play materials.

Show several play materials which may be unsafe for the
child at its stage of development. Ask:

What might occur if the young child were to play with
this object?

What characteristics would playthings have which would(
be safe for the young child?

13-7
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large enough that the en-
tire item cannot be plac-
ed in the mouth, ear, or
noqe '

t

Peo¢le of all ages cry.

People cry when they are sens-
ing or feeling something' 'Which
they cannot express in words.

I.e., pain
happinesk
sadness
anger

-Crying is awinfant's means of
. tending meseagee to the peo-

ple around her/him. Infants
do' not-have Words they can
juseto send messages. '..

Infants and young.childien cry
as a part of growing up and
exercising,

4
Some crying is normal and

PLOIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

Show "Protec'Your Baby-Safky Cards" for children
of this age.

-
Direct studentein the identification of objects and con-
ditions in the home environment Which may be harmful
to children of this age.

Pre-Teaching: Survey text and pamphlets to locate re-
ferences which provide,information on crying infants.

Transition: Crying of infants and children is often a con-
cern of child care workers. In several of the situations we
read, crying puzzled the child care Forker or made the
worker uneasy.

Let's find out what we already know about crying.

Provide each student with a half sheet of paper. Indicate
that the papers will not be collected, but it would be

.hmllelpf5tr.i1 if the students would share some-of their answers
o

*se swer these questions:

1) 'Who is the person you most 'recently have seen
crying? How old is the person?

2) If you know why the person was crying; write down
the reason.

3) When was the last time you cried about something?
Why did you cry? HOw old were you?

4) Think of someone ypu know very well. Have you
seen her/him cry? Why was he/she crying? How old
is the person?

Ask students whether they have a nanie listed for ques-
tions 1 and 4. List ages of these persons on chalkboard.
Entire class response will be usefuli

What does this list seem to say about crying?

List reasons why people cry. if
Ask students to compare crying of infants to crying of
people of other ages. ,

What effect does- crying have on the people who observe
the crying?

What meaning does crying have?

J

22
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1iealthy.
/

It is one way that the child tells
us that befshe senses what is
going on piround her/him.

The cryIng of a child may mean
different thillgs:

too warm or too cold
diaper needs changing
in an uncomfortable posi-

tion
hungry
lonely, wants some atten-

tion .
senses people around her/

him are unhappy, angry,
anxious

cutting teeth'
ill

The child care person can try
to determine why the baby is
crying and correct the situa-
tion.

The parents can gii7e the child
care person information about
when and how much the child
cries.

During the second year of life,
children become more skillful
at activities which require mus-
cle development and coordina-
tion.

walks and runs
climbs stairs, chairs, etc.
throws and stacks objects

,

PUPIL-TE)rHER INTERACTION

Assign rea/dings on crying in young children. Have stu-
dents suniaize or write out main ideas. As a total class,
make a liif iddes to remember when children cry.

4

Pre-Teaching: Prepare the second part of Development
Slow, Steady Growth of Capabilities.

Transition: The work of the child care person changes as
the child grows and develops.

On the checklist please put an (X).in /the column if the
child at the particular age is able to do the tiask or acti-
vity listed.

Share student responses. If there is disagreement, have
students consult resources to determine whether the
ability is usually present at that age. Record on large
brown paper chart visible to the entire class.

As you look at the chart for phildren of ages 1-3 years,
what do you notice about the tasks the child can do?

How 'are these tasks related to physical development?
What muscles is the child able to control?

When major characteristics of the stage of development
have been identified and illustrated, ask studeuts to list
play materials which would encourage the kind of devel-
opment which is occuring..

Students may view catalogues which picture materials

13-9
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Small muscle control is begin-
ning to develop.

unties shoe and unzips
zipPers, scribbles with
large crayons u

Play &aerials yoAl. h allow the
child to exercise eveIdping
capabilities hance and
foa.er developm nt.

During the second 3lear of life,
children begin to use words and
,may formulate, short sentences.

The number of words the child
of this age understands is larger
than the number which can be
said.

Children who hear people talk-
ing and who are talked to have
a stimulus for learning to talk.

The child bare person can en-
courage the child's efforts to
talk by listening to her/him
and approving her/his efforts.

Naming objects with which the
children have contact can also
help with the development of
language.

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

and may investigate the materials which might be sivail-
able in' the home as part of house hold equipment which
would.be satisfactory fo l. a child of this stage of develop-
ment,'

.4

Use the "I Can" list to help students think of objects the
child canhandle and activities which the child can begifi
to perform for herself/himself.

.

To remind students of theirresponsibility for the safetyi
of a child of this age, have them make up safety cards of
their own (writing and pictures could used). Compare&
student-produced cards with, those afaible trom the "I

4 -4Minnesota Department of Public Hea1 .
Pre-Teaching: Assign or suggestthat st dents (liken ob-
servation of a child 15-24 months of aje. Focup6bser-

vation on collection of data regardinglanguage4evelop-,,
ment.

.-k..

OR . -
/ - N '.'

ATrange for several 11/2-21/2 year old children to vii0t 9lass\s- .:
with a parent for the purpose of observing lahguirite devels
opment.

OR
:40

Tape record interaction of a 11/2-21/2 year old childrand an t
adult or student emphasizing helping the child learn
words.

-**1

Transition': Learning to use words to communicate begins '

early in a child's development. Through looking and lis-
tening; we can find out something about how, a child
learns the meaning of words and how to say ,lhem.

Direct students to listen and record the follq*ing tyPes
of information.

Sounds us
15 minutes'
(make a / mark
for each sound made)

age Words used in
15 minutes
(Record actual

/words)

Share information collected. Ask:

What can we say about the language used by the young
child?

What can the child care person do to encourage langwige
development?

How has the child's form of communication change4 dur-
ing the 1-2 year period?

How has the child's understanding of words as m ssages
changed?

, 2:2 3
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iferences in size, appearance/
d individual ways of behaving
ome more apparent as the

ild grows and develops. ,

t ,
#

During the period of time from
3-5 years of age, the child seeks
out and interacts with many
more people than he/she did
prior to this time. /

Children at this stage end age
continue to develop their use
of words as a means Of com-
munication. I

Children at this age' grow in
their understanding' of the peo-
ple and things in the world
around them.

During the periOd from 3-6
years, the child grows in the in-
dependence and ability to han-
dle many new 'situations that
involve more then motor ac-
tivity.

During the etage from 3-5 years,
the child begins to develop
thinZingprocesses.

BoOks that contribute to
growth and development of a
young child enlarge her/his ex-
perience, give enjoyment and
satisfaction, and make the child
feel secure.

Characteristics of these books
include:

pictures that are large,
colorful, and simple

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

Transition: Refer to "I tan" chart.

Identify the major types of growth and development
which occur during the period from 3-5 years of age.

Pre-Teaching: Secure a variety of books, some of which
are e ples of books that contribute to development of
young ildren and some of which do not possess these
characteristics.

Transition: Looking at books and listening to the reading
of books can encourage development of children's capa-
bilities.

Some books seem to have qualities that contribute more
to the child's development than others. By looking at
books marked "EXAMPLE" and " NON-EXAMPLE" we

/can discover which books would encourage develope-
ment.

Show several books marked "EXAMPLE" -or give each
group of students two books which are examples. Ask:

How are these books similar?

How-are the pictures alike?

What is the story about in each book?

What words are used in the books?

Record responses.

227
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pictures that are easily un-
derstood and represent
the action in the story
they illustrate

durablakand light weight

large print with few words

stories that are short, hap-
py and positive (rather
than those that frighten
or are gruesome)

stories about familiar
things

The development of the child is
enhanced when he/she responds
to or interacts with books as
read.

To encourage their attention
and interaction with the mater-
ials, the following guides are
suggested: .

Seat yourself and the child or
children in a comfortable po-
sition. Consider the children
and their comfort and then ad-
just your own position.

Hold the book as you are read-
ing it so that the children may
see the pictures. They will be
attracted by the pictures and
will give greater attention. Read
in your regular voice, loudly
enough so that all the children
cari hear. Certain words may
be dramatized.

Read slowly so that children
can follow your reading.

Allow children to ask ques-
tions or make comments about
the story as you are reading.
If several- children are in the
group, they may need to take
turns.

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

Give each group a book which is a non-example.

How is the non-example different from the example?

Does this tell anything else about the examples?

Continue to compare books that are examples for simi-
larities and contrast the books which are non-e,xamples
for differences.

Summarize the qualities which make all of the examples
similar to each other and different from the non-exam-
ples.

Clarify and express the characteristics in clear, meaning-
.. ful statements.

Students may select a book which has not been identified
as either an example or a non-example and describe cha-
racteristics which would make it an example of a book
which would contribute to a young child's development.

Demonstrate ways in which a child care person might
read books to a child:

repidly, pictures not visible to the child
without expression
slowly, with expression, picture& visible

Identify the probable reaction of the child to eath
Method of reading.

Students may find it, helpful to practice reading and to
examine other books to identify characteristics appro-
priate to various age levels.

Ideas for making books from magazines, catalogs, draw-
ings, etc. may be discussed and illustrated if books are
not found in homes.

Pre-Teaching: Prepare colored slips of paper 81/2 x
Select 3-4 different colors. Each student is to receive one
slip of each color on Which he/she will write concerns or

13-12
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Children at this stage of devel-
opment are also learning how
things work and what is accep-
table behavior in various kinds
of situations.

The child care person often has
to work with the c as he or
she goes about learning hat is
acceptable behavior.

If the things (objects, attention,
freedom) to which a child has
the right are given freely, the
child can more easily gnder-
stand the meaning of denial.

If the child is given those
(objects, attention, freedom)
which he has a right to grud-
gingly, or only after the child
has afgued the individual into
that point of view, then the
thild may have difficulty un-
derstanding the meaning of a
refusal or denial.

A firm, kind refusal or denial
wlifer is maintained and en-
forced will help the child de-
velop appropriate self-control.

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

questions he/she mag, have about her/his duties as a child
care worker. Questions may refer to problems with the
children or with employers. Provide an envelope into
which each student may put the slips.

Transition: Give each student 3-4 colored slips.

On each slip of paper which you have, write down a ques-
tion or concern that you have about working as a child
care person. Do not sign the slips and do not show any-
one else your ideas. Put the slips into the envelope.

When all 'students have completed writing and placing the
slips into the envelopes, pass the envelopes around the
group until they can no lOnger be identified as belonging
to a particular student.

Have students read the concerns, record and group them
on the basis of similarity.

From the group of concerns, reserve those having to do
with employee-employer relationships until later in the
unit.

The following sections of the mini unit may be adapted
and used to help students understand fostering acceptable
behavior and encouraging children to develop indepen-
dence.

Pre-Teaching: Develop case situations or scripts from the
problems or situatiEdis identified by the students or adapt
support materials.

Distribute copies of skits to students and assign students
to read the various parts.

Direct students who are listening and observing to keep
the following questions in mind:

What was the child asking for?

Was the request reasonable? One the child has I rigOt to
expect to be granted? Why?

What did the child.care person do?

SUPPORT
-MATERIAL
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What did the child care person consider in making th
cision?

Whit did the.child learn? How did the child feel?
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Finding out what is the estab-
lished routine for children from
parents I. helpful to the child
care person in deciding what
can be permitted and what is to
be refused.

i.e., nap procedure
snacks or food to be eaten
play materials to be used
use of telephone
distance children may play

away from home
other children visiting

Spanking, scolding, blaming and
shaming children teaches them
to use these techniques in inter-
acting with others.

These techniques fail to teach
the child self control and appro-
priate ways of interacting with
others. .

iv Children at this stage and age of
development learn through try-
ing out various activitiea.

They can learn how to perform
the various activities as well as
learn that they are capable peo-
ple.

In trying out activities, children
sometimes need a little help, if .

they are to succeed.

The child care person can be
ready to help. The request for
help should come from the
child.

Taking care of children is a
work situation.

It involves an employer (paient)
who has work that needs to be
done.

The employer is welling to pro-
vide some kind of reward to the
person who does the work.
Money is often the reward for
the work done.

A work situation also ials

PUPIL-TEACHEO INTERACTION

If the itudetS /7°0 "What if...'t tt4Ittions, ask theni to
ooctelicenen/Pf kritoY, including: age of

child, re thel'otc,i70° Direct students
to

descri

course of Ike n.
"--eitinosconside the fa-'4Witle 431.1 'men choosing a

What is the child °ting doiPg?

Is it a reasonablertcPeet? le it consiatent with parent's
directions and 1010'7?

What courses of ileti?O'ashe open t° the child care Pereon
(all alternatives)?

What will
the.outeollle of each courte. of action?

Am I considering tile cFj11 firet in Choosing a Particular
course of action? '

Fre-Teachinfp PrePit,copiea of lieattling by Trying situa.
tions.10Widirriatrl wrote °1 and give each pair
a case situation. to eog d situations can be
used to provide 00,:gequate bafithric) dietoussion. Allow
time for etudent8 " toolpieto a"Iell inchCated in the
situations.

PseclUAs a total class conaidet, y , the oo e esnc of the course
of action cb-osen " Students.

What would the Ono lentil if ale CO4rse of action was
followed? .

m
Would the pioPei.tY ah-cl poisiOnSi of the family and
others be safe?

ota to ow the - .
Encourageidside sisno general ideas which

J(l
can be used" in air% IO Ina CieCIS

Pre-Teaching: prePItt:e trentiparencies
plo yer-employee raction.

, Use the overfaYs tn. help studenteiview teraction
from the point of v% Of th e elnim)/Pee and employer.

illustrate em-

As each aspect of_th.bc thaw conilered, the teacher and
ideas Illustrate and clarifystudents can con

the meaning
w tate

*14/tIt to do care for Jane, age
prepare lunch,

stke Jane to park
PPlitexle-

"enclable
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ONCEPTUAL CONTENT

is employee (child care work-
r) who-is able and willing to do
le work which the employer
rants done.

he employee I. willing to do
'le work for the rewird which
offered.

he duties of the child care per-
m are to keep the children
Strom harm and provide the
IR which will help them devel-
p.

be specific responsibilities
hich the child care worker I.
tpected to meet will vary
ith the employer, children to
e cared for, and the setting in
hich care will be given.

he employee (child care work-
.) can get information about
ar/his responsibilities from the
irent(s).

ben responsihilities and ex-
sctations are cleat, the child
ire worker can provide effec-
ye and safe care for pie child-
n.

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

reward -
C.

money, chance to go
to the park, free
lunch

Following a prneral overview of the interaction, addi-
tional attention can be given to selected parts.

Pre-Teaching: Prepare written directions for small group
work on the following questions. (Divide class into
groups. At least two groups should be working on the
same problem.)

As a child care worker, wb. information do I need
about the job?

As an employer, what information does the child care
vforker need to have from me to be a Successful worker?

If I were hiring someone to care for a child I loved, I
would want her/him to be...,/

If I were a child being cared foi, I would want sotneone
who can ,..

An employer who I enjOy working for is... .

Allow approximately 10 minutes for the groups to work.
Circulate to groups and guide their discussion as neces-
sary.

Pool ideas from the several groups.

Have students clarify meaning of vague terms by giving
examples.

Summarize and develop answers to each of the questions.

Pre-Teaching: Contact local office of Northwestern Bell
Telephone Company to make arrangements for the use of
the teletrainer program "The Baby Sitter.' The equip-
ment and program are free to the school. In the Twin
Cities, the person to contact-is Florine LeClair, 612-
344-5331.

The -teletrainer program teethes basic telephone usage
and, then gives special attention to answering the phOne
when working as a child care person.

Develop situations to be aised with the ieletrainer which
simulate the following conversations:

child care person accepting a jOb .
child care person reusing a job
employer making arrangements to employ a child

tare person who he-previously been employed
child care person answering the phone in thehome

of the employer

Direct students in the use of the telephone to carry out
conversations.

4 ,
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

Problems which arise between
child care workers (employees)
and the parents (employers)
are often due to a different un-
derstanding of responsibilities
ind privileges.

Working as a child care person
for families in your community
may be the first step toward a
career in the care and guidance

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

Pre-Teaching: Develop case dtuations based on problem
situatiems which frequently occur.

For example: -.....

The child care person eats food or uses equipment which
is the property of the family without permission.

The child care person entertains Mends while caring for
the children.

The child care person holds telephone conversations with
friends while caring for the children.

The child care perion allows the children to go with
other adults or children to the park, store, playground,
neighbor's home..

The child care person takes the children to the home of
her/hi*Mends without permission.

The parent expects the Child 'care person to do dishes
and/or housework.

The parent does not tell the child care person where he/
she has gone or when he/she will return home.

Examine the varioutsituations'with the following ideas
in Mind:

ability to carry out responsibilities under the cir-
cumstances described

consequences to the child

feelings Of the employer

- responsibility to the emplOyer

Students may be able to grasp the idea of work respon-
sibilities more readily through an anlogy:

If you *employed as a sales clerk, would it be accep-
table to...

If you were in charge of a herd of dairy cattle, would it
be acceptable to...

If you were a patient, would you want the nurse to...

If.you worked as a bus or truck driver, would it be accep-
table to...

-

Pre-Teaching: On the chalkboard or a large sheet of
paper draw a triangle which resembles the Career Ladder
in the support material.

1.3-16
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ONCEPTUAL CONTENT

f children. ,

he individual jobs or occinia-
ons whi are related to child
ire and idance differ in re-

veral general charac-
mates.

kind and amount of for-
*mil schooling needed to
qualify for the occupa-
tion

kind and amount of re-
sponsibility the work-
er assumes

si3ecific tasks the worker
performs

ages and number of per-
sons 'with whom the
worker has contact

availability of jobs (num-
ber and location)

salary or wages offered
for work performed

other satisfactions which
the particular worker
inight consider desir-

-

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

Transition: Your experienceas a child care worker may
be only. a first step in decidg what kind of job you
might be interested in later in life.

Brainstorm the names of all of the jobs you know about
in which people work with children.

Enter the occupations that the students suggest at the
appropriate level on the chart.

Identify the level of eduation required and other general
characteristics of the occupation.

If students are unfamiliar with occupations at the various
levels, select one or two and describe the general charact
teristics or invite someone who is eniployed in an occupa-
tion at that level to be interview* by the class.

Share information with the class.

13-17
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S. M. 1 CHILD CARE SITUATIONS

A Michele still sleeps in a crib. te has had her bath and is ready for bed.
The sitter puts her into the crib with the teddy bear with which Michele
always sleeps. 'The sitter turns off the overhead light and-remeMbers-to
plug in the night light. Before leaving the room the sitter stands by the
door for a moment and'glances around the room. Michele is lying quietly

in the crib. The sitter realizes that the crib side is down and quickly
moves to put it up to make sure that Michele will not fail out.

A Carolyn, who was taking-care of Bobby while his parents were shopping, was
seated at the table while Robby ate his lunch of a hat dog, green beans,
apple sauce and milk. She was thinking, I'll fix myself a peanut butter
sandwich in'a minute or two. I hope Bobby doesn't take too long to eat.

I'm getting hungry too. While chewing the last bite of hot dog Bobby began

choking. Carolyn was frightened but she remembered studying about choking in

first aid. She picked Bobby up, held him upside down and slapped him on
the back of his chest. The food dislodged and Bobby regained his normal

breathing.

B Terrie is 1 years old. Jackie is filling the bathtub withoarm water for

Terrie's bath before bedtime. The tub has about 6 inches Atwater in it.
Jackie places Terrie in the tub and Puts several favorite toys in the tub.
Just then the telephone rings and Jackie runs downstairs to answer it.
Terrie reaches for the shiny faucets,and'turns on the hot water. Terrie then

returns to playing with the floating,toys. The duck floats toward the faucet

and Terrie reaches for it. Her/his irm passes through the stream of hot

water and a scream follows. Jackie runs up the staii.s, but Terrie has already

burned her/his arm.

A Mary is seven and Jerry A 2i years old. They are both outAde in the fenced

yard. Paul the sitter looks out the window and sees Mary switiesig the

softball bat as Jerry tries to pitch the ball. Quickly Paul decides that this

activity isn't safe for Jerry. He goes outside and takes-Jerry to the sand-

box which is nearby. He showt Jerry how to use the shovel, and pail to play

in the sand. Paul returns to Mary who is still swinging and says, "Let's
practice throwing and catching, that will be safe for Jerry to watch. I'm

sure you are able to do that well. Later we can try batting-the ball."

B Jason, age 5, is being cared for by Micki this evening. Micki and Jason are

watching T.V. Jason says, "Micki, get me some animal crackers from the

cupboard." Micki replies, "In just a second. I know they are in the top

shelf where your mom usually keeps them. I want to'see what happens next."

Jason disappears. Out in the kitchen Jason finds a stool 4nd climbs onto

the counter top. He stands up to open the door to the shelf where the animal

crackers are kept. As he opens the door he loses his--grip and falls back-
ward onto the floor striking the stool as he falls. Micki hears the crash /

and comes running.

2 3 Al
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S. M. 1 (cont.)

B Patty, who is 3i years old, was taken outside to play in the sandbox. The
swing was nearby and so there were many things with which Patty could_play.
The sitter provided a shovel, pail and'some trucks and then went'inside to
make a quick phone call to a friend. The conversation lasted about 5
minutes and then the sitter went outside to see.,how Patty was getting alft.
Patty was nowhere in sight. The toys were under the swing. The gate to the
yard fence was open.

,

A The Smiths did not have a chancito feed the baby it's bottle before leaving.
When Sam arrived they asked him to feed the baby. The bottle was in the'
warmer. Sam arranged a chair so that he could rock the baby while feeding
it and got a bib and cloth to put over his shoulder for buPping time.
Then he went to the kitchen anortook the bottle from the warmer. It mast

\4\

be ready. Sam and the bab were seated comfortably in the.chair ready for the
feeding. As Sam picked up e bottle, he thought, I'd better test the'
temperature to be stFs it isn t too hot. He shook a few drops of/milk on the
inside of his forearm. It was uncomfortably warm. Looking down at the baby
who was beginning to wiggle and cry, he said, "Sorry, you will just have.to
wait a few minutes. This milk wouldburn your mouth."

A Peter, who is 2 years old has always been a very cheerftl, goOdLmatured
child to care for, except for today. Joan who usmoly enjoys caring for
Peter has had a hard time keeping Peter from crying. He also seems to
lack pep and isn't interested in his usual playthings. This afternoon
Joan has noticed that he rubs his left ear when he cries. Peter's unusual
behavior has puzzled Joan. If his parents weren't at a wedding Joan thinks
she would call them. Joan remembers that there is a book about children in
the bookcase and goes to get it. After looking through the book under the
titles of ears, crying and illness, she thinks Peter may have something wrong
with his ear. The book suggests taking the child's temperature and giving
aspirin if needed. Joan has never done this before and decides she will
not try. She will call his parents at the number they left.

B Sara has taken care of the Clark's 2 children for over a year. She enjoys

6 year old Anggla and 4 year old Paul. Today she will have her first chance
to take care of the new baby, 8 week old Julie. She has fed and held Julie
several tines so that will be easy. Sara has never changed the baby's
diapers or other clothing. She is a little doubtful about what to do.
Mr. Clark said they wouldn't begone long when he called to ask if she'could
stay with the baby so maybe she won't need to change Julie. Just before
they leave Mrs. Clark asks, "Any questions?" Sara says, "No, see you later."
When the Clarks return 4 hours later they find the baby crying and Sara
ilooking worried. Mr. Clark asks, "What seems to be the trouble?" Sara
says, "I don't know. Julie just won't stop crying." Mrs. Clark takes Julie
and says, "Oh, she seems to be wet. She needs to be changed."

235
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S. M. -2 CHILD CARE EXPERIENCES

DIRECTIONS: Indicate the kind of,expeiiences you have had with children of '

different ages by placing a cheek (X) in the spaces under the
age columns: Indicate the number of times you have had that
experience by placing an X in the appropriate space under number

-
Of times column.

CHILD CARE
EXPERIENCE

AGE OF CHILD NUMBER OF TIMES

1-12
mo.

1-3
yr.

3-5
yr.

6-8
yr.

Never
-

1-6 7-15 More
than 16

Prepared food
for child

,

SupeeVised
eating dr fed
child

. lib

.

..

Changed.
diapers

--......----

Dressed or
helped child
with dressing
or undressing

.

Read to child

.

.

Played games
with child

. .

A

- .

Watched child
play with oth-
er children

.

.

.

.

.

.

Helped child
play with oth-
er children

.

c
Helped child
get ready for
nap or bedtime

.

'.

, - -

For what other people or things do you regularly provide Care?

What kinds of care do you provide?

233
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S. M. 3 DEVELOPMENT, SLOW, STEADY GROWTH OF CAPABILITIES

DIRECTIONS: Place a check (4. in the box(es) opposite each activity which
children of the given age can do. If you are uncertain that children of that

age can do the task, place a (?) in the box(es).

flT fe,sU
Months Year people who care for children

Prepare nutritious
food for'self

_

Feed self
.

Clean illy hands and

face

.

,

Bathe self

Dress self for in-
door activity

,..,
.

.

Undress self .
.

."

.

.

Judge when sleep
is needed

.

V

Prepare-self for
sleeping or resting

.

Show interest in
playthings

Handle playthings
.

Move around freely

Cross stieet safely
I

Send a message by
crying or other
sounds

,

.

.

.

Send a message with
words .

GiVe attention to
sounds

t

,

AP

Interested in people

4 /

- _

23 ri
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S. M. 4 DEVELOPMENT, SLOW, STEADY GROWTH OrCAPABILITIES

DIRECTIONS: Place a check (2) .1.10Khe box(es) opposite each activity which

children of a given age can do. If you areuncertain tbat children of that age

can do the task place a (?) in the box.(es).

"I Can" 3 - 4 5 - 6 Responsibilities of people who

Years
,

leers
,

_

Years. care for children

Prepare nutritious
food for self

.

.
.

Feed self .

-,

Clean my hands and
face

,

Bathe self

Dress selg for in-
door activity

.

Undxess self *
Judge when sleep
is needed

.

. -

Prepare self for
sleeping or resting

,

Shoi interest in
playthings

,

)Handle playthings
,

.

Move around freely

Cross street safely

Send a message by
crying or othei.

sounds

.

.

pend a message with
words .

.

.

Give attention to
sounds .i. .

.

Interested i4 people

2 3 E.> .
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S. M. 5 OBSERVATION'OF A CHILD CARE SITUATION

Michele age 2
Child Care Person: Andy age 13

5:30. Michele is in the kitchen, seateelon the floor, near the sink. She has

a rubber hammer in her hand and is striking the floor. As the hammer

hits the floor, a squeaking noise.is made. Michele strikes the floor
again, and again, and the noise/Sounds each time.

5:33 Andy is preparing supper forMichele'and himself. He walks from the

kitchen to the dining room. Michele follows Andy with her'eyes. She
is still holding the hammer bUt-noi ariking the floor.

5:35 Michele stands up and walks over to several toys that are on the floor'
near the telephone. She begins placing.ttn.cans of-varying sizes inaide
each other. Several attempts are made before ihe correct size is found.

o 5:40 Michele walks into the dining room. Andy is in_the kitchen. She stretches
to see the top of the table and then begins to CliMb up on a chair which
is near the table. After several attempts, she manages to-get up-and
then looks around the t le. She.reaches'for the butter plate, which
is in the center of the table: She cannot reach it. Michele picks
up a spoon which is near and looks 4tp it and then puts it down.

9:50 Michele gets down fron(the chair, walks around the table, looks at Andy',

Ei.s he comes into the .iiroomand leaves again. She climbs up on another
,chair. She reaches for the butter plate and takes hold ofidt. Michele
qspreads the butter On the table top and squeezes ii througNkher hands and
smiles. She smeare/it around naking lines and. curves with both hands.

. 5:51 'Andy comes into the dining room.

239
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S. M; 6 A CHILD CARE SITUATION

Scene 1 The Living,Room of the Baker Family

Players: SAlly 12 year old child care perso
Joe *year old boy
Mr. Terry Baker (Joe's father)
Mrs. Alice Baker (Joe's mother) /

Mr. Baker: I'm taking Alice to the airport to take the plane to Chicago. It

leaves at 3 o'clock, and then I have to stop and pick lip some milk
and the dry cleaning. I hope tti*be home by 4:30. /

Sally: Yes, Mrs. Baker said it would be around 5 o'clock, when:she called to
see if I could stay with Joe:

Mrs. Baker: (coming downstairs) I'm ready. I think We better leave. Goodbye

Joe. (She reaches down and hugs him and then walks to the door.

Mr. Baker: (Reaches down, pats Joe on the head and says) Goodbye Joe, see you
later. Have a good nap.

Joe:. 1,1aving and looking out the window) Bye, bye. I want to go, too.

Mr. and Mrs..Baker leave and Joe'ldoks unhappy.)

STOP: Identify child care person's responsibilities and alternative approaches.

Sally: Let's read a book before You take your nap.

(Sally and Joe sit down on the sofa. Sally has selected one of Joe's favorite

books. Sally reads and Joe looks at the pictures and points to them and re
peats some words.)

Sally: (closing the book) That was a good story. Joe, put the book on the

shelf.

Sally: Thank you for putting the book away, Joe. Let's get reacly for your

nap.

Joe: No! Read more. (Reaching for another book.)

STOP: Identify child care person's responsibilities and alternative approaches.

Scene 2

.Sally: After you take your nap, I will read another book to you. (Sally takes
Joe by the hand and together they go into the bedroom.)

In-the Bedroom

Sally: Joe, climb into your,crib.

2! :1 0
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S. m. 6 (cont.)

Joe: (Sits down on the floor. ) Not

STOP: EXplore alternatives.

Sally: Joe, this is the way to get into bed. (Sally picks him up an0.9puts him
into the crib.) I see your teddy bear is all ready for a nap, too.
(SaiLly hands him the teddy bear and puts the side of the crib in place.)

(joe begins to whimper.and jump up and dowain the crib.)

STOP: EXplore alternatives.

Sally: Joe, lie down. (She puts him on his stomach in the crib and leaves the
room.)

(Joe stands up immediately and looks toward the door. He begins dumping but
soon sits down with the teddy bear and begins to talk to it.

When Sally igturns, 5 minutes later, to check on Joe, he is quietly playing in
his crib. The next time Sally looks in on himt about 10 minutes later, he is
asleep.)

2 1
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S. M. 7 A CHILD CARE SITUATION

Scene 1 - The Dining ROOM of the Clark Family

Players: Mark- 13 year old child care person
Jamie - A-year Old boy
Sarah - 5 year old girl

Sarah: Can me play with my paint set?

Mhrk: Yes, we have used it b'efore. Will-you get it fromithe shelf, and I'll

cover the table with newspapers.

Sarah: (walks across the room carrying the paint set and begins taking it out

out of the carton) Will you get me some water?

Mhrk: Sure. I'll Just finish spreading out this paper, so we won't get paint

on the table, and then I'll get the water to use with the paints.

(Sarah unpadks the paints and-brushes.)

Mark: (returns withdish of water) Here is the water. Do you need anything

else?

Sarah: OhI The paper, it's in the cupboard. I'm not supposed.to crawl up

and get it.

Mark: Well, you show me where,. and I'll get_ it.

(Mark and Sarah leave together to get the paPer.)

Scene 2 - Same place, some time later

-Mark: It looks as if you are all ready to begin.

Sarah: I like to paint.

Mark : Do you remember how we paint and stay on the paper?

Sarah: I'll try. Watch me.

(Mark sits down in a chair near the table and watches Sarah. After-several

minutes, he walks over to look at Sarah's work.) You are doing a fine job.

Can you tell me about your picture?

Sarah begins to talk about the turtle and the sun. Mark listens and nods his

head.)

212
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S. M. 7 (cont.)

Scene 3

(Mhrk comes into the dining room, followed by.Jamie who has just awakened 'from
a nap.)

Jamie: Me paint. (He grabs a brush and begins painting on the newspaper
covering the table.. Slcae of the paint gets on Sarah's page.)

Sarah: Jamie, don't: Get away!

STOP: bcplore responsibilities and approaches.

Mark: Jamie, let's paint over on this paper. (Mark guides Jamie around the
table to another spot and sits down clOde by to watch the painting.)

:jamie: (Dipping the brush into the red paint.) Pretty.

Mark: Yes, pretty red paint.

Jamie: Red, red. (Jamie lays 'the brush down and begins to paint with his
fingers. He smears some on the newspaper.)

Mark: Jamie, use the paint brush,. on't use your fingers. Let the

paint off. (Mark takes Jamie to the bathroom. They return with clean
hands.)

(Jamie begins painting. Mark walks arqpnd to look at Sarah's painting. The

children continue to paint Mhrk sthys close to Jamie.)

213
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Aitrah is just a year old. For
a musical sound. Sarah enjoys
of her trips around th
Sarah works tolget it

LEARNING BY TRYING

7"-.*

--44eN

. .

What could a child care
would you choose to do?

her birtAP' ahe et a 124111 toy which makes
pullipg the tel, woer_eirl" she goes- On one

pull tffI 8tts co,!!T,On the leg of a chair.

is uneue--44411, qust about given up.

rson do? ast U. th&r possible. Which

Why?

Nike is 11i months old. He has been ws1/4141 tor severeq months. Toslay he is

trying to go upstairs for the first time'

'What could a child care person do? ast 411 or the possPle. Which
would you choose to do? Why?

Tommy is 10 months old. Today he is 5it,b,118. In the 3.,;171ng. room on the floor

with a red rubber ball in,one hand, pou0Zqg pin the "vlor. The hall rolls
it endaway from him, out of his reach. ToMMY"; ?Its st then begins to crawl

toward it. He reaches out, but his graoys rlot firm, Euld tne ball rolls away.

It becomes stuck under the edge of the an OW4* T crIlbas over to the ball

and tugs on it, but he does not get it lv-ee.

If you were the child care person watchillo Totormr, what follid you do? List all
of the things that wpuld be possible. VOlh 11-1;21d 1011 ehoose to do? Why?



MESMER EMPLOYEE INTERACTION

A job,As A Child dare Worker

Emplqyee Employer

Wo& I Can Do Work to Be Done

Kind of Pei'son I Am
01

Kind of Persan Wanted

Satisfaaions or Rewards Wanted Reward Offered



S. M. 9 (cont.)

Use as page overlay. The figures may be colored with transparency coloring
pens or made of colored transParency film.
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S. M. 10 CARE AND GUIDANCE OF CHILDREN

1. 111 1

PS HO IST

ANDI I ;,11'
TEA

NUBS vf-+ SCHOOL

C H WELFARE RES

TOR OF MATERN
CHILD HEALTH

SOCIAL WORKER

COLLEGE

TOR

HER

AND

UNIVERSITY' (Professio

ER/ SCHOOL PROGRAM

Level)

RE-SCHOOL LANGUAGE INSTRUCT°

-CHILDREN S WEAR
CONSULTANT

WELFARE DAY CARE
CONSULTANT .

NURSERY SCHOOL FOOD SERVICE DIRECTOR

NURSERY SCHOOL MANAGER

CHILD DAY CARE SUPERVISOR

POST - SECONDARY

JUVENILE COURT
PROBATION WORM

Y DAY CARE WELFARE DAf CARE HOME SCHOOL AIDE

ATTENDANT *CONSULTANT

KINDERGARTEN TEACHER
AIDE

ELEMENTARY TEACHER AIDE INSTITUTIONALV
ATTENDANT

RECREATIONAL AND PLAYGROUND AIDE

ILD CARE AIDE

FAMILY DAY ,CARE
ATTENDANT

SPECIAL EDUCATION
ATTENDANT

CHILD CARE AIDE

ADULT

KINDERGARTEN TEACHER
AIDE

ELEMENTARY TEACIRSR AIDE

RECREATION AND PLAYGROUND AIDE

CHILDREN'S' WEAR ADVISOR

CARE

NURSERY SCHOOL
FOOD Staw4.CE WORKER

INSTITUTIONAL CHILD CA E
ATTENDANT

SECONDARY (Entry Level)
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Name ,

S.M:11 CARING FOR CHILDREN

DIRECTIONS: In the puzzle below - find and circle all the words you can
find (30), that you think are related to caring for children.

ABODEFHTUVXYZWDPUTIQYFYCTZYTYFMUEFA4NO.YSAEURRIXE VDTOZETLSITIS,DAVIAEOXZW EA ZDROIOUTINEPTERSRIC,YU
IZYZVYCCITVEEHMHONSS'EZCK QCOBEBHELPFULOPRer,RUTBA
MR'AMCXLTNSERGAMOLHNIMABO ZRVDSTORIESHEPMWO.TOTDE_,QYEREWAWPUT.NTNPEIEYNWCD.S AQWFVUASMILESETLCMEFEFUBRXGUSWVBEOMSCWIOXPRIHW 'OTQHTUEEUTNOEREFUWMS' 0 G
ITVUIONwTIM.EOTEARSTUOMFIAVSHJSDBRR-NORAMKINDNESSFSOAKRERGBRWNGULERFECGLOPGIFQRESPONSI,BILITYUIKN OMPLESNRANWI_AALCIAATH.M
K NOGMP-TIONOENMBTALD,YVKtPbMNUNOAYVCNLGHYNPOUBAMOTRAININ,VERYOPESRTENERGYIODONDFEOELN,AIADRFIILLO AWAPMICHWSAOMTDXGAMESQ'ROXNQ.LNF.ENX,OLDTIOPOLDNTQTYCROGOIEYATEXELTLHPSH ZAECFN'itHT..MKOURHGNESO 0 R
W VBJSKITGVYPNSPEHACOURVXQDLTJAAPROBLEMSOLVERQUOREMUHNSHOBT TOHLUIA,RSTW''MHI,VVINTTAEMEDYPSNMBESYCL,fFWHEPSSHORTTERMSEOVXB RKSXGSA-WDLRQAISE,STBR'UZ

/
The Thirty Words Are:

money feed understanding
babysitter bathe L tears

_

concern .tle temporary safety
patience'i, , short term developnent
play varied hours stories
problem solver training games
employer helpful kindness
employee responsibility routine
on time protection guidance
day care energy smiles

213
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S. M. 12
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